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"With a rush he struck that red and white dazzle
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At Last—
The "Four-in-One"
Fishing Rod

FLY ROD
BAIT ROD
TROLLING ROD
CASTING ROD

AH in One-S30.00
At last you may enjoy all forms of

fishing witiiout the inconvenience
or expense of having separate rods

for each purpose.

The "Four-in-One" is an expert's

rod. Designed by experts; made
by experts; with the single idea of

meeting completely in ONE rod

ALL the special requirements of

EVERY form of fishing.

Made from the fmest selected split

cane, mounted with agates or tungs-

ten guides, closely whipped, rever-

sible handle. Keen in looks"]'and

performance.

Why be tied down to one or two
forms of fishing because of the ex-

pense or inconvenience of owning
more than one rod ? Get the 'Four-

in-One" and learn the new delights

of every form of fishing.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT

Good dealers everj^whcrc carry Allc.ock, Lai.ahl&WesUvood
lines. If your dealer hasn't ilie new "I-'our-in-One," write

us about it and send us his name and address. Order your
seasonable requirements now while stocks are complete.

The ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA and REDDITCH, ENG.
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WOODS
TENTS

ARE ALL READY
FOR YOUR

SUMMER CAMP

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS
Order through your local Hardware or Sporting Goods dealer.

Special Sale of featherweight Sail Silk Tents

for Canoe and Pack Trips.

WOODS MANUFACTURING CO., OTTAWA

CLARK'S
PREPARED FOODS

How about the following, Mr. Sportsman, for variety

in menu with the minimum of trouble.

BREAKFAST

HOT LUNCH or DINNER

* COLD LUNCH

FOR SANDWICHES

THE RELISH DE LUXE

CLARK'S Pork & Beans, Spaghetti with Tomato
Sauce & Cheese, Cambridge Sausage, Corned Beef
Hash, Tongue Ham & Veal, Sliced Smoked Beef.

CLARK'S Soups (13 kinds). Minced CoHops, Beef
Steak & Onions, Canadian Boiled Dinner, Irish

Stew.

CLARK'S Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Boneless Pig's

Feet, English Brawn, Ox & Lunch Tongues, Veal
Loaf, etc.

CLARK'S Pate de Foie, Potted Meats, Devilled
Meats, Peanut Butter.

CLARK'S Tomato Ketchup.

All cooked ready for use, simply heat (if required) and eat.

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL
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A Cruise in a Galvanized Iron Canoe

Jas. Edmund Jones

T was indeed a start-

ling proposition that
after thirty years' ex-

perience in the north-
ern woods in cedar
canoes, we should
suddenly change our
habits and travel in

a galvanized iron canoe both by lake

and stream, large and small. Our
craft was sui generis, that is, the
only original one of its kind. It

was inven^ted and constructed not
by a boat-builder, nor a galvan-
vanized iron worker, but by a watch-
maker, Sam Britton, of Lindsay,
Ontario. bYother of our veteran camp
poet and entertainer, Jerry Britton
of Montreal. If we had any iner-

adicable conservative tendencies, they
were strained to the utmost, but we
heard the history of the craft, read
the description of its construction,
saw its photograph, heard the cate-

gory of its good points and advantages,
and courageously decided to trust

our lives and comfort to it without
first seeing it. Our stipulation was
that we should also take one sixteen-

foot cedar canoe in which two of the
party might travel, and thus leave
ample room for the other six with
most of the dunnage in the big canoe.

Our route lay through a wonderful
fishing district where lake trout
abound. But as this veracious his-

tory concerns not our fishing exper-
iences but our wonderful craft, we

shall not say more than our route
say through certain lakes named Big
Land Little Redstone, Clear, Mac-
donald. Black, Kennesis, Red Pine,

Clear, Hawk, Trout, St. Nora,
Kushog, Wren and Raven. We ul-

timately came out to civilization

again on Lake of Bays, Muskoka,
having started from the end of the
Railway line in Haliburton, north of

Lindsay.
We navigated Alvide open stretches

of water as well as tiny streams, so

that the buoyancy and draft of, our
craft was fully tested for all kinds of

water and to our great joy it did not
fail us. It was twenty feet long and
in two parts which could be put to-

gether in three minutes and taken
apart in a minute and a half. Each
half was a complete boat in itself

with flat ends somewhat like a

dinghy. Each half weighed seventy
pounds and could be easily carried

by one man on the portage. As the
boat carried six paddlers, this left

four paddlers to carry the dunnage,
whereas if the six men had been pad-
dling in three cedar canoes there
would only have been three men to

carry the dunnage. The ends were
fastened together by a hook on the
bottom, and a bolt on each side, and
the craft never showed signs of being
strained too much in the centre.

At each end was an air bulk head
which made it impossible to sink the
boat if it capsized and its beam
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1—.1- J<'rry, Wnllcr, Jack Dave. I^slie, Ed., Norval. 2—PorlnginK 20 fl. anlvnni^cil iron cnnoo jn

two scctionH bptwncn Clmr Lake and Trout I.iikc 1919. 3—The 20 fl. Kaivnni -"' -no, .mi,

I

a 16 ft. cedar on Trout Lake. Norval, VV:d(cr. Ld , Davp. .Jerry. Leo, Jack

forty-ci^hl inches, wns snrli tluil one Kit,'lit men could paddle in the
mitjlil sil on Uie side ot" it .mihI liud craft, but it was more comfortable
to make an efforl lo fill il with walcr. for six. The depth of the canoe was
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eighteen inches, so that one could
sit on the thwarts or d^mhage and
not cramp his knees.

The six paddlers in "The Tin Can-
oe" could always beat' out the two
paddlers in the cedar canoe and in

rough weather passed easily over
stretches where the small canoe would
have been swamped.

If we were unfortunate enough to

run violently on a sharp rock it would
have dented the canoe, but not crack-
ed it, and the metal may easily be
beaten back into place. We carried

soldering iron and material in case

a leak should develop but the rivett-

ing had been done so skilfully that
though the good ship was ten years
old and had travelled many hundreds
of miles we were not called upon to

use our emergency kit.

The course of our cruise might
have been traversed in less than a
week by strenuous labour, but we
spread it over two weeks so as to

have time for side trips and fishing

excursions. On these excursions we
carried only our lunch, fishing tackle,

cameras and reading material and
song books. Great was the joy of

listening to a book read aloud within
the hearing of everyone in the party
while we went on our way. Eight
together we enjoyed and criticised

the same songs and had the advantage
of hearing the combined jokes and
wisdom of the camp. It was indeed
an ideal method of locomotion. ^

The boat had been on several long
cruises including one partly through
Northern Ontario and partly through
Quebec which lasted a whole month
and included some very rough river

work. So majestically and satis-

factorily did she behave that the
.camp poet was moved to celebrate
her in rhyme as follows:

—

AWAKE! OLD PARD!
or

THE OLD TIN CAN.
To the tu-ne of "Old Dan Tucker."

By' Jerry Britton.

Awake! Old Pard, for the Winter's
past,

No more we'll feel the chilling blast,

The snow has gone, and the gentle
breeze

Blows softly through the waving trees;

The tree toads chirp, and the divers
wail

,

The wild cat" waves his terrible tail.

The robins sing, and the bull frogs
roar.

And the Old Tin Can is afloat once
more.

Old Pard, from your Winter sleep
arise

!

On verdant woodland feast your eyes,
Inhale the piney odors, and
We'll go and seek the prx)mised land,
Where all the winds the compass

round
With music and sweet smells abound,
Where perfect peace pervades the air;

,

And the Old Tin Can will take us
there.

When the sunbeams glance on the
glist'ning dew.

When the black bass plays on the
split bamboo,

W^hen the wild fowl wings her evening
flight.

My soul is fdled with pure delight.

When the maskinonge and the pick-
erel

Are looking fine and feeling well.

When the waves pla^' tag on the
moonlit shore.

We'll man the Old Tin Can once more.

Let those who will seek Wintry joys

With snow shoes, skates, and sleighs

for toys.

But the balmy days for the husky
crew

That mans the peerless tin Canoe,
That wondrous craft so fleet and fair

That rode the foaming Jean de Terre,

No craft e'er made by hand of man
Compareswith Sammy's Old Tin Can.



Picturesque abode, "Estelleville," Ban£F, Alta.

Leaving It to Martha: We Angled in the "Spray"

John Harker

"Stepping down
By zigzag paths, and juts of pointed

rick,

Came on the shining levels of the
lake."

HEN I read the tele-

graphic announce-
ment that Martha
and others were on
the way West I frank-
ly confess a wave of

j)lcasant anticipation
pervaded the sultry
atmosphere of that

last week in July.
There was sure to be "something

doing" when Martha arrived—and
there was,
Martha very graciously broke her

journey en route for "BanfT the
beauliiiil,"' and we drank a dish of tea
together Ifi the City by the foothills

for old times sake.
"Can you throw a fly?" said Martha

about the tinie the ice-cream arrived
and reminiscences had given ])\[\cr [o

possible hai)penings.
I (lid not gel the drift of th;it (juery

at once; hence the circumlocution

—

"I have seen a steer thrown and
struggled with the fli; of a tent on a
windy day—perhaps you mean ang-
ling for trout" I added.

"Of course I mean fishing" said
Martha. "We expect to go to the
"Spray Lakes" for a few days."
"Can you come?"

"Just the thing" said I. "Is it far
to walk?"
"Leave it to me" rejoiced Martha,

and I did. *****
The air was cool—delightfully cool—in the mountains after the heat of

the city—salubrious Calgary notwith-
standing. The hospitality of the Al-
pine (-lub House, overlooking the
village is not a thini; to pass over
lightly, but on this occasion it was
necessary to make an early start the
next morning, and the picturesque
abode "b^stelleville" was responsible
for i)leasant memories of holiday cheer
-not forgetting the joy of sharing
the same roof with Martha.

Martha's ti|)s on camp comfort were
at times {jrojound, but I mu5*t confess
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to feeling somewhat chagrined when
upon depositing the contents of my
small dunnage bag upon the floor of

the verandah with the assumed air of a

real outdoor "sport", Martha merely
remarked ''Where are your blankets?"

Now the packing and repacking of

that duilnage bag had given me some
anxious moments. Finally I hadv
concluded that the inclusion of a -

brand new camel hair sleeping bag
would meet with a chorus of approval.

"Was it reasonable to think of

blankets with the thermometer 85 in

the shade" I muttered with more
courage than wisdom.

When I had quite recovered from
Martha's remark, I said rather vigor-

ously, "Couldn't possibly feel cold in

this bag," which I then displayed with
all the pride I could summon to my
assistance. I reminded Martha that
having climbed Mount Stephen,
coupled with life in a sober state of the
Federation, J was fairly fit—^appetite

good—lots 01 golf and all that sort of

thing—so fit I couldn't possibly feel

cold. In fact I had decided a well

ventilated gunny sack was about my
only alternative.

"Then we shall be in tentsl suppose
I added, hoping to dispose ,of the
matter.

" Of course, we shall," said Martha,"
"But you will need blankets—at

least two pair—perhaps three."

I was at a loss for an answer. No-
thing in my vocabulary seemed in the
"retort courteous" class, so I adroitly
displayed lamentable ignorance of

what a lly box should contain.
"Just a fe^v standard flies—Hackles

Gnats, Zulus, Black Anta and a col-

ored fly or two—but don't forget
blankets—I will lend you two pairs,"
said Martha.
To my intense relief the dinner gong

sounded, and for the time being I had
escaped but in any event I was deter-
mined to arrogate to myself a superior
knowledge and dodge the blanket
issue at least.

I had just settled down to an after
dinner pipe of the "Souverarine Hef-
be" when Martha announced the pro-
gramme for the morrow\
The party of four adults, evenly

divided as to sex, with a sixth of a

dozen assorted of the juvenile variety,

were to be under the guidance, care

and control of Jimmy Simpson and
two stalwarts. The inimitable Steve
with chaps, studded gauntlets,

bandanna handkerchief and Stetson
hat complete, hadto be included to do
the picturesque—I am glad he was
there, but of that anon

—

"Fifteen horses (almost a regulation

militia troop) have been ordered, and
leave the rest to me" said Martha.
I listened intently to the angling
lore of mine host and contrived to

get quite a story together about a
record catch of "Rainbow trout"
(the piscatorial professor calls them
Salmo Mykiss") on Vancouver Island

on one memorable occasion, ingenu-
ously working in the big fish caught
with a fly during a September snow-
storm in Bull River, B.C.

I have been told somewhere it is

good policy to have something of this

nature on tap to Open upon your guide
with—it may impress him for the time
being. In any event it gives you
common ground to work upon.

I was catching whales of trout all

night, but the morning for the start

arrived, and so did we at the corrals

with dunnage bags complete.

For a short time everything seemed
to be confusion—horses—men—tents

—grub boxes—and party, all in a
heap in the centre of the corral. We
were soon straightened out however,
and it was my turn to receive the

"once over" as they say in the West.
"Ever been on the trail before"

said Jimmy, looking upon me no doubt
as the real tenderfoot of the party.

"Not exactly" I replied, lacking

precision. "Better give me a quiet

animal—I confess I am no broncho
buster." "Baldy" was all his owner
claimed him to be—the knowingest,
kindliest, easiest walking delegate I

have sat upon—bar none. What a

striking physiognomy that animal had!
He gave me the ghnt of recognition

at once with his sound eye, and I

nodded in return. That fixed us in

the realms of friendship for life.

(The resignation was hasty on my
part, but I had already concluded
there w^as not much left to his allotted

span.)
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But the intelligence of the noble

beast. With that one eye he seemed
to size me up and then outline our
course of life together without any
apparent effort. A few "Don'ts"
seemed to flash with wireless celerity,

to the following effect.

1. Don't stay up too long at one
time.

2. Don't pull my head off trying

to ride me over places I'm missing.

3. Don't keep your 160 lbs. in the

same place all the time you think
you should be up, or I may go down.

I got a lot of first hand information
in a very few seconds from Baldy, and
some very useful trail tips as we
journeyed together.

Strung out along the spray River
trail we were quite a formidable
party. My only anxiety at this time
seemed to be the fear lest there would
not be enough fish to soil my new
creel. I might have spared myseif
even this thought had I known
Jimmy better.

* « * * 4i

The pine-scented mountain air is a

grand thing when the grub boxes are

full. I was quite content to see the

camp pitched at the White Man Pass
Meadows about the middle of the
afternoon and to leave those harmless
trout one more day of comparative,
tranfiiiillily.

It had been warm all day, but by
the time evening shadows fell and the

sun retired on the other side of tiie

iGoat Range I was congratulating
myself on having packed along a

substantial sweater guaranteed pure
wool

.

Martha was very much occupied
about the bUinkels, and I recalled a

certain scriptural reference which
seemed to meet the situation.

• "So will you be troubled JjeTore

morning" rejoiced Martha. "You
had better get the horsi^ blankets
under and over you to-night, or Til

need to send you under escort to the

Hot Springs Swimming Pool to-

morrow to get thawcfl out."
I do/.ed olT <'omfort:il)ly :d)out 10

o'clock having toasted myself pretty
IhorougliK Ix'foic licit (lici! ful ciimp
(ire.

awoke with a feeling that I was just

about to discover the North Pole and
had forgotten my "Mackinaw." I

got up and ran around for a while,

much to the disgust of my tent host.

"Whither now my Lord" was the

barely audible remark proceeding
from a pile of blankets in one corner

of, the tent.

"No matter where. Of comfort no
man speak." quoth I, discovering a

quarter of an inch of ice in the water
buckets. "I'm off to Canmore for an
eiderdown or two and a foot warmer "

"I told you so'' scolded Martha
between mouthfuls ^of bacon and
bannock as we sat around to break-
fast with the outfit, some four hours
later.

"Now I shall have to send Steve in

for those blankets" she concluded.

Whether it was this last remark or

the dainty manner in which she
presided over the first morning meal,
I have not yet decided, anyhow,
although all wrought up I was ven,'

grateful and being struck with the
"beauty of fitness," forgave the
scolding instant-er.

"Ando a sudden lo: the level lakes
And the long glories of the rising sun"

This was real consolation, and I

felt quite bucked up when Martha
assured me we should not perhaps
have made such an early start had I

been unable to crawl out in the middle
of the night from a nest of blankets
and "Look what wc should all have
missed."
The mountain fiowers were pleasing

in color and variety. The trail in-

cidents many and interesting.

A Mountain Goat looked down
upon us from the security of his

feeding ground ai)0vc the timber
line. Then in closer view a mule iU'vv

hastened away to higher ground, with
that curious movement which has
earned for this quadrui)ed the term
"Jumping Deer."

Passing through a sylvan glade
my mild llirtalion with Alartha was
interrupted by Ihe announcenu'nt of a

fresh bear tr^ick. Soon after this we
dismounted and enjoyed a feed of
wild strawberries ripening along the ^1

•iin kissed I mil :is it wotiiid along the '
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' ^^«a^*; ^^«

i I

A formidable party

hillside just as Baldy's prototypes had
made it, with no other concern but to

keep going where the going was good.
We all kept going in Jimmy's pack

train, every mother's son of us. Na-
shan-Esen was well named as a white
chief of the Stony Indians, like

their hunters! Wherever he chose to

go you could surely bank upon Jimmy
finding the trail back.

Wolverine-go-quick and he did.

No meandering, just '''hike." This
was not the only word in his vocabul-
ary however. Some of the expletives
I had never heard before—but there's

always something new on the trail

—

and they s^eemed to be effective,

judging from the blistered appearance
of the summer foliage and the way
Baldy stepped out every time he heard
Jimmy's voice.

I was a little alarmed at times when
Martha was well up within hearing
distance of the bunch, but she never
seemed to be distressed. I always
thought Martha was a good sport,
but some of Jimmy's pack' train
shrapnel must have landed at times on
her unoffending ears, and she never
drooped an eyelid. In any event all

was soon forgotten for here we were
between lakes on the high ground
above the strea'm encircled by the
majestic mountain ranges.

Martha was ecstatic over our sur-

roundings and seemed to know every
line that was ever written on the
"nature" subject. I was very much
impressed with something from Mat-
thew Arnold, I think she stated it was,
who wrote :

"To thee only God granted
A heart ever new
To all always open
To all always true."

The only thought I could add to

fill the blank in my repertoire was:
"0 Canada my own, my native land."
Martha thought that was pretty

good for me and decided we had
l3etter come down to terra firma and
get on with the camp chores.

I need hardly say I proceeded to

rescue a brand new fly rod from the
saddlery about this time and made
for the water.

I was not a success that evening.
My fish killing process was decidedly
off. The only system going strong in

those parts at that time seemed to be
the nibbling propensities of the mos-
quitoes. I retreated flnall5^ fighting

a rearguard action, to the security of a
smudge in the horse lines, remarking
to Jimmy that if the fish were off

their feed the flies must have been
starving all summer, and it was a
pity he had not propitiated the brood
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with suitable sacrifices before we
arrived. I saw Baldy's eye blinking,

and picked up his "I get you Steven"
message at once.

It was not very long after supper
before I began to think of our Steve

and hope the |ates would speed his

return. I had almost become resigned

to the impossibility of the performance—35 miles in one day over a moun-
tain trail needed a real man and a

good horse—I am glad I held on to my
faith in the Burke mare and never
allowed even the prospect of night-

mare in the Antarctic to cause me to

entertain a doubt but she would do it.

I thank thee Jove! the strain was
not of long duration, here they are

with three pair of blankets.

"What great staying powers those

yeomen of North Britain have" I

remarked to Martha as we closed in

around the camp fire before turning

in for the night.

"One for Steve and two for your
forbears" rejoined Martha as she

consigned me to sleep in a tropical

zone with a demure "bon soir dormez
bien" and a gentle caressing look in

the direction of the Burke mare. The
mare had earned it, I was content.

I was aroused the next morning
about the "second call" for breakfast
after a refreshing sleep by what
appeared to be distressing cries for

"help"—What an effort it was to

leave those blankets—but the commo-
tion around camp "got me going" at

last.

Martha's voice could be heard in

the ofTing, growing fainter in the

direction of the strenm. I looked out
of the tent to Hnd the camp was
deserted and all hands iieadcd for the

water.
With remarkable presence of luind,

all things considered. I seized my tent

partner's binoculars and focussed
them upon a small figure just discern-

ible on the near river l)ank.

'I'he sight was grotesque in the

extreme, for there was the twelve
year old of our party— the early bird

of our aggregation straining at an
obli(|ue angle to keep his feet with his

rod already bent almost double—

a

typical "pull devil, pull baker" scene.

As assistance appeared to be timely, I

leisurely performed my morning ablu-

tions with the aid of a water bucket

,

and dressed for the day.

Our little hero arrived in due
course with the satisfaction of a

sportsman indelibly stamped upon
his beaming countenance for the rest

of his natural span, holding up to the

admiring throng a 1 lb. cut-throat

(Salmo Clarkii.)

I suggested he should be thankful
for a miraculous escape.

**He pretty nearly caught me" was
the bright rejoinder.

I was glad to learn he appeared
fully conscious of the depth of the
pool and the danger he ran in the
encounter, and concluded he now
deserved to be equipped with a New
York Club steel vine rod. I was
recklessly committed on the spot, but
took my porridge with added zesttin

anticipation of the sport ahead

—

finishing a capital breakfast with the
assistance of the honey tin.

When we started out after a few
pulls at the old briqr, Jimmy very
properly informed me that the Park
limit was fifteen fish per diem and he
did not propose to pack even one more
for luck.

I looked at Brookman Jr.'s beaming
countenance again. He seemed to be
radiating two pounder suggestions, so
I accepted the proposal and handed
Jimmy my landing net to do the
honors.

Jimmy announced we would fish up
stream on the other side from camp,
and by way of explanation of the plan
of campaign added "These fish are
some shy—if you want your limit in

the next two hours folltiw me and don't
try any Harry Tate stage iishing
stunts between the sun " and the
stream or the chef will have to hand
you sardines for lunch."

I meekly enquired about flies. "All
I can tell you about flies is contained
in the fisherman's rhyme—
"Dark weather, dark feather.
Weather bright, feather light."

"They like ants, wasps, moths,
black Hies, beetles. Tj*y a "Zulu"
and a Parmachene 3elle" and avoid
shadow making."

This concluded my instructions.
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Capital/f chap Jimmy. Always
seemed to hand you the right "dope"
as he would say for the appropriate
occasion by way of qualifying his

guarantee. In other words he then
put it "up to me."

Martha was there already and by
the appearance of her creel had been
whipping the stream to some purpose.

She was standing on our side and
casting from a point where the stream
made a decided curve and from
comparatively shallow water flowed
with a ripple into a salacious pool
shaded by willows and fallen

timber on the opposite bank,

"This is always a good spot" said
Jimmy almost inaudibly to Martha—
"Any luck?"
"About half a dozen! but I'm

exasperated. There is a big felllow in

this hole and I don't seem to be able
to tempt him. He is either off his

feed or he doesn't like my flies. I've
changed them twice," concluded Mar-
tha with a suggestion of peevishness
indicating that two changes to catch
the same fish were all her dignity
would stand. "I'm going to have
another try, however" (I caught the
"never say die" glint from those eyes
that bespoke danger to something
animate). "What do you suggest,

Jimmy?" Jimmy grabbed my fly

box and picked out a "Parmachene
Belle." "I have never used that fly

here" he added, "but it looks like a
winner and he may take a whirl at it

when he has done flirting—try it

anyway".
The fly tied on to the lead with a

Zulu as the sole dropper, Martha
made a preliminary cast. There was
a break in the water about six feet
ahead of the cast and towards the
ripple. "Some rise!" I exclaimed, as
the rings expanded on the water.

Martha's line came back with
about three feet more length and with
the second cast the leader straightened
out and dropped on the edge of the
ripple with a delicacy and exactitude
that caused me to covet this "elegant
and ingenious art" on the spot.

Is there anything in the realm of

sport so fascinating and delightful to
look upon as an angler of the gentler
sex appropriately garbed demonstrat-
ing that perfect symmetry of motion
born of a skill acquired through her
persistent desire to excel and a reali-

zation of her opportunities.

That fish was getting interested or
curious—There was something new in

his waters. Intuitively I felt he had
taken a look at the strange fly with

Spray Lakes
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possibly an epicurean's desire to

classify before partaking; hence the

absence of a rise.

Speculation notwithstanding back
came Martha's line again, with anoth-
er three feet released; then with easy
precision the Parmachene Belie landed
very gracefully again on the edge ot

the ripple.

There was a perceptible pause in

the game—a breathless moment

—

then a break in the water—a rush

—

a taut line—and away went our trout

to the musical accompaniment of a

well made reel—that rhythmical click

denoting speedy but controlled re-

volutions, so sweet to the ear of the

successful angler—and the fight was
on.

Jimmy seized my landing net and
made for the edge of the bank, couch-

ing down in the tall grasses while,

holding on to the roots of a smaii

willow, he tested his reach and slipped

back into the tall grasses with a

caution to Martha to make haste
slowly.

Martha was inperturbable. ' Twice
"she brought her victim almost within
reach of Jimmy's net and as many
times he thrashed the water perform-
ing all the aquatic stunts he was heir

to without releasing himself from that

barb, and then dashed clear across the

stream to get another breather. A-
gain he was reeled in while the split

bamboo visibly increased the curve
with every turn until I thought the

rod would surely break at the joints.

In this dire event, what \Iartha
wouldn't say and 1 couldn't, would
make the situation at least very trying
for both. Of course Jimmy was a

licensed guide and everything went
with him —lucky dog!

The real moment arrived, however,
when 1 (Hxild see.Iinmiy's arm reaching
out and the. net becoming subniergefl.

without any apparent disturbance of

the water, about a yard or more
below tlu; spot where tUp, fish was
performing.

The team work was superb. Mar-
tha seemed to divine the |)recise

moment to ea.se the strain and h'l

him dr()[) back easily with the slr<'am.

.limmy's arm went up and with an
exclamation "he's ours" swung the

net an4 fish within it onto the bank.
I looked at Martha as she ran to the

spoil. A rich glow suffused her dam-
ask cheeks. The spirit of conquest
seemed to animate her whole being.

"Isn't he a beauty" she exclaimed,

gazing intently at the beautiful speci-

men laying in the bottom of the net,

beaten and played out—^right down
and out. "Thank you Jimmy! I

never could have landed him without
you," she added in her most endearing
manner— (lucky dog Jimmy thought
I)-and all he said laconically was "I

hope I haven't got to pack fifteen of

these apiece, or we'll be all day getting
back to camp—Some fish."

I sat down to take a pull at the old
briar after the excitement had sub-
sided while this intrepid combination
of sports settled the all important
question of weight.

Something about "nearly 2 lbs."

caught my auricular sen^e and I must
have chuckled audibly at this to the
consternation of Martha.

"What's the matter with you?"
she asked rather pointedly.
"Nothing alarming" I replied, only I

was just thinking that if this fish

you've caught and I've seen weighs two
pounds, then the fish a certain friend
of mine told me he landed out of the
lake at Sicamous last summer must
have been a "whale" or he had been
exercising his bibulous propensities!
It was one or the other without doubt!'

You refer to the hotel manager-
sport!" interjected Martha "quite a
rod maker, likewise a story teller in
his own way!"

"That's him sure enough,— I added
--"claims to have some uncanny
Pied Piper strain in his family -if he
wills hard enough a fish will hook on—
never been known to fail. In fact an
acc(uainlance who was with him told
me they had been fishing for half an
hour without a suggestion of a nibble
or seeing even a minnow when lo and
behold our piscatorial piper, pipes lo
the effect that a big fish he will land,
in proof of which alleged fact the
aforesaid ac(|uaintance oil'ered to show
me I he hook that brought this six
pound lake trout into their boat.
Can you beat that!"

"I never swank about trollim;
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White Man Pass Meadows

results, that's poor angling," said
Martha, "that size are always better
boiled anyway." "Now get busy
and see what you can do."

"Fish on brave knight
Bright eyes behold your deeds."

Taken in the spirit of a command
and with some apprehension as to my
abihty to even get the fly on the
water at all to say nothing about
striking the fish if he fell for it—

I did get busy, and never looked
back after the first salmo clarkii soiled

the new fish carrier.

It was well under two hours when
Jimmy announced he was through for

the day. The sun was well up and we
were both satisfied.

I felt quite perked up when Jimmy
chatting affably on the trail back to

camp, said "I see you've fished before
guvnor." I was the proud man!

—

but I assumed the virtue however and
feeling grateful for his admission,
modestly replied "A little Jimmy

—

but never had such fishing as this—it

was grand mon and eh how I'll make
a Scotchman of my acquaintance
hungry for the like." It is no little

satisfaction to me to know that this

latter thought "c'est un fait accompli"
of record in the chronicles of our town.
But why anticipate your own

possible experiences friend angler.

'T aint no fisherman" the small boy
said, overawed by the sight of fly

boxes, creel, waders and other impedi-
menta, "But I caught some fish in
this stream" he modestly stated.

We rested during the heat of the
day and then explored the source, of a
srnall stream rushing in a series of
beautiful falls and tearing its way
among the rocks to the quieter waters
of the valley below.

Martha was looking at the moun-
tain ranges ^nd, as usual on such
occasions, relapsed into a contempla-
tive and moralising mood.

"You know when ever I look at
these mountains I always wonder if

we Canucks realize what a playground
we have for the Anglo Saxon race.

What an incentive to the strenuous
life in our young manhood. Elizabeth
Parker is responsible for my attention
being drawn to the thought that "the-

ethical value of mountaineering is &
subject upon which our statesmeni
would do well to ponder." "I won-
der if they do!" she added. I could
only reply ^T wonder" but I am still

conscious of some irritation on the
subject.

Then an excellent supper under the
canopy of Heaven—the sun a blaze of
deep red glory bespeaking a fine
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tomorrow. The camp fire talks and
hunting yarns—the plans for the

future and the dehghtful feehng of a

good day well spent, with a last good-

night pipe, then sleep on a well brush-

ed bed of spruce boughs, perchance to

dream of the salmo clarkii and
Martha.

Adventures With Our Best Friend-The Dog
BONNA'CASTLE DaLE

E were sitting on the
deck of a coastwisS
steamer engaged in

the odd trade of

"Ocean Doctor." car-

rying great tanks and
buoys and bandages
to mend the plates

riven by the old

ocean; huge pumps to clear the ocean
out of the flooded holds; cement with
which to make a plaster—and all the

thousand and one odds and ends of

a salvors' life.

"She ought to have ths Life Saving
Medal!" said the Captain, pointing

at the dog. "Biscuits" the waiter
was trying to help snub a line from
a derelict when over he fell. "Queenie"
let out a yelp and leaped into the sea,

there was a lot of drift ice floating.

She tucked her long red Irish body
riglit in under cold "Biscuit's" neck,

(just as the kiddies had taught her
along the beach) never a life belt

acted better—and she wagged her
wet tail in the cold sea as wc were
drawing him into the boat, then she
swam along slowly. You see she
hates to be lifted by her hair, skin

kind of delicate, in she comes and uj)

she leaps and licks "Biscuit's" face.

All the way back to shij) she barked
out her satisfaction. The poor i)oy

had tears in his eyes as he held her
clo^e to him while we lugged him uj)

the companion. I tell you she's

a great Doggie."
It was good work Queenic. did, but

whist! Listen to the tale of a i)etl('r

dog still. The Newfoundland coaster,

just a few hundred tonner, old and
weather beaten —her name was "The
Ethie"— used to make that terrilic

run to Labrador laden to Ihe rails.

This time she ran into a sniolher of

snow and laid her bones on a rockv

ledge off the wild Newfoundland
coast. Her passenger accommoda-
tions were for fifty and she had ninety-

odd and a dog aboard. There was
a wee bit baby too on that smothering
craft. The wreck lay on the ledge

pounding and rolling within a few
hundred feet of the rude cliffs on the
shore.. The boats were too old and
rotten to dare risk in that welter of

water, and the crew of salt water
sailors were, as is often the case,

unable to swim. They did j ust manage
to shoot a line—but it fell on the
next reef and became snarled and
caught. It seemed as if their last

hope had fled. Just by luck there
happened to be on board a sledge

dog, one used to the words of com-
mand. His master called out and
over he went into a sea where it did
not seem possible for him to live.

Ahead, in the turmoil of breakers lay
the rope.—^Would he pass it and keep
on for the shore?—Again the man's
voice rang out—and in some manner
the dog got the meaning of it; as he
entered the white water and emerged
on the other side of it with the line

in his mouth - such a cheer as rang
out from shore and ship and echoed
in the storm smoothed cliffs was never
heard on that bleak coast. Into the
surf and mounting it the little dark
body of the dog passed. .A man ran
out into the water and seized the line.

Soon a breeches-buoy was working
and all Ihe ninety odd, yes and the
wee lot too, dry in a mail bag— were
safe ashore. And if a shaggy, small-
sized collie ever had a touch of in-

digestion that shy, savage, pai't wolf
dog had—for each and every one
tried to stuff him with all good things
available- nioiv |)ower to him!
We have had all sorts and condi-

tions of dogs in our many natural
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history camps. I remember a pair

of Red Irish setters we took with us
on one of our long trips, Each made
a figurehead for a canoe. Each
leaped out the moment the bow
touched the shingle. Every hair of

each long red body leaped erect any
time a strange Indian approached too
closelv to Laddie or me. We never

down the steep path—then break
out clearly as they struck the edge
of the shore—and danger.—Back Lhey*
came—step by step!—evidently
slowly backing in front of the in-
truder—whatever it was. Now their
tongues roared out a volley of protest
as the top of the bank was reached.
On! On! they backed, until the tent

"Oueenie let out a yell and leaped into the sea."

thought they would attack. How-
ever one dull, dark summer night
when we were camped on a northern
Ontario lake island—'one raised some
fifty feet from the water, I heard a
dull grating sound; such as a canoe
makes. So did Dash and Daisy!
"What was that?" I asked Laddie.
I received the same old snore in
answer. Instantly both dogs dashed
out of the dark door of the tent and
rushed yelping for dear life down the
forest trail to the top of the bank. I

heard their music soften. as they ran

was reached. There I sat in the
darkness, revolver in hand—the Boy
was bhssfully sleeping through it

all— I made up my mind if the object
came in low down after the dogs to
fill it full of 44's.—-if it came in erect

it was a man.—An avalanche of red
hair and waving tails and leaping,
bounding, growling dogs - came on
over my legs right i nto my arms. My
heart was pounding liow so that I

thought it would leap out and join
the setters.—Now the whole tent cur-
tain was roughly flung back and a
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voice in Ojibway called out "Ti-Yah
its me! Brocken!"
The fool Indian had seen our fire,

knew we were in that part of the

country and, like all Indians had
approached the camp without speak-

ing. When I told him how near I

came to plugging him he only grunted
and laughed.

I was visiting an old settler away

across. One day when he and the

retriever made their rounds they
saw a band of wolves calmly seated

on the edge of the sands waiting for

a big red heifer to get tired swimming
and come ashore to be eaten. The
dog leaped for his wild brethren—and
off" they sped like gray shadows far

down the beach. The fool cow still

swam seaward. This old bachelor,

A settler with his cats and dofts.

lip in I lie wild "West Coast" of

Vancouver Island. He had a rr--

Lricver (hat certainly was a comrade
to him. He had also more cats

than I ever saw In one heap, also

one smaller dog who had great spor(

on this bleak uninhabiled shore. He
possessed thirty full grown cattle,

and had lillie if any way to get them
into civilization at any profit, and as

he said "I can't cut a ([iKirter off

a critter, so I have no meal."' lie

always used canned beef. The un-
explored chain of mountains edged
closely on his rude beach, and many
a trail of arrow hoofs of deer; .ind

pads of wolves and jianthers he r:in

luckily, was an excellent swimmer.
Off went his duds and into the 44
degree water the retriever and he
s|)lashed. There was a bit offsurf
at the shore but they both mounted
this and swam on. The beastHwas
evidently heading for the "Sea Lion
Hocks" a mile or more out. Fhe
num. and dog slid olT with the ebb
and slowly but surely headed the
lu'ilVr. I'^inally she was swept down
lo them, and 4V)Wser took her tail

in his mouth and headed her for
shore. The man told me that the
big black retriever time after lime
let go of the cow and swam over to
him and asked him, as plainly as a
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clog's looks could ask "Are you all right?

Can you make it?" And when they
touched bottom the dog swam along
step for step. Once ashore he gave
the heifer a savage nip and then
laid down and guarded his master
while he dressed.

I want you to look at this dog
hospital's health run. The magnifi-
cent huskies and malamutes following
are worth five hundred to a thousand
dollars apiece. The one nearest us
is a half wolf, if ever there was one,

but her valuable brothers and sisters

are non est—passed out. It seems

it was the only female in the litter.

One of the Malamutes came of a bad
strain. It seems that a mailman
running four dogs through a blizzard,
stumbled—a most dangerous thing
to do if your dogs are hungry and
you are not nimble at getting up.
Anyhow when the one dog came home
the searchers followed its tracks and
killed the three fiends that fought
over the remains. Judging, that
because the returned dog was hungry,
it had been innocent. Many the
weird tale comes from those endless
mail routes in the frozen north. One

Dog Hospital—out for an airing.

that the home of this sledge dog in
far northern Alaska w^s right at the
foot of a noble hill. Down this steep
incline at dusk crept a wolf to mate
with the mother dog—so that the five

puppies born were as wild as any
timber wolf. Now this crafty old
wolf was also a cannibal but the
collie mother did not know that.
Day by day he played far up the
grassy slope of the hill, and often
one of the pups would respond to
his calls and cries—and go up to
play—and stay to digest. This
kept up until he had enveloped four
out of five. Perhaps th« mother saw
him kill the fourth one, for she never
let this thousand dollar sledge dog
out of her sight. Perhaps because

man with his dogs, lost in the blizzard,

ran his team onto the ice—just in

time to go seaward with it. He
literally lived on dog, raw at that,

and he said he feared the survivors
as they ate a bit of dog too and looked
as it they preferred man. I have
fondled some of these brutes. ' Many
will not let you touch them, but
when the owner told me "let him kiss

you" I carefully folded my fingers

about his muzzle and he growled out
his disappointment.
You ought to see an Indian dog in

a pool of salmon while his master
hooks them with a long barbless gaff.

When he is alone he will paw one of

these spawned and dying salmon out
onto the bank and eat it. All
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northern dogs live on fish, and many
a fierce fight there is over a single

salmon, while thousands die swimm-

right out in the open sunlight—and

the dog smeHing them as they flop

along.

Indian's dog which chases the salmon pool by pool until they are where they can be speared.

ing within close reach. These two

men in the picture are gaffing "Dog
Salmon" for dry winter use, and the

There is nothing these savage
Indian Dogs—these are not huskies

or Malamutes, just yellow dogs,

i.

"It'

h
**

.w^miss^

Dead pantht-r and ltd huntem. Ihlii cowiirdly bt-uHt w .ya driven from the creek by these boys stoninti

It. Another yotinft Indliin fihot It iiftor the doft treed if.

dog lias been driving Ihcni in from
other pools. It is odd to see liicsc

big ten pounders come wriggling over

the dry shallows between pools-

-

uKingrels --will not drag down, from
a fully grown blacUtail^deer tola
rabbit or a hare. In fact I never
just did care for them curling their
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lips about my shanks.f^ Lots of them
don't weigh fifty pounds. Aye! not
thirty pounds in summer when they
are kicked out to feed in the woods.
The big panther is about the only
beast they do not tackle. A lone
wolf would soon be dog meat as they
travel in packs of one and two dozen.
But the ver>^ smallest of them can
tree a cat—^as we call >he panther
out there. And it is ridiculous when
a panther, or "Mountain Lion," as

the nature faker writers call them,

loses his mate and comes down
nightly into the settlements, and
makes love to some stai'ving mongrel,
and gets repulsed for his pains.

Saving and excepting the dogs used
for draught by the northern men we
have always found any and all of

our dogs true to the last, swimming
with us and trying to save us when
in danger in the water, mourning
and baying when we lay ill. And
never savage—save when a big litter

of pups comes first.

) ^,ya t

ijigviiiii

HE Indians call the
river Manzanazing,
"The River of the
Shadow," and well
named it is as you
will agree if you have
aver had the good
fortune to paddle up

its shadowy distances in the early
morning. The River of the Shadow
empties into Collins Inlet, Georgiah
Bay District.

About four miles up the river is a

fall of water over huge boulders.
Rocky sides there are to this miniature
Niagara and these rocky surround-
ings give way a short distance below
the falls and just around the bend in

the river to a place where the banks
are lower near the stream. There
are reeds and rushes, and occasional
lily pads, and along about here lived

"The Battler"—"Bron^.. i...ok" some
of the fishermen call him. He was of

that family. The long bulldog fight-

ing jaw, and about the eye there was
a tiny speck of red, and red in his eye
spelled danger to anything of edible
size that swam or floated near this

fellow's hangout, aforesaid hangout
being an old tree that had blown down
ages before, st) long a time had it been
in the water that had the supporting
branches that reached to the bottom
here been taken aM'a^' that tree would
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have sunk to the bottom as it was
water soaked to such a degree that it

had about the same floating qualities

as a rock or lump of lead. However,
the sturdy supporting branches were
large and like the legs of some gro-

tesque piece of furniture, they held

the remains of what had been a

monarch of the forest ' solidly in

place. 'Along the top of its moss-
covered length ran a regular thorough-
fare for the muskrats, while under-
neath, down where four heavy branch-
es reached down through four feet

of water to the bottom, lived "The
Battler." We say he lived there.

This is where you were most apt to

find hint during the heat of the day,
but early morning and evening found
him at times a half a mile away.

This particular morning he was
lazy. He had not moved fifty yards
in any direction in the hours since

dawn had broken over the tree tops,

and the first beams of light had pene-
trated even his secluded little hiding
place. And, there is a good reason
for Mr. B's apparent laziness,

—

frogs—frogs—and more frogs, for

some reason or other the frog crop in

this particular locality was away
ahead of the average of other years,

and our friend the Bronze Back was
taking full advantage of this fact and
living on the "Fat of the land."

Watch him now! moving lazily

among the long stems of the lily pads,
scarcely moving a fin, he drifts like

a big five pound ghost of a fish in and
out, but tilways with that red rimmed
eye watching the water above him.
()f a sudden he freezes motionless,

fexccpt for his gill covers slightly

rising and falling as he breathes)—
as a piece of the surrounding gloom,
inshore from where he lies. There is

c\ slight comniotion on the muddy
bottom; the big bass can easily see
the mud befouled water twenty or
thirty feet away, and as he looks
there is a sudden splash and a long
spike shaped beak drives into the
water a half inch to one side of a ter-

rified frog, "Plop" and with long
powerful strokes another frog follows

the first, and scared half out of I heir

wits by the strike of the big blue
heron, who had been standing like

a part of the scenery there in the

edge of the water—they swam direct-

ly for the lily pads over the big bass,

and as the blue heron took a step

forward they both dived under the

sheltering green pads. They slowed up
in their fancied security for perhaps
ten seconds. The bass turned with a
mighty rush and started for them;
the two pairs of green legs darted in

opposite directions, while up above
the agitated lily pads on the surface
of the water told of something doing
down below.

The nearest frog made the fatal

mistake of shooting out into clear

water, there was a snap and a swirl

and the big bulldog jaw crunched that
froggie's back with paralyzing efTect.

It left him crushect and helpless, and
half dazed, and in another second the
bass had him by the head, and swal-
lowed him at a gulp, and then with
a swirl in tlie water he turned and
darted in toward the shore. He went
so close inshore in fact for an instant
his back fin showed above the water.
The lone sentry standing on one leg,

the heron, saw that fin, and his glassy
eyes snapped fire to think that any-
one, any fish, dared to trespass on
his fishing ground. The long neck
shot out and the heavy spike-like
beak drove forward at one of the
fishes eyes, it missed the eye but tore
a gash an inch lopg on the "Battlers"
cheek and drove all thoughts of frogs
from his mind. It was a nasty, cut,
but not a disabling one and he raced
out into deeper water and away up
stream.

Up against the current he went and
around the bend, and here the water
was purer, and fresher, and much
cooler, the wound .was losing its sen-
sitiveness and the fresh water from
the fall acted like a tonic to the big
bronze fellow, and his bright eyes
look in the surface above him in a
way that bespoke trouble to anything
that came within striking distance.

.\ curious red and white thing land-
ed with a slight si)lash some ten feet
from the fish and on the off shore side
of the pool wh(^re he lay. and with
dazzling rays of rellected light fol-

lowed, by a red colored l)ody, chased
across the surface of the pool. This
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"Something doing down below."

thing attempted to pass directly

above him. It aroused all his fight-

ing spirit, and that is saying a heap,
and with a rush he struck that red

and white dazzle bait and found to

his surprise and rage that it contained
a barbed thorn, that struck in the

cartilage of his jaw and pulled or

rather tried to pull him in toward^the
rocky shore.
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• The current was pretty swift right

here and turning his broad deep side

to the current the bass rushed away.
Three times he came back, once al-

most to the shore. Just close enough
so that Caverhill, watching every
move from his position on the rocky
side of the pool got a glimpse of the
heavy shadowy form in the dark
water below him, and putting all the
strain he dared on the line he en-

deavored to check the fish or tire

him and bring him into shallow water.
If the fish was enraged at this thing

that clung to his jaw at first he was
doubly so now, and the fourth rush
was even more savage than the others,

the fisherman with a "bush cut rod"
and no reel, had no opportunity to

give him slack line and the line parted
and the Bronze One with a sudden
change of tactics rushed away down
stream taking spinner and some ten

feet of line with him, leaving the man
on the bank wondering whether he
had been hooked up with a fresh

water shark or an earthquake with
fins attached.
On the way down over a particular

shallow spot where the water was
probably eighteen inches deep and
ran swiftly over pebbles the size of

a goose egg, the bass resorted to a
trick that ridded him of the trouble-

some spinner. He simply turned
nose down among the large pebbles
and twisted around a bit and the
thing tore loose from his jaws leaving
him it is true with a lacerated mouth
to add to the wound the heron had
given him, but he was free, and in the
clear cool, pure water his wounds soon
ceased to trouble him.

Harold Caverhill and his two com-
panion fire rangers, ate their lunch
and had fresh caught pickerel as the
principal dish, but all through that
meal and to this day Caverhill won-
ders what sort of fighting machine it

was wrapped up in a fish's hide that
grabbed his bait and after a five

minute 'rassel,' rushed away with the
bait and ten feet o£ good line.

For with that same crude equip-
ment he had landed many good pick-
erel and bass, and one seven pound
pike, and it was hard to believe that
anything like an ordinary fish could
do what this one had done. But it

may be said right here that this was
not an ordinary fish, and if you don't
believe this story, ask Caverhill, care
of Rod and Gun in Canada.

It is the Month of June
Robert Page Lincoln

My heart and your heart.

Sounding now as one.

When the days are golden

And the summer but begun;

My heart and your heart,

Throbbing to the tune.

Of the song of rod ajid reel,

In the month of June!

Merrily and cheerily.

And happily again.

My heart and your heart.

Rid of all their pain',

—

^Vhen the streams arc flowing

With a murmur in the glad«-

Out then a-fishing

In a-fishing togs arrayed!

Tenderly and softly hear

The lark upon the knoll:

Oiiail ii\um the forici'-post,

(ienllo-swci'l and dndi.

Thrush upon the Lrec-top

Sparrow in the field.

Till the morn is thrilling

I'o the mighty carols pealed.

Then its O, lad. we go lad,

Welcave the toil behind.

Over hill and meadow
To the waterway we wind;

The wind. lad. is south lad.

The lish are on the "rise,"

And God has never given us,

Surh Wonder-laden skies.

Tlicii merrily and cheerily

And happily we go.

Tot asl a fly and idle

Wlicrc the sunny waters flow;

Then sing lad. with me, lad,

The world is all ;i-tune.

The heart is bubbling over

For it is the month of . I tine!



That Purposeful Liar

Harry M. Moore

LD ^Mose" Beaudry
jerked himself to his

feet. Across the
night camp-fire—
The Old Man drop-
ped the dead body of

his favorite hound
and swore bitterly.

"The red-eyed
pie-faced, corn-fed son of a gun," the

Old Man bellowed. "I'd just give

fifty dollars to know the name and
the whereabouts of that blankety
blank coyote-chewing, scandal-mong-
ering, rip-roaring, blankety-blank off-

spring of Hell who-who-shot that-
that-that there dog!"

Old Mose systematically tamped
his tobacco into his pipe with the
butt 'end of his hunting-knife. His
brows clouded. The . Old Man and
"that-that-that there dog" had been
inseparables.

"Wait a minute, Chief," Mose
interposed calmly. "Ease up a bit!

Don't get excited! He was a rattling

fine dog but listen!"—he stepped
across the fire and dropped a hand on
the old man's shoulder

—"A good
dog—I say, a good dog—never dies."

The Old Man shot his eyes from
the object of his grief into the dark
countenance" of his companion.

"What's that?" he snapped.
Mose coaxed The Old Man to the

log opposite, asked him to sit down
and then sat down beside him. Then
as the Old Man stared into the fire

a motionless silent object of grief,

Old Mose unravelled this story.

*. "Ratch was the best deer-dog that
ever followed a scent. He was the
pride of this Opeongo country which
has some fine dogs. Big, powerful,
speedy, more deer were shot ahead
of him in the three seasons he ran
than ahead of all the other dogs put
together. That big white patch on
hife side, the only mark on his tan
hkle, was the signal for the boys on
the runway that something was hit-

ting the high spots and to be ready.
And*music? Say, that old boy had
Caruso backed off the sheet music

stand when it came to singing—"
Old Mose laid his cold pipe on the

ground beside his foot.

"Remember one time the wife
missed Ratch. She found him in

the parlour. That pup—Ratch was
a pup then—had eaten all the rag-

time music we had in the place and
was curled up asleep in the corner on
a pile of that dreamy sob stuff that
makes the hired girl a problem. Yes,
sir, Ratch had eaten all Irving Ber-
lin's rags

—

"

The Old Man stirred.

"Ate the what?" he asked slowly.

"Oh, all the two four march stuff—
anything wjth a good swing to it.

But he passed up all the waltzes and
that "You-love-me-and-I'll be damn-
ed if I don't die for you stuff." Well,
afterwards I saw the reason for his

unreasonable musical banquet. It

came out in the way he ragtimed
over these hills. It showed in his

voice. Gad! You should have
heard old Ratch sing the deer out xof

the swamps. They musta thought
one of those new fangled pin and
whirling discus business was after

them."
The Old Man stifled a yawn with

the back of his hand and peered
intently across the fire.

"But a good dog, like a good man,
makes enemies," Mose proceeded
hastily. "Ratch was too goodg.a
dog to escape a bullet. He was
killed back of the lake one morning
by one of those green-horn hunters
from the city. The speckled face

son of a pislol had never hunted
before, and he musta taken that white
patch on Ratch's side for a he swamp-
omnibus. I carried Ratch home and
skinned him. It was a job I didn't

relish. It made me sick at my
stomach. I knew I was skinning a

friend. And skinning a friend is not
a decent job for an honest man."
The Old Man evinced interest.

His hand moved towards his hair.

But his lips were silent.

"I buried the body in a clump of

alders near the swamp on my place.
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I took the skin, sewed it up, filled it

with cat-tails and put it on liiy ver-
andah. And many's -the night my
wife and me used to sit there and talk
about poor old Ratch. Well

—

"

Old Mose ejected a long drawn
sigh' and proceeded.

"That next fall—in the hunting
season it .whs—I was sitting on the
verandah. Ratch lay lifelike at my
feet. I had been watching him for

five minutes. He moved! I pushed
back my chair and rubbed my eyes.

I leaned over. I straightened up
suddenly. A rifle barked in the edge
of the cedars less than two hundred
yards away. I felt the fur on the
stuffed dog at my feet and laughed.
Of course I knew I had been foolishly
lead to believe that my poor old
Ratch had ,shown signs of life. I

never told a soul about it. I knew
they would laugh at me. But the
next fall—
"The next fall I was on the veran-

dah fixing my traps when I heard a
pecuhar shuffling sound behind me.
I turned. Ratch moved. Yes, sir,

he was half way up on his feet when

he flopped back again. I jumped the
raihng. The sight was too much for

me. Then for some unaccountable
reason I shot a glance towards the
bush. And then

—

"One of those big fellows with a
.rocking chair on his head dashed
across the clearing and ran by my.
house. And Ratch

—

"Believe me, or not, old Ratch
pulled himself to his feet, and jumped
the railing. I ran around the side of

the house. The last I saw of them
before they hit the bush, the buck was
sending out an S.O.S. wdth his white
flag, while at his heels, racing him to

death, was poor old Ratch—

"

Old, Mose reached down for his

pipe and picked a hot coal from the
ashes.

The Old Man slowly raised- his eyes
and centred them on Moses' soljer

countenance.

"Mose," he smiled, "You're one
gosh awful, awful liar!" Then he
pulled himself together and his shoul-
ders sciuared. "Did you leave any of

Flavelle's special in the pan for me?"

A Gipsy Song

Norma A. Carmich.\el

Come, my comrade, birds arc waking.

Time to seek the winding road

;

Blossoms white dewdrops are shaking,

Squirrels their morning meal are making.

Come, my friend, take up your Iwad.

See the bellwort's flower uncurling

Shake with every wandering ijreeze.

Sec the fuzzy ferns unfurling .

Whore the stream so gently purling

\\';ishes round the roots of these -

Violets purple, violets yellow,

\'iolels while, with fragrance sweet,

Hed wake rohin. stately fellow.

Hasking in Ihesunlwams melloNs

,

ParlVidge berries round his feet.

l^eep into ypn little valley

Where the trilliums.vl" i r !

All adown the leafy alle\

1 laving heard the Spring's gay rally.

Lift their faces as in prayer.

Look you out across the highways
\\'herc the juniper's in bloom,

Or the foam-llower in the byAvays

Seems to coax us, "Follow my ways,"
Hoom to wander, always room.

For the gipsy heart is calling.

And the gip.sy blood is ours.

And the bluebird's music falling.

Lures us on, our souls enlhralling.

Lures lis through the land of (lowers.

Come, my friend, the road invites us.

Winding through the scented gro" .•

Sun and fragrance, all excites us.

Nature's glory, it requites us,

Nature wins our deepest love.



Kassa-Wa-Wa the Songster

H. Mortimer Batten

HE Coyote, Kassa-
Wa-Wa sat at the
crest of the rugged
ridge, and poured
forth her soul to the
glorv of the dawn.
"\V.a-Wa-Wa-a-a-a!"
she sang, and though
not exactly melo-

dious the wavering cadences seemed
to express the solitude and wind-
swept grandeur of the foothills.

Each morning and evening since
her cubhood days Kassa Wa-Wa had
sung thus, and regularly once a week
she found herself in some kind of

trouble as a result. Yet she just
had to sing, as her forefathers had
sung before her away back into the
dim ages of the past. Other things
the coyotes of Lost River had learnt
readily enough, yet not to cut out
that song: and even Kassa, the latest

product of her kind, versed in knowl-
ledge of poisoned baits and in the
setting of steel traps—even Kassa,
who knew to lo^k over the skyline
before she appeared in silhouette,
which took ten generations of per-
secution, had to resort to her Arab-
like devotions at the twilight hours.
It was as though a thief who spent
his days skulking from justice in the
shadowy defiles, built for himself a
house upon a hilltop, and there re-

turned each night to light the lamps
at every window.
But this spring night there came

an answering howl, and Kassa pricked
her ears and listened. At any or-
dinary time her song would now have
taken on a fierce defiance - "This is

my range! You keep away!" — but
now, as the awakening howl drew
nearer, Kassa remained in silhouette
and watched.
But the coyote that answered the

call was not the first to appear. The
big she wolf, whose mate had fallen

by Logan's traps, saw the little coyote
on the skyline, and stealthily crept
up wind to take Kassa by surprise

—

as she had done a dozen times beforq.
Kassa, indeed, dw^elt in mortal terror

of this wolf, who was always skulking
and waiting, pouncing out upon the
little coyote at the most unexpected
moments, and ever ready to tear her
limb from limb.

The faintest suggestion of a sound
warned Kassa in time, and she slunk
behind a boulder, peering over it,

only her big ears visible; whereupon
the she wolf charged with a snarl and
a chopping of jaws.

Then began one of those tedious
wars of exhaustion in which Kassa
was an artist. She did not run away,
she did not even appear to hurr\-,

yet each mad charge of the wolf,

each ugly chop, found the Httle

coyote just out of reach. She was
more nimble than the wolf, and her.3,

among the boulders, she could keep
on dodging and sliding through the
narrow chinks till her aggressor tired

of the game.

But that dawn the she wolf did not
tire. There were two reasons for

this, the first being that early on in

the contest a snake-like snap from
Kassa had laid open her muzzle, and
the second that ere long her cubs
would be born—a fact which seemed to

call forth the last grain of spite in

her unusually spiteful disposition.

Systematically she drove Kassa to

the far end of the rugged ridge, be-
yond which lay open going, while in

vain Kassa dodged and feinted, trying
to regain the better cover Always
the wolif cut her off and drove her
back, so Kassa, rather than wait till

the last, made a dart for the tundra,
hoping she would obtain a start over
the remaining patch of rugged going.

' The she wolf's growls took on a

note of triumph as she bounded
in pursuit; pitter-pat, pitter-pat, went
Kassa'g paws on the sand, sending
up Httle spumes and cyclones though
they seemed hardly to touch. She
made for each clump of dwarf cactus,

side-stepping at the last moment,
and hoping her pursuer would fail

to notice the wicked and half-buried
thorns; but the wolf came on in
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great mile-eating bounds, and Kassa's
heart sank in terror.

O, how far awa^' the canyon seem-
ed! Every nerve and muscle she
strained for greater speed, yet upon
her was that paralyzing sense of a

pursuer swifter than herself. In the
very ace of time she threw herself

flat, and the wolf's jaws slashed the
air within an inch of her neck.

Like a flash Kassa turned, fleeing

for dear life back towards the rocky
ridge. "Patter-pat" went her paws,
*'thump-thump" came the she wolf
behind her and then, horror!

—

there flashed from a cactus clump
ahead a second wolf, cutting her off

from the friendh^ rocks. Husky and
forrnidable he

'^

looked to Kassa's

"

terrified eyes, barring the direct
path with forelegs widely braced,
yet as Kassa swerved to dodge him
he held his ground, glowering with
fangs exposed at the pursuing wolf.
One whiff was enough for Kassa.

She knew in the twinkling of an eye
that this big husky brute was a
jackal like herself, and so, side b^
side for the first time, they faced the
common foe.

The she wolf pulled up short in

a cloud of dust, regarding them red-
eyed and sullenly. Then, with rumb-
ling growls, she recalled an appoint-
ment away down the canyon, and
the jackals, with waving tails, brought
up the rear yapping their mockeny-.
Kassa looked at her deliverer with

shining eyes, then she bit him. It

was not a serious hurt, for his coat
was long and thick, bearing the black
gloss of the greater altitudes, where
the air is rarified and the nights bitter
cold. He had come from the Biittes
away in the west - come in the very
ace of time, and now he stood stock
still, wagging his tail from side to

side, and waiting, evidently, for Kassa
to bite him again.

II.

When Kassa stole off towards llu-

ridge, Butte followed. She sal at
length on the skyline, looking ab-
sently into space and pretending
she had forgotten him, tiiough his

yawns were loud enough to carry
fifty yards. He came fawning up to

her, till at length he dared to lick

her nose, at which she fairly wailed
wath disgust. Finally she got up
and trotted off, while Butte followed
with an unwarranted air of triumph.

He followed till they reached the
ridge overlooking Logan's cabin, with
its streak of foreign smoke rising

skywards - doubtless some kind of

trap! At this they howled in unison,

which surely was a step in the right

direction, for the song seemed some-
how to bring them closer together.

And when finally Kassa rose and
trotted away her nips had lost their

keen edge, and her 3'aps of disapprov-
al were less impatient.

0, that fateful howling! It told

Wolver Logan that there were still

jackal bounties to be drawn along
this range, otherwise he would have
packed out with the first springtime
floods, and Kassa and Butte would
have lost the most terrible, though
not the most terrifying, of their foes.

As a matter of fact Kassa had derived
a good deal of amusement that winter
at Logan's expense. She was a wise
little jackal for one of last year's cubs,
for she sprang from wise parents, and
time and again she had watched
Logan make his sets, only her tw^o

pointed ears visible above the ridge,

and when he was gone she had sallied

forth and scattered dirt upon them,
leaving the sign W'hich other jackals
read and knew to mean "bew^are."
But Logan knew his business, and
sadly had he reduced the number of
wolves and jackals along nis range.

That golden evening the trapper,
had he used his glasses, might have
seen two coyotes seated side by side
under a boulder overlooking his
cabin—a coy little vixen and a big,
prim husky male—so close together
that they seemed to be propping
each other up. They watched with
the keenest interest wiiile Logan
tidied his hut (ireparatory to his long
jaunt to the city to buy fresh stores,
and somehow the jackals knew that
he was shortly packing out. At
dawn they were back at th(i same
place, watching Logan load his pack
horse with a huge pile of pelts, then
as he rode sloA\ly olT, leaving the
cabin shuttered and barred, thev
escorted him respectfully to the
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prairie edge, where they howled a

doleful farewell.

That evening there was no sus-

picious smoke rising from the cabin
chimney pipe, and glancing round
for Butte to follow, Kassa stole up to

investigate. Butte was wary and
shy, but reaching Logan's garbage
heap his confidence returned. He
puzzled long and painfully over the

anatomy of an empty milk tin, wfiile

Kassa was exploring the mysteries
of an ancient larrigan. They scatter-

ed the garbage heap far and wide,

littered it to the very threshold,

then 'Kassa began sniffing under the

door. The first sniff brought a de-

lightful suggestion of seasoning bacon,
also a dash of molasses. Kassa began
to gnaw, and very soon splinters of

wood littered the threshold. She
gnawed and tore till her jaws were
tired, then Butte took her place, and
in less than an hour they had engineer-

ed an entrance - difficult, but never-

theless sufficient.

Kassa wormed in while Butte
•mounted guard without. The bacon
was suspended from the roof, and
Kassa's first leap brought down a

rickety shelf, loaded with tins of

paint, musquash, "charm", a bottle

of whisky, a box of nails, and all

manner of oddments. The whole lot

lay in an unsavory concoction on the
floor, and having analyzed each and
every article Kassa's confidence re-

turjied. She leapt again at the bacon,
obtained a good hold and hung-on.
There she swung, jerking, worrying,
till one suspending loop gave way
and the side hung perilously by one
corner. Another snatch brought it

down, and Kassa struggled to the door
with her prize.

Try as they would, Butte tugging
and worrying without, Kassa man-
oeuvring within, that obstinate side

of bacon refused to exit by the way
Kassa had entered—probably because
it was at least a foot too wide,—so

that in the end the two jackals were
compelled to feast on the spot, which
they did whole-heartedly.

Thoroughly satisfied and confident
now, they fell to exploring. The
flour bag was upset, and though its

contents interested them little from

an epicurean point of view it occurred
to Kassa that this was good stuff to

roll in, so she rolled. Butte also

rolled, and that explains why a tipsy

halfbreed, crossing the range that

night, saw two white jackals trotting

together across the ridge, and got the

fright of his life.

Next evening Kassa and Butte
returned to finish the bacon, but the

first whiff on nearing the door told

them that another visitor had been.

In truth a prowling old dry valley

skunk "had strolled into the cabin that

very afternoon, and finding himself

surrounded by such a harvest of

plenty had decided to settle. Kassa
and Butte snarled threateningly at

him through the jagged hole, at

which the old' skunk settled all doubt
as to the question of ownership.

Whoever might have wanted the
hut hitherto would certainly have
no use for it hereafter. The skunk
had stamped his brand of ownership,
which settled all argument and left

him in undisputed possession. Kassa
and Butte hurried away, rolling in

the sand and sneezing to get the
horrible stench out of their nostrils.

When Logan came back and found
'the brown and white freebooter in

possession, he swore an awful oath,

then shot the skunk with his pistol.

^Thereafter he held a bonfire of all

that the hut had contained, and
finally pulling the cabin to bits he
rebuilt it solemnly, log by log, most
of the logs reversed. It never occurr-

ed to him that the jackals might have
had a hand in the pie. His suspicions*

ran no further than Milord the skunk,
which can scarce^ be wondered at

considering to what extent th^ scent

of skunk pervaded his clothing, de-

filed his body, and saturated his very
soul! For weeks after Logan breath-

ed skunk, ate skunk, dreamt skurik,

in fact was enveloped in a material

and spiritual atmosphere of skunk.

But he had come back with a new
idea for a coyote set, and was anxious
to carry it into effect. Thus a night
or two later Kassa and Butte were
greeted by a glorious aroma of dead
goat wafting down the breeze and
followed it to its origin. There lay

the goat in a sheltered hollow, but as
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they circled round, sifting every
breeze, Kassa uttered a warning
growl, for the scent of steel was also
wafted to her nostrils. Drawing still

a little nearer the smells of man and of

trap were unmistakable; in fact Lo-
gan had even forgotten to brush out
his tracks with the old wolf trail he
carried for that purpose.
The whole thing was the most

obvious trap the most blundering
novice could have contrived, and
Kassa and Butte sat in the near by
offing -howling their mockery. Had
they known, they could have stepped
right in and fed, for there was no trap
anywhere near, and the warning scent
of steel came only from a few old
horseshoes and other oddments Logan
had strewed round the carcass.
The next night and the next the

two coyotes returned and howled theii*

mockery, till at length Logan, at a
well chosen time, reappeared upon
the scene, bringing with him this
time five Whitehouse wolf traps with
chains and drags attached. These
he set not near the carcass, but on
the crests of neighbouring mounds
where, the signs told him, the coyotes
sat and howled.

That night Kassa and Butte re-

appeared as usual. They were no
longer suspicious of the place, as they
knew where the traps were, but
scarcely were they within sight of
that tempting bait when there was a
thud, and Butte was caught!

There was no mistake about it.

He was firmly held b^-^one fore])aw,
•and his frantic efforts to escape mere-
ly resulted in the ai)i)earance from
the sand of that great three-pronged
anchor to which the trap was chained.

Kassa, horrified and distressed,
circled timidly round, and soon she
located a second trap which she
sprung by scratching earth ui)on it.

She then went to her husband's aid,

worrying the trap, the drag, the chain,
even biling liirn\n her frenzied anxiety.
But her elTorts were cut short by a

thunderous growl almost at her side,

and peering u[) she saw to her horror
the i)ig grey timber wolf!

There the brute stood, head h)wer-
ed, eyes llaming, and even as Kassa
stared I he she wolf came stalking

towards her as a cat stalks a mouse.
Butte uttered a desperate snarl

and strove madly to free himself,

while , his little wife, trembling with
terror, crouched at his side in deadly
preparedness. She might easily have
slipped away had she chosen, yet,

like the faithful little wife she was,
shQ remained at her mate's side,

ready to die with him, and scarcely

couid it be otherwise.

Well the wolf knew that Butte was
trapped, and there was but one thing
that restraiiijCd her—the scent of

steel. But for this she would have
rushed in and fmished first Kassa,
then Butte, but now she contented
herself with uttering thunderous
growls, prowling round stiff legged
and at times scratching dirt with all

fours.

And as she trotted round the two
jackals were ever facing her with
shining, fearful eyes. Afraid they
surely were, yet as surely they meant
to fight to a finish. Butte's impris-
oned leg was numbed, and he felt

little during that dreadful twisting
process. He did not even know
that the skin about that imprisoned-
paw was twisted and broken till it

became but a loose sheath, ready to
strip away if the necessary pull were
exerted in the right direction.

The wolf became bolder as the
night passed on, and steadily now her
circles narrowed. Oncg she was with-
in reach of Kassa, and delivered a
terrible sidelong chop, which the
little coyote dodged with a movement
too quick to follow.

Again the she wolf snapped, driving
Kassa back, then with a roar she
mastered her fear of the trap and fell

upon Butte. There was a sinister
vision of scuffling bodies in a cloud of
dust, and Kassa threw herself in —
chop—slash choi) went her jaws!

There was a shudder and a pause
anfl the three animals shot apart,
glaring into each other's eyes, and
between them, with jaws erect, stood
the emjUy trap! Butte" had twisted
himself free—or rather he had twisted
till the hold of the jaws was weakened,
when the full force of the big wolf's
charge, the fury of her full weight
thrown upon him, had given that final
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wrench which he alone could never
have mastered.

^

Yes, little as she might have willed

it, the she wolf had freed her intended
victim, and knowing that full well she
now remembered business elsewhere,
and slunk away.

^ :>^ ^ ^ ^

Butte's injury, though bad enough,
was not of a permanent nature.
It merely meant that he would become
thin, and that for a month or so he
would hop on three legs, after which
he would quickly resume his normal
condition.
But the blood feud between the

jackals and the she wolf was now
complete in its bitterness, for at the
back of the jackals' mind was a
vague sense ihat the wolf was in some
way associated with Butte's whole
encounter with the trap. They were
unable to disconnect the twx) incidents,
firstly the springing of the trap and
secondly the appearance of the wolf,
and the memory of that night was a
bad dream in their minds—a dream
in which the wolf only assumed defi-

nite shape and being.

InWhether the thing that Kassa did
was a carefully laid plot or whether
it was merely chance that favoured
her, I cannot say though chance
plays a smaller part in the destinies of

the wild folk than our lack of gener-
osity usually allows us to permit.
Not half a mile from the dead goat
was a shallow creek, and hung by its

head in the undergrowth, about four
feet from the water's surface, was a
wild duck. Kassa had many times
e3'ed that duck, but deciding it looked

unnatural she had tried to forget it.

She would have defiled it had it been
within her reach, so that no other
jackal would eat, but now, going one
night along to the place, she sat on the
windward side of the duck and howled.
The she wolf heard and came along,

knowing that Kassa was alone, but
when she arrived Kassa was gone, and
there remained only the thing in the
trees, imparting seductive aromas to

the breeze.

The wolf approached cautiously.

There was no scent of steel, so she
leapt, falhng back into the shallow
water. Tock! The steel jaws of a
No. 4 Whitehouse closed upon one of

her hind legs. With a roar she spun
round to snap at the awful jaws which
rose from the surface, when—tock—
a second pair of jaws closed on her
fore-paws, pinning her down in a
helpless attitude.

Kassa and Butte came down and
howled their mockery, then away
they went into that shad^' canyon
which was sacred to the wolf.

There is one vengeance in the wild
more terrible than all others, for not
only is it the most vicious, but over
and above the actual injury dqne it

bears mockery and contempt.
In a shallow den deep down in the

canyon Kassa and Butte located

their enemy's cubs, and had the she

wolf returnq^d that morning she would
have found her nest littered to the

four winds, and there at ,the den
entrance, stark and mangled, she

would have found her darlings, lying

defiled and with dirt scattered upon
them in the twinkling sunlight.

Conservation Reader

A timely text book, THE CONSERVAT-
ION READER, by Harold W. Fairbanks,

treats in a most interesting manner every

phase of the subject of Conservation. Mr.
Fairbanks is an authority on conservation,

and the book is well illustrated with splendid

photographs and colorplates. It was 'writ-

ten with a view to use in the schools and

would also be found valuable by Boy Scouts,

Campfire Girls. ^Voodcraft Leagues, etc.

Readers of Rod and Gun have shown warm
enthusiasm over the conservation of our

natural resources, and parents would find

this a very interesting and instructive book

to put into the hands of their children, who
may thus increase for themselves their

knowledge of facts on this important subject

and become converts to the principles of

conservation. We have pleasure in recom-

mending this book to our readers, for whom

we will be glad to secure copies on receipt

of any orders that may be sent in. The

price is $1.20.



A Babe in the Wilderness
\

K. H. Broadus

ONCE I asked Billy Linsey—
guide and professional liar

—

what was the worst proposition

in the tenderfoot line that he had ever

met with.
"The poorest, mildest little lamb

of a tenderfoot that ever I runs

against? Lemme see." And he pro-

ceeded to fill his pipe with a load of

vicious plug. "Pears to me that the

softest cuss that ever I seen in these

parts \Mvas an Englishman named
Greyling, that figgered on showing
his lords an' dooks an' counts back
in the h'old country," (Billy's ideas

of aristocracy were somewhat mixed),
"that he was the finest hunter that
ever squinted 'long a gun. Moose
was what he was after. Percival
Greylin' was his name, an' tenderfoot
was his brand. That's him.
"He hadn't been in Canada more'n

about four months, an' that autumn
had been mighty mild, so he didn't
ha^ve no more idea o' what ten below
zero an' a muskeg looks like, than the
angel Gabriel has o' whisky an'

poker. In his blissful ign'rance o'

bush, camp, an' huntin' generally, he
figures that he's just the man to kill

the moose, an' I didn't have no more
sense than to promise to be a guide
fer him.

"Per an old-timer on the huntin'-
job, his outfit was some unique,
'specially in clothes. I'm tellin' a
fact, now. .That man had brown
silk socks, by golly, the kind o' socks
you see on them ck\gant cily dudes
that swing their sticks an' neglect
their r's somcthin' shameful. Speak-
in' of r's, Percival was that elite an'
that I'^nglish, he wouldn't have noth-
in' to do with the blame things.

"You can make a pretty safe bet
that I didn't let him wenr no silk

socks. I cusses him into two j^air o'

good hefty 'Hudson Buys', an' he
sweated an' itched an' shulTlcd his

hoofs in Ihem fer the whole trip.

"Once we really hit the moose
country I sees riglit at once that I

made a turriblc mistake in ridin'

hard on him. He was jest about
double the limit o' all kinds o' trouble.

He'd git bushed if he was out o^

sight o' camp; he's freeze his nose an'

git me ter rub it fer him—(me that's

been guide round here fer twenty
years, rubbin' the frost out o' the

muzzle of a durn English tenderfoot);

he'd shiver an' groan an' say, ('Wot
a perfectly beastly climate,') an'

yet the son-of-a-gun was wearin' half

my clothes on top o' his.

"At one of our camps 'bout two
days out—we seen our first moose
sign that day—^we'd jest finished our
evenin' grub, an' was lookin' at the
fire kinda sleepy-like, when I hears
a grunt an' a crunch in the snow
behind us.

" 'Did you leave your pack thar?" I

yells, an' grabs my gun. It was a
b'ar all right, but. before I could
shoot, Mister Percival he squeals
like a roped cayuse, an' heads fer the
nearest tree. That squeal jolts the
b'ar's nerves like somebody yellin'

snakes to a feller on a two-weeks
drunk; he was that disturbed that he
was out o' sight by the time I was
ready ter shoot—an' my movements
with a Winchester ain't what you'd
call sknv, neither.

"Meanwhile Percival teeters on a
branch ter see if the b'ar's atter him

—

"^ an' the branch busts. I hears another
squeal wuss'n the last one, an' turns
in time ter see the moccasins o' poor
Percival wavin' slow an' majestic
above a snow drift. , He was makin'
desperate elTorts ter puH'em under
with him, fer fear the b'ar would
grab 'em, but he's come far an' he's

come fast, an' that job o' tuckin' his

toes in was one too many fer him.
I rambles over an' grabs his heels ter

pull him out, but jest as soon as he
iVels somethin' holdin' his legs, he
liggers his last minutes is sure come,
so he .gives a buck that would ha'
been a c()ni|)linicnl to an out-law, an'

ousts out o' the snow ter find me
standin' beside him peaceful-like, an'
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takin' double hitch in my gizzard ter

keep from laughin'.

"I walks him over to where the

remains o' his pack was like the b'ar

had left 'em, an' holds a little funeral

service over 'em. I begins the pray-
ers somethin' like this.

'" 'Now, you pore, misguided mav-
erick'—this is a durn sight less cussi-

fied than my real remarks was
—

'look-

a-here. I sez I'll guide you on this

trip. I'm a-doin' it, but you can bet
a stack o' blues that I wouldn't be
wastin' time on this job if I'd figgered

out before now what a locoed sort

o' cuss you are. If people had any
sense they'd corral fellers like you an'

put 'em in a house fer weak-minded
. tenderfoots.'

" 'Look here, my man, that is very
insulting language, and I will not
stand it,' sez he.

"Next minute he was ornamentin'
about six foot o' ground, an' I was
feelin' my knuckles kinda thoughtful
where I'd skinned 'em. He didn't say
no more about insults after that, but
rolled into his blankets mighty meek.

"Next day we caches most o' our
stuff an' goes out fer moose. It

didn't take us very long ter find

signs, neither, fer it looked like every
durn moose in the country had been
stampedin' through th^ere. When his

lordship Percival gets the idee, he
looks round fer fresh tracks too, an'

sure enough, purty soon he sings out
that he's found some. I was kinda
surprised, but drifts over to where he
was standin'—an' what d'you think

he's found? Rabbit tracks! Yes, by
golly, rabbit tracks!

"I disillusioned the poor cuss, an' we
rambles along a couple o' miles further.

All at once I sees somethin' movin'
in the bush, an' that somethin' was
one real, lively, shore-enough moose.

I shows him ter Percival; an' right

then he gets some excited.

" 'Is th-tha-that a mrm-m-moose?'
he stutters, an' heaves up his gun; I

sees from the way it's wavin' round
that he'd likely shoot all over the land-

scape, so I starts ter tell him ter rest

it on a branch, but jest then he

cuts loose, an' the bullet goes rippin'

an' t'arin' into the sky; the moose
goes a-t'arin' off into the bush' an'

Percival goes a-t'arin' across country
after the moose. Purty soon I

catches up ter him an' wises him up to

the fact that he couldn't travel more'n
half as fast as the moose; so he slows

down to a walk an' looks plumb
disgusted.

" 'Wot beastly luck,' he sez.
" 'It shore is,' I sez, 'but thar

ain't no use tryin' ter catch that
feller; he'll travel twenty miles he's

that scairt. We'll try t'other side

o' that hill north of us.'

"We was lucky that time, fer we
seen three moose, but the luck was
all with the moose, 'cause Percival

missed all three o' them.
" 'W'ot beastly luck,' he sez.

"I was gettin' darn tired o' seein'|

hini waste lead like that, so the next
moose we sees, which was aboi^t

three o'clock that afternoon, I stops

his mortal coil with a 38-55.

"We packs the head back to town;
four days, it took us, an' me carryin'

most o' the grub an' blankets, as well

as the head. Even at that, it was a

mighty tired Percival that sits down
in the station an'sighs, 'W'ot beastly

hard work!'
" 'Now, Mister Percival Greylin',"

I sez, 'thar's the moose. You can

have it free-gratis-fer-nothin', on one
condition, an' that is that you don't

send none o' those English friends o'

yours ,out here ter shoot moose, er

else there'll be one h— of a funeral

right there. I've bit off enough
tenderfoot ter chaw fer quite a while,

an' any more'U choke me.'

"Just then an Englishman that was
station agent comes along. 'W'ot

sort of a 'unt might you 'ave 'ad?'

he sez to Percival.
" 'Perfectly delightful!' answers

Percival. 'Dooced exciting, don't

you know!'
"I didn't think the little cuss had it

in him. Durned if I did! However,

I conceals my surprise, an' packs

him on to the train, him an' his

moose head. An' that's the last

I sees o' Percival."

"What are you doing this fall?"

I asked Billy, as he finished his yarn.

"Taking any parties out? No Eng-

lishmen allowed, eh?"
"Wal, I don't know about that,"
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he answered slowly. "Percival's couple o' weeks, anyhow. Y u see

comin' here on the eighteenth, an' I —he grinned shamefacedly— I kinda

reckon we'll pester the moose fer a liked the little cuss after all.
'

GUNS &. AMMUNITION
Concerning Hunting and Hunting Equipment

Ashley A. Haines

THAT all the views which may be express-

ed in this article should meet with the

approval of all who may read them,

would be too much to expect. They rep-

resent, however, the opinion of the writer

who has hunted the game to be mentioned

and who has used the equipment to be briefly

described, and therefore are the views of

one who bases his conclusions on actual ex-

perience after the game sought under varying

conditions. Further experience might result

in his forming slightly different views in hunt-

ing the same game under practically similar

conditions as the hunter who will keep his

eyes open is certain to improve on past meth-

ods. However perfect he may have at

one time considered them, he will, on becoming

convinced that some certain change in hunt-

ing the game will bring better results, or the

di-scarding of some part of his old hunting

equipment can be advantageou.sly done, and

better adopted, will not be slow to make the

change. Then again, as further experience

comes his way he may di.scard entirely .some-

thing that previously he had deemed absolute-

ly indispensable, as for instance, in the writer's

case, the hunting knife which not many
years ago was thought necessary' when hit-

ting into the hills after the elusive mowitch.

Now the hunting knife is left at home to be

used when the deer is (iiKiliy brought in. when
it comes in handy for skinning that deer and

cutting up rnidy for (he oven or frying pan,

as the case may be. But after considerable

experience after the aforementioned mowitch

the writer has discovered that just an ordinary

pocket knife is all that is required when after

such game, a magazine full of cartridges and
another dozen in the pocket (which in nine

cases out of ten will never be used) while a

few matches, light lunch and a few other

necessaries, practically complete the articles

the practical deer hunter usually carries when
on such hunting trips.

I mentioned something about discarding

the hunting knife. I might here add that in

doing this a light hunting axe has taken its

place. As has been mentioned an ordinary

pocket knife will fill every requirement when
on ordinary deer hunting trips but I have
found a light weight hunting axe almost ab-

solutely necessary whenever I am hunting
in timbered districts. With such an axe one
can cut wood and be prepared to start a fire

much more readily than he could ever hope
to with a dozen hunting knives. He can
blaze a trail much bettor and quicker than he

can with a hunting knife and I have, like

many others, found it nccessarv to blaze a

trail from where a deer has been killed in

some never-before-entcred jungle out to some
ea.sily recognized spot where that same hur-

riedly-blazed trail rould be ensily found and
followed in the next day when returning

—

usually with sonic one to help you—and it

was desired to get Ih.ii deer out to civiliza-
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lion. But more concerning the many uses

this light weight belt axe will be used for, as

we go along.

As most of my hunting for nearly twenty

years past has been in a country where there

was plenty of timber, both fallen and standing,

brush and second-growth, deep canyons and

rough mountains, it will at once be seen that

if I write of hunting in such a country and

under the varying conditions which would

face the hunter, said hunter would have some

rather unusual experiences to relate. The
hunting early in the season—and I usually

tried to get my mowitch before the snow came
—would be in mild weather; later there might

be deep snow and thermometer registering

around 25 below zero. The early hunting

was comfortably accomplished dressed much
lighter than for the colder weather with the

deep snows that occurred as the season

advanced. But I might remark right here

that it had to be pretty cold when I wore a

Mackinaw coat, as I have found a very heavy

sweater coat, the ideal garment for me when
hunting as it restricts one's movements much
less than the bulkiei and clumsier coat. In

fact, one is no more hampered in his move-

ments with such a garment than he would be

in his shirt sleeves. If one is dressed with

good woollen underwear, woollen overshirt

and mackinaw pants and a good warm vest,

he can, if wearing the heavy sweater coat,

hunt very comfortably in quite cold weather.

Several times, my brother and I have camped
on the mowitch trail, dressed as mentioned,

sometimes without a scrap of lunch, to take

up the trail the next day. We did not always

land that mowitch, but by keeping a good

fire burning, and this wasn't very difficult

with our light weight No. 9 Marble axes, we
managed to sleep some and experienced very

little discomfort from the cold.

To be properly equipped for the deer trail,

it will be necessary to carry a few things and

the easiest way to carry them and have them
out of one's way is the thing I now have to

explain. Personally I like everything that is

to be carried at my back where it will be

carried with the least discomfort for the hunter

and not hamper him in the slightest in his

movements. As some will carr>' the same

things swung from one shoulder under one

arm, the pack, however light, is eternally

swinging and interfering with handling of the

rifle properly, and is catching in the brush

and causing all kinds of annoyances that

would never occur if that same pack was at

the back carried in a light sack made of some

suitable cloth, not too thick, but flexible and

plenty strong. Select any color you like

except anything that resembles deer hair as

none of us want to be taken for a deer by some

rattled hunter who will shoot on sight at

anything that moves and has the color of

deer hair. Such a hunter will miss a deer

Revolver scabbard and belts made by Ashley A.
Haines for his personal use.

regularly enough, but, judging from all re-

ports, seems to land unerringly on the man
he thought was a deer.

I have rigged up many pack sacks for Lhe

purpose we have in mind but finally have

found the ideal pack sack for my use for the

purpose mentioned—while on the deer trail

and where a small sack only is required for

a very light pack—in a sack which may be

briefly described as follows: When made
up, it should be 12 inches wide by about

16 inches long. This will, at first, seem longer

than necessary, but my method of attaching

the soft cotton rope at the top enables one to

vary the length to suit the size of the pack.

Some would prefer a strap instead of the rope

but the rope answers very well for me and

such we will consider. In each of the lower

corners of this sack, place a small marble,

bullet or pebble. Cut your rope of suitable

length—this to be determined by the hunter

himself as some will require a rope longer or

shorter than the other fellow. Fasten ends

by a double half-hitch around the corners of

the sack at the bottom. Run the doubled

end of the rope in the middle through itself

and loop around the upper end of the sack

and draw tight. (See Cut.) If the sack is

full the rope will be near top, if but partly

full, lower down. As I start out on the day's
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hunt, my little pack sack will contain a

small flour sack with a small lunch wrapped

.in it, a No. 9 Marble axe which I have almost

invariably carried on every trip for eight or

ten years, a Marble match box (full, of course)

a lump of salt wrapped in strong paper which

might be useful if found desirable to camp

on the mowitch trail and a stout piece of

clothes line for dragging the deer, and per-

haps a small camera and two or three other

little things that I do not happen to

think of now. When you get your deer, the

flour sack (whidh will probably be empty by

that time)wiil be exactly what you will re-

quire to put that deer's heart and liver in;

also the fat taken from the entrails. By
rolling the surplus part of the sack around the

enclosed liver and heart, no blood will pene-

trate to the pack sack and with the little

pack sack with its light load enclosed proper-

ly adjusted, rifle slung and both hands free

to carry the big buck's head (of course it'll

be a buck) you start for home intending to

come back for the deer the next day with

some one to help in getting him out of the

dense jungle where he happened to be when

you landed him.

If that deer, hoM'ever, happens to be a

moderate sized one, or smaller, and as some-

times happens, was killed in a section favor-

able to your getting out readily, you will,

after attaching small rope to the deer's lower

jaw, drag it out all by yourself. With snow

on, provided there is not to» much brush and

down timber, and especially if 'most of the

way is more or less down grade, one can drag

a deer a long ways in the course of half a

day or so and with the certainty of desiring

to do this at some time or other, it is well, in

fact I believe very desirable, to have your

rifle, or carbine, whichever it may happen to

be. equipped with light swivels for sling straps.

I have fitted several of mine with the same
swivels that are used on Colt New Service

and automatic pistols. When properly at-

tached, they make very desirable swivels

and I would hardly be content with a light

weight deer rille without such a set of swivels.

With sling strap on the rifle (when not needed

I usually carry the strap in my pocket or in

the light pack sack) the gun can be slung and

one have both hands free to drag that deer

and he will find it much belter/fioing than if

compelled to carry the rifle in one hand and

pull the deer with the other and fight the brush

at every step.

H\it if thai was llic big buck we all like to

get and yon Ii.kI to leave him until IIh* fol-

lowing day when, in company with a hunting

companion you return for him as planned,

you will, if built like the writer, leave your

rifle at home as even with sling it interferes

more or less when dragging, or helping to

drag, a deer through timbered sections. But

you will be better satisfied, though you may
not always find use for it, if you have a re-

volver or pistol of some kind to carrj^ with you

on the trip. I haven't carried such an arm

when hunting deer for quite a number of

years as when I go after deer now, I do not

mix small game hunting with it, as I once did,

but pay strict attention to deer hunting and

pay almost no attention to grouse or small

game of any kind though conscious, many
times, of the grouse that fly up in front of me
and light in nearby trees. olTering tempting

shots for many a man, myself included—years

ago. But of this more farther on. But when
returning after the deer you killed the previous

day you are almost certain to see grouse,

while there is a more or less remote po.ssibility

of getting a shot at a coyote or deer, though,

as you have one deer already on hand you

are not especially concerned about getting

another until you have disposed of that one. And
while you cut out shooting small game years

ago when hunting deer, no a' that you have one,

you are perfectly willing to shoot grouse or

other small game when after the mowitch

that you know will not quit the country when
you open on it with either pistol or revolver.

If a real hunter, or a real gun crank, or both,

you'll hardly feel right without some sort of

a gun on the trip, so you choose one that can

be carried in the pocket or on a belt and forget

all about a rifle knowing that if .small game is

seen at the usual distances and under ordinary

conditions, you will be able to get a reasonable

amount of it and all this without being handi-

capped with that rifle when dragging that big

buck out through that "most awful" jungle.

Ten to twenty years ago was probably the

period when I was doing mj^ best revolver and

pistol shooting and if I ever had confidence

in the one-hand arm for game shooting it

was then. Huffed grouse were especially

plentiful while blue grouse, if one knew where

to look for them, were to be found in sufficient

numbers to afford good sport for a man who
was a goofi revolver or pistol shot. Ruffed

grou.se, of course, were found in abundance
along the river when- the brush was the thick-

est whici) meant that one seldom had to shoot

any at much greater distances than twenty
yards. 'I'o be sure then' were times when
one would have shots ollVred at greater di.s-
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tances, some of the most difficult and inter-

esting being those where the birds would be

in the tops of the high trees "budding" to-

wards nightfall—a favorite time, by the way,

for the writer to steal away from work and

shoot a half dozen or more with revolver or

pistol. While I do not advise the use of the

one-hand arm exclusively for small game
shooting, at the same time there are plenty

of times when skill in its use will mean meat
in the frying pan which if one had always to

depend on the rifle, which cannot always be

conveniently carried, would often be empty.

Without in any way meaning to boast, I can

truthfully say that there ar.e very few models

or calibres of Colt or Smith & Wesson arms

with which I have not killed a great deal of

all kinds of small game found in the timbered

districts, and from my experience with such

arms for such purposes under conditions where

such arms can properly be used. I cannot too

strongly emphasize their value when in

the hands of one skilled in their use. It is

true that at times with some of them one will

have crippled birds fly away ari^d be lost.

This also happens occasionally with rifles, es-

pecially when the birds dre shot through the

body with the ordinary solid bullets used in

the ordinary .22 rim-fire cartridges, but by

being careful in placing the shot properly,

and not taking unnecessarily long shots, and

what is the most important of all if using the

.22 calibre rim fixe cartridges, being sure to

use hollow-point bullets which have much
greater killing power on small game than the

solid bullets do in this size, there should be

very few crippled birds escaping. As to the

accuracy of the best o' the hollow point .22's,

this will be found' al! light as many may Re-

member from what Mr. Landis has written

for Rod and Gun in the past.

The 6 and 8-inch .22 Smith & Wesson '91

model target pistols were used a great deal

on small game and for single-shot pistols I

believe I liked them the best of anything I

ever owned though a few years later the 10-

inch Perfected model accounted for many
scores of grouse and, with the '91 model was

found a very accurate and in everyway de-

sirable little target and small game arm.

But the 6-inch '91 model was, I really believe,

the most satisfactory little arm for the mosi

purposes of anything I ever owned or used in

the one-hand arm line. It would be very

interesting if it were possible to state de-

finitely how many hundrfeds of grouse these

three .22 calibre pistols actually accounted

for. But the .22 W.R.F. Colt a little later

came in for its share of bird killing and in

my opinion is one of the very best of the

.22 one-hand gu)ns for sinall game shooting

where a rifle cannot be had. The Colt cham-
bered for the ordinary short and long cart-

ridges (later made for the L.R. cartridge)

nevep made any remarkably small groups in

my hands and while the Bekeart model S. &
W. made a better showing, it is only stating

Combined cartridge and money belts made by
Ashlev A. Haines for his personal use. Photo, shows
his '-seamless" type of belts, the calibers shown being

.32.20, 38-40 and. 25-35 Winchesters.

facts to say that much better results were

secured by the writer with the .22 W.R.F.

Colt though the owner of the Bekeart could

turn out almost unbelievably fine work with

it which only proved that ye writer was at

fault and not the gun.

But much of my bird shooting was done

with other one-hand arms and among the

various ones used might be mentioned the

Colt New Police with 6-inch barrel using the

.32 S. & W. long cartridge, the side-swing

Smith & Wesson for the same cartridge in

both A}4 and 6-inch lengths, the '91 model

.38 S. & W. with 4-, 5- and 6-inch barrels

while the .38 Colt and S. & W. Special arms

came in for their share of the honors for bird

shooting and,, criticize now, if you like, man>

were killed with the big .38-40 and .44 and

.45 revolvers when smaller arms better suited

for the work were not available. Yes, and

/
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most of the birds would be shot through the

body though many of the easier shots were

in the head or necks. Those who may never

have shot grouse through the body with the

big revolvers may imagine they would be

torn up as badly as if shot with rifles using

similar cartridges, but suck is seldom the

case. I would much prefer smaller calibres

pack sack for light loads when deec huoticg.

for bird shooting but these big revolvers when
using solid bullets do not mutilate a bird

nearly as much as a rifle using the same

cartridges, due, I presume, to the less velocity

of the bullets shot from the revolver failing

to upset when striking as much as they do

when shot from a rifle.

The .22 Colt automatic pistol also was

used with fine success on grouse and is an

arm which I think very highly of as a Small

game one-hand arm. If desiring a one-hand

arm for small game which could be reloaded,

I know of nothing which would suit me better

than the (>>lt or S. & W. side-swing revolvers

with 6-inch barrels using the .32 S. & W. long

cartridge or the .38 Perfected with 6-inch

barrel. These are certainly getters of small

game. For more serious work the .38 Spe-

cials are fine and are probably the best all

around calibre in existence.

But I was writing of deer bunting and here

T find myself switched off on revolvers and

small game shooting, and small game shooting

and deer huilting don't mix at all well—not

when A. A. H. is on the mowitch trail. No,

sir-ee! I know I have advocated certain

light loads in the high-power rifles as suitable

for small game shooting when hunting big

game; also thought years ago that there was

little danger of scaring deer to any great

extent if shooting grouse occasionally when
on the deer trail, but I know now that in

many cases this is all a mistake for I know
of two instances where I lost excellent chances

at deer just by mixing my hunting and

shooting grouse when I should have been pay-

ing strict attention to the more serious work

involved in deer hunting. How many other

chances I may have lost in this way I shall

never know; but probably many. It's true

that many very light loads can be worked out

for the high-power rifles that answer finely

for small game at close range and that these

light loads will also produce but very light re-

ports, and some may use them and never lose

a shot at bigger game when shooting the small

stufi"; but small game shooting now is a branch

of hunting that in the great majority of cases

I play at entirely separated from the big

game hunting and for the reasons which have

been given above.

I formerly mentioned something concern-

ing the importance of always having alight

belt axe when hunting in timbered sections.

This is a matter that I consider of the greatest

importance, but many, I realize, will not carry

such a tool due to the inconvenience connected

with the matter As many will carry them
they are unhandy in many ways but when
carried in the light pack sack as 1 have men-
tioned, or attached to outside of the saqk as

I often carry mine, they are not the least in

the way. Or, if one has no use for the pack

sack, then the best and most convenient

method of carrying, for me at least, is on the

belt, but neither to the right side nor the left,

but directly at the back. I make my axe

scabbards with opening in the bottom so

handle hangs down and this, it seems to me.
is the best kind of a scabbard as when carried

as I have mentioned it hangs well on the belt

and is entirely out of the way yet easily

located when wanted.

Years ago I had thought the proper way
to hunt deer was in company with one or

two others, but in recent years am just as

well satisfied to take the mowitch trail all

by myself and find that I get more of the deer

seen and with less shooting than when there

are others to mix in the affair when the deer
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is ffnally seen. The only way I can account

for the unnecessary shooting when two or

more are together is that some one {not A.A.H:,

of course) gets rattled and scatters lead broad-

cast. One thing I do know, however, and
that is that if when hunting I know that some-

one else has their gun at their shoulder likely

to pull trigger at any second, it doeo bother

me a great deal and if I am ever likely to make
a wild shot it is when expecting to hear

another's rifle crack when getting a bead on a

mowitch. It may not bother others, though

I believe .in a great majority of cases it will,

but here is a rule my brother and I have laid

down when hunting together that I believe

a good one if strictly adhered to : Never raise

your rifle for a shot at a deer when the other

has his rifle up getting a bead on the deer

but stand perfectly still ready to mix in the

game the instant after his rifle cracks, provided

he has been unfortunate and missed or only

crippled his deer. But if he is the shot he

should be, and as used to deer hunting as we
will presume he is, there will be but little

prospect of further shooting at that deer

provided the distance was not great and the

deer was standing. This rule, remember,

holds good only on standing deer. If the

shooting offered is of the running, jumping,

sky-scraping sort, then it becomes a free-for-

all sort of game; but if standing shots are of-

fered, I feel as certain as can be that it is

much the best for the man first with his gun
up be given the shot without anything hap-

pening by his partner to distract his atten-

tion. This is a rule also followed by my old-

est son and myself when we hunt together

and it doesn't trouble him, my brother, nor

myself, in the slightest to stand ready, but

with no effort to raise our rifle, when one of

the others is taking advantage of the shot

offered.

There is at least one other undesirable

feature connected with two or more hunting

deer together. While, in my opinion, it is

not desirable for one hunter to tag along

directly behind the other, there are times, be

it remembered, when this is unavoidable.

Almost invariably when hunting with my
brother I "play second" and a good many
times (exercise all the care possible) I have

been struck in the face by limbs springing

back as he crowded his way through some
difficult place. Once I came very near losing

my right eye in this way. It was a stiff

cedar limb, low-hanging and dry. I must
have been six or eight feet back of him and

though he almost invariably was careful about

limbs being allowed to spring back, and I

was as careful to see that when it did happen,

to dodge them, this was one time when I

received the worst slap across the eyes I ever

experienced and for a minute or so thought

I was one eye short—my shooting eye, too.

All that afternoon I trailed along after him
with snow held to that eye and out of the

game entirely so far as shooting was concerned,

but was the lucky one, as I had expected, in

seeing the deer we were trailing first and

pointing it out to my brother who dropped him

with one shot from the .33 Winchester he

always carried. Others may not agree with

me, but in the majority of cases I believe each

hunter Will kill more deer with less shooting if

hunting alone. Where two men work to

advantage best, however, is after the deer is

landed and the problem of getting him out of

the bush confronts them

—

then two' are ex-

actly what the situation demands.

n.H.JI*IJ(£S

scAije/itV/tW* unvote r«(

There are so many interesting matters of

which to write and all connected with deer

hunting that it is a problem where to start

in and where to leave off. One of the im-

portant things that has been overlooked is

foot wear for the deer hunter. I am only

speaking now, remember, of the foot gear I

have found best for my individual use in

localities where I have hunted and what may
suit me may not always suit the other man.

I do detest a hob nail—first, last and all the

time—but how a man can avoid using them

when hunting in mountain sections I do not

know. I know of several schemes resorted

to by hunters to prevent slipping when hunt-

ing, such as tying a rope around the foot,

or a strap, or, what is more commonly used,

nailing strips of leather across the bottom of

the sole, but there is nothing better to pre-

vent slipping than the ugly, and at times,

noisy hob nail unless it is river drivers calks—
small ones preferred. I have used both and as

a rule seem to find one or the other some time

or other during a day's hunt almost absolute-

ly necessary. My experience has shown me
that they should not be put in too thickly as

there seems to be more of a tendency for

the sole to "ball up" when the snow may
happen to be wet, or when one may at times
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be walking on bare ground; and when balled

up the hunter is worse off with a nailed shoe

than without.

When hunting before the snows come,

leather boots, laced, of course, for mine, just

large enough for a good fit with heavy pair

of wool socks, but after the snows a larger

pair that will admit two pairs of heavy wool

socks suit me better nine cases in ten. I have

spent more dollars than I could ever reckon

accurately in trying to get a leather boot that

could be depended on to keep out snow water,

and whi'e some of them for a few days seemed
to fill the bill fairly well, it was only a matter

of time until the snow water would work its

way through the leather in spite of the fre-

quent oilings the leather always received.

Some about here will wonder what's wrong
with overshoes and lumberman's socks; or

shoe packs, or some other combination they

may have found ideal for their individual use.

I have used them, of course, but my feet

sweat in the rubbers and freeze in both. In

the shoe packs, most advertised and most ex-

pensive they make, the inside of soles would
often be white with frost on removing the

layout to see how near the North Pole I

had landed in my travels. Shoe packs! no,

thankee. But whatever kind of foot gear

you adopt remember you will require some-

thing to prevent slipping if hunting in the

mountains, the best I have found is the hob
nails, or calks. If using rubbers and lumber-

man's socks it will be necessary to have the

shoes leather soled. This adds to the weight

—an undesirable feature—but cannot be

^voided if they are to carry the, to mc, neces-

sary slipping preventives.

About here some one will wonder if I am
going to say anything about rifles for deer

hunting. Not a great deal as the readers

may remember I have said considerable along

this line in past numbers of Rod and Gun, and,

as might have been expected, somewhat less

than 100 per ceht of the readers failed to

agree with all that was written. I still be-

lieve, however, that if one uses rides around

the .30-30 for power he will have about as

many deer to his credit—dead ones, remember
—as the average man who uses a more power-

ful rifle. But remember, please, if the man
believes the rifle of greater range and more
smash will land him more venison, that is

the rifle for him- -but n(»l for all of us— not

always at least. But I might say for the

possible benefit of those who have had little,

or no experience hunting deer, that whatever
rifle \()ii iiiav select, see In il |}i;il it is iiul

too heavy. Eight pounds is about the limit

for me while if I could get exactly what I

should like to have, but which is not made,

the deer rifle for me would not exceed six

pounds—this, 'understand, for much of my
deer hunting.

Practically all my deer killing has been

with lever action rifles—Winchesters mostly

as I have used that make more than others

aind probably most of my future hunting will

be done with rifles with "Winchester" stamped

on its barrel or receiver as I have found, from

plenty of experience, that rifles so stamped
are about as near 100 per cent, perfect as

anything we have had offered us and I feel

certain that future offerings by this company
will be up to their past high standard -^'hich

means that no one will be taking any chances

whatever in selecting anything they may turn

out. Excellent results have alscf come my
way when using lever action Savage rifles,

the .303 having been the calibre mostly used.

Just now I am wondering how I am going to

like the .250-3000 Savage bolt action when
finally I have a chance to try it on deer or

other game. From what I can learn of its

performance at the target it will be sure to

be classed among the extremely ticcurate

rifles. I have never quite fancied the extreme
rupturing of the bullet on impact, but if the

little arm can be depended on grouping its

shots always where the sights are held iyon

know my experience, and that of many others

with the lever Savage, which is a take-down,
in this calibre, was not always as satisfactory

as could have been desired) and I have it from
reliable sources that it can; then this little

arm is certain to become a favorite with me
for much of the shooting that I may do in

future; but, say. Mister, that little gun would
suit me much better if the action worked a

bit smoother and the receiver was not so

bulky. Time will remedy the first, to me,
objectionable feature, but fear it will not curfe

the second. But the little gun does hang fine

when at the shoulder which inspires confidence

in one's ability to pile up the venison when
the mowitch we all like to hunt so well is

finally sighted.

I have, almost unc(uisciously, written quite

a f)it concerning one-hand arms for small

game shooting. Before closing I should now
like to add a few lines concerning rifl(*s suit-

able for small game luinling. Il would only
be fj(cts to state that all American makes of

rifles worth mentioning and practically all

models and calibres, have been used more or

less I.V \ A n for Ininliil'i fMMt>"^<.c hilt
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don't, please don't, get the impression that

the experience thus had and opinions thus

formed justify me in saying this, that or the

other rifle is the only one suited for any cer-

tain kind of work. I have my opinions and
at times hand them out rather freely, but that

all the readers should see everything in the

same light that I do would be unreasonable

to expect. For small game shooting, it is

my Qpinion, however, that if one selects a

,22 calibre rifle using the .22 W.R.F. cartridge,

provided,this shooter prefers a small game
rifle using the inexpensive rim-fire ammuni-
tion, he will have the best for the purpose
now within reach. This is a killing cartridge

as many of us know from plenty of use with

it on game ever since the '90 model Winches-

ter was placed on the market so long ago.

Being old fashioned, I still like the gun that

the cartridge was originally made for as it is

a hammer gun, and a gun with a swing-ham-

mer still looks good to me though if a hammer-
less gun was'my choice, as it is for many, the

Remington trombone would be selected, but

for the W.R.F. cartridge. If desiring a center-

fire rifle with more range and killing power

I'd sure adopt the gun I began using soon after

it was placed within our reach—the .25-20

Winchester model '92. When using this

rifle the most, I reloaded the majority of my
cartridges with 18 grains (bulk) King's semi-

smokeless pbwder and the 77-grain bullet

and with this combination killed plenty of

such small game as prairie chickens, ruffed

and blue gr<;)use, sage-hens, jack rabbits, wood
chucks and not a few ducks. This size also

accounted for several coyotes (though the

.30-30 was my favorite coyote gun) and one
of the largest gray wolves I ever shot. A
friend also killed a deer with it. But for small

game it was the gun unequalled for my pur-

pose for by reloading I had an arm with much
better range and killing power than any of

the .22's then in use and the ammunition
thus prepared was very inexpensive but satis-

factory in every way. In those days my time

was not so taken up in all directions as hap-

pens to be the case at present and it was no
effort to find time to load up a few hundred
shells, nor was it a very perplexing problem
to dig up the time in which to fire them;
and while they were not all always fired at

game, it would be perfectly safe to say that

many hundreds of them were and plenty of

experience thus obtained with this arm on
such game for me to state positively that, for

my use, there is no other gun nor cartridge

made to-day that suits mc as well for such

work as the little .25-20 Winchester. I

might add in closing, however, that were the

same rifle offered for this cartridge, as I have
often advocated, weighing^about 5J^ pounds
I'd readily find the, for me, Absolutely perfect

small game rifle.

The Knoble 'Scope and Mount

R. E. Herrick

THAT'LL get 'em. They'll think some

new telescope company has started up

and will fall all over themselves to get

a catalogue."

Disappointment No. 1. It is a new 'scope,

but is not made commercially, and though

it is not widely known among riflemen, the

mount is not new and the method of applica-

tion is merely different from some other fel-

low's, that's all.

To mount a telescope on a Springfield rifle

has been a puzzle to more than one of us. It

can be done in a number of ways, some good,

some bad, but it remained for a super-gun nut

from the Far West—Northwest, in fact—to

develop one that could be put 'on a Spring-

field without drilling a hole, or otherwise,

altering a regulation Springfield from its

"azzissued" form. As a matter of fact this

said gun nut is rather versatile, and in view

of the fact that no manufacturer of 'scopes

had seen fit to put out a 'scope with 8-inch

eye relief, he proceeded to manufacture one in

his own basement. Wanted it to use on

indoor work and wanted an 8-inch eye relief,

so that in loading the .22 rifle in the semi-

darkness of the indoor range he would not be

trying to load a greasy cartridge into the

eye-piece of the 'scope and, ergo, spfending

half his time in cleaning lenses.

This individual whom I am eulogizing is

none other than "Cap" Knoble, of Tacoma,
Wash., and the riflemen along the coast are

very much indebted to him for his idea on

a mount, which we will describe later. He
has also worked up a rear amourit with yard-

ages marked on a dial instead of the regular

micrometer mounting. Then, to keep him-
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self out of mischief, he takes a 30-inch Krag

barrel out of its receiver, fits a hardened steel

bushing over the chamber and threads this

to fit the Springfield action—rechambers it

and calls it "Long Tom," or some other such

familiar appellation. Then, to see how close

he can come to collecting on his life insurance,

he necks down a Springfield cartridge to .22

The 'scope in the accompanying illustra-

tions is another one of Knoble's own make.

It is made from ^-ixtch steel tubing, and is

11 inches long. Power about 3, and has a

steel picket instead of cross hairs. The field

is appi-oximately that of the Winchester A-5,

or 68 inches at 100 feet. It has considerably

more eye relief, however, but owing to lack

The Knoble
assembled for

business.

Below:
Dismounted and

with
'scope removed.

Spi'-

.
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his own manufacture I took Winchester and
Malcom mounts. Where he incorporated

his zeroing device in the mount base itself,

mine is in the front ring mount. But the

principle is his, and I gladly give him all

credit for it. Let's take it apart—mentally,

I mean.

The advantage of the Knoble mount is that

it may be used on any SpHngfield rifle without

altering the rifle in any way; without the

addition of even a single screw. AH that is

necessary is to remove the regulation rear

sight and wind-gauge screw, which is a

matter of seconds. Thereafter the 'scope

may be installed or removed from the rifle

as quickly as opening and closing the bolt.

Another big advantage is its low-down posi-

tion on the rifle. Inasmuch as these mounts
are not on the market, it is up to each user to

make his own, or to have the local gunsmith

do it, and we will explain how the one in the

illustration herewith was made.

First and foremost, procure a piece of

J4: X ^-inch steel a little longer than the

regulation rear-sight basfe, from which file

up a block to match. Bore a hole in it to

take the stud on the fixed base, finishing it up
with a reamer to make a good snug fit. This
whole block should fit tight enough to just

permit its being forced in place with the

fingers. On top of this is to be riveted a flat

piece of spring steel %x -^ inch. Cut this

spring steel off at the end of the bridge

and on the under side screw or rivet a saddle

filed out to just fit over the bridge. Here also

should be a close fit. Put a good bend in

the spring steel and have it tempered so, and
we are ready for our ring mounts, which may
be put on any number of ways.

The front ring mount in the illustration

is a Malcom No. 2, which has a windage
device. We threw away the dove-tailed

screw base and dove-tailed the ring base

directly into our block and upset each end so

it will never loosen. Cut the knobs off the

windage device and slot the ends for a screw-

driver. As soon as you have found your

zero, set these screws up tight and forget

them.

The rear mount is a No. 2 Winchester

micrometer mount from which the dove-

tailed section has been filed off. leaving

the under side perfectly flat. Bore two
holes in it and rivet to the spring steel on
the desired centers; ours is 7^ inch, so that

one minute on the micrometer is equal to

J^ minute of angle, thus making for easy

changes in elevation and windage.

We have mentioned in several places of

the use of rivets. Do not confuse these with

the ordinary rivets of commerce. The best

and simplest thing to use for rivets is the

standard taper pin of common use in the

automobile business. These are merely steel

pins tapered J4 inch to the foot. Bore a

hole in the objects to be riveted and finish

with a taper-pin reamer. Insert the standard

taper pin and wallop it home with a machin-
ist's hammer; cut off the ends and rivet the

small one. If it ever works loose, hit it

another rap with the hammer and the taper

will draw it tight again. Both taper pins

and reamer may be purchased from any
automobile supply house.

There is plenty of room for anyone to

show his personal skill in workmanship on
this job, siich as buffing all surfaces, bluing,

etc. I smoothed mine down with finest

emery cloth and left the oil temper finish on
it, which is good enough for me.
Now go to it and grab the old Wimbledon

Cup at the next National Match, and thank
"Cap" Knoble for the system of mounting.
But for the information of those who have not

had experience with telescope sights, let me
give just a few words of good advice. Never

lay your gun down where anyone can get hold

of it without first locking all sight adjustments.

It is a notorious fact that nine out of ten

people on getting a telescope sight in their

hands will immediately begin twiddling the

adjustments, and when you remember that

one marking on the sleeve equals 1 inch at

200 yards, it is easy to imagine what the

results might be if some misguided individual

satisfied his curiosity in "seeing how the thing

worked." The Winchester No. 2 mount has

a screw set in the ring, which may be set up
tight enough to prevent anyone changing the

adjustments, and when ready to shoot a

pocket screwdriver puts it in usable condi-

tion in no time, thus saving much referring

to the "dope book" for getting correct set-

tings.

(Reprinted from "Arms and The Man.")
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The German Tank and Aeroplane Rifle

p. T. Streit

EVER since the adoption of protective

shields for the field artillery service by

the various governments, mechamcal
engineers the world over, have been busy in

devising a bullet that would penetrate these

shields at distances usually covered by the

modern infantry rifle and ammunition. The
well known German Arms and Ammunition
Company (formerly, Loewe & Company) at

Berlin, had been experimenting with such

armor piercing bullets ever since 1903. These

experiments proved rather costly and tedious

and besides did not come out perfectly satisfac-

tory.

facture one in a hurry. The general staff

then asked for a rifle of large calibre, to be

used temporarily until the new machine gun
could be perfected and manufactured. The
Berlin factory turned this work over to the

Mauser Works at Oberndorf, a subsidiary

plant of the Berlin Concern. The order was
given to the Mauser Factory in January 1918,

and the first complete rifle was turned out a

month later, in February 1918. By the end

of April 1918, the first lot of 100 of these rifles

was completed and delivered. The gun was
designated as the Tuff Rifle, probably after

the designer.

The measurements and ballistics
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The American Handicap and National Matches

Editor

We wish to call the attention of our sub-

scribers who are interested in rifle shooting

to theU. S. National Alatches which are being

held at Camp Perry, Ohio, beginning July 30th.

Camp Perry is a short distance west of

Sandusky.

More than a thousand rifle and pistol shots

from all over the United States and a few

from Canada are in attendance and one of

the greatest rifle matches ever held in Amer-
ica is looked for.

Those of our readers whto are close enough

to attend will do well to give Camp Perry a

visit. Visitors from the East should take a

train to Port Clinton where they will be

transferred to the grounds by bus.

The Grand American Handicap, the great-

est trapshooting event in America, is being

held at Cleveland, Ohio, beginning August
23rd. By this arrangement, two of the great-

est shoots ever staged in the Western Hemis-
phere are being held simultaneously in Ohio.

Both can be visited "on the same trip.

The results of these great shotgun, rifle,

and revolver and pistol matches will be an-
nounced through this magazine at the earliest

opportunity. '

Queries and Answers

The .38-55.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

In the May 1920 issue of Rod and Gun was
an article describing the use of different cal-

ibered rifles on big game. In this article the

writer places the .38-55 in the obsolete class.

Perhaps they are.

A few years ago I used the .38-55 on almost

all of my hunting trips for deer on Vancouver
Island. I found it as satisfactory as any rifle

I had used up to that time. At pVesent I

like the .^50-3000 Savage. It is hard to beat,

in my estimation. Let me say that I do not

believe there is a rifle made that would drbp

a deer—much less a moose—at every shot

when tl\e gam'e is on the jump or running and

even not always on a standing shot.

Almost any rifle, such as a .30-30; .45-70;

.303; .250-3000, or any of the good ones

including the oM .38-55 will kill deer if^—mark
the "if"—they are hit in the right spot.

The first deer I ever killed was a spike buck,

while I was hunting with a Mr. Frank Han-
nah on Vancouver Island. Mr. Hannah
took the lead on this hunt and found the

deer. I fired at the deer's head and missed

and then fired a second shot and broke

his neck close to his head, using the .38-55.

The deer never kicked. Mr. Hannah was
using a .45-70 and is a fine shot. While we
were examining the dead buck there was a

crash in the brush and I turned just in time

to see him shoot at a running deer. He barely

had a glimpse of that deer's head and neck.

but he hit it through the head and the deer

went down. As we started forward she jump-
ed up and started off at a terrific speed straight

away from where I stood, and I fired one shot

from the .38-55 Marlin and the deer dropped,

stone dead.

When we dressed the deer we found that

his bullet had gone through the neck without

striking either the jugular vein or the back-

bone. The .38-55 bullet had entered in front

of the hip at an angle, ranged forward and
had come out almost in the same place that

.45-70 bullet had entered. Now here was an
example where a .45-70 did n'bt stop a deer

but a .38-55 did.

Another time I shot a deer at long range

with the .38-55. The bullet struck a bit too

far back, but that deer only ran about forty-

five yards—its whole stomach was torn out.

Any hunter that shoots a deer or other game
on the run will occasionally lose his wounded
game. Vhave seen a deer with two broken

legs get clear away from a shot with a .45-90.

It was afterward found dead after having

travelled several miles from where it was shot.

Mr. Hunter, instead of seeing how far you
can shoot, try to see how carefully you can

place your shots. I am not saying that you
will always get the chance for a shoulder or

head shot, but I would rather manoeuver
around for a day to get a good shot than to

''unload my magazine in hopes of striking

something somewhere.

How about it, Old Timer?

F. V. Williams.
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Reply—We are very glad to have this letter

from Mr. Williams on the .38-55. This

calibre was formerly very popular for deer

shooting, but of late has been rather super-

seded by the later high velocity cartridges.

The principal trouble with waiting for a day

to place your shot is that most of us must take

our shooting when we get it, and in very many
localities, we must take the shots that present

themselves—or do without. The gentleman

who wrote the article in question hunts in

ithat kind of a locality.

Editor.

The .25 Remington Rimless.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Is the .25 calibre pump action Remington,

powerful enough for deer shooting in heaN^'

timber where the shooting is at 100 yards?

Are there any hollow point bullets or other

5:ypes of ammunition besides the regular .25

calibre cartridge that can be used in this rifle

to give greater killing power?

Do you consider Marlin fire arms reliable

and would you recommend a 20 gauge Marlin

pump for rabbits?

"Borderer,"

Windsor, Ont.

Reply—The .25 Remington pump action is

a fine rifle for deer shooting, but I believe that

I would prefer a .30 or .32 calibre or even a

.35 for the purpose. You can get any of these

calibres in the same type of Remington rifle.

The .25 makes a very fine all around rifle for

deer and everything smaller, but every now
and then you will lose an animal in brush

shooting, that you might hold with a heavier

calibre.

There are no other types of metal cast bul-

lets that I know of that can be used in this

calibre that are more deadly than the

<»r<Jinary factory loaded soft point bullet.

You could use a cast hollow point bullet such

as Ideal bullet 257266, but you could not

.speed it up to the same velocity as is obtained

with the regular factory cartridge.

Marlin (ire-arms are usually considered to

!be reliable, but 1 understand that they are

mot being made at this time, and if anything

would happen to the weapon it would be

hard to get it repaired. For that reason, I

would suggest that you get a 20 gauge Win-

chester instead of a 20 gauge Marlin. unless

you can gel the Marlin at a much better

price. Kdilor.

CleaninK the .303 Ross.

Editor, Guns & Animunilion Dept.

I own a .303 Hoss sporting rifle aii'l have

been using Mark VI cordite ammunition in

it. I find that after firing a few shots the

bore of the rifle becomes badly fouled and

hard to clean.

I have tried pouring boiling water through

the barrel, the way we used to clean the Lee

Enfield rifles in the army, and find that this

is the best plan of any I have tried. I would

like to have your opinion as to the best way
to remove this fouling.

Carl D. Finchr

Lidstone, Manitoba, Canada.

Reply—Metal fouling can be removed as

follows •

—

First, wipe out the powder fouling or pour

boiling water through it, as you have been

doing; then, dry the barrel and run several

rags, soaked in HopF>e's No. 9 Nitro-Powder

Solvent, Winchester Crystal Cleaner, Rem.
Oil, Marble's Nitro-Solvent Oil or some other

good solvent, through it and then scrub it

good with a brass brush. This will usually

remove it. If it does not, you can use Motte's

paste or some other similar paste on a rag or

brass brush and scour it out.

A better way is to plug the barrel at the

breech and fill it with 26 per cent ammonia;
then, pour out the ammonia and dry the

barrel with a steel rod and rags; then, oil or

grease the barrel and set it away. The am-
monia solution is the best thing going for

removing obstinate deposits of metal fouling.

In using the ammonia solution, a steel rod

placed in the barrel will take up most of the

room and will enable you to do the work with

a small amount of solution. A rubber hose

should be placed over the muzzle to enable

you to keep the barrel filled with the solution;

otherwise, it will evaporate and rust the bar-

rel.

WTielen's metal fouling solution is better

than plain ammonia, but it is harder to obtain

and will not keep indefinitely. You can
nearly always remove metal fouling by the

aid of nitro-powder solvents and a brass brush

—plus a little Motte paste.

Editor.

A .22 Savage Model 1914.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I have jiust bought a new Savage .22 Calibre

repeater, 21 inch barrel, hammerless. adapte<i

for shorts, longs and long rifle cartridges.

I have been told that shorts and also smoke-
less powder is injurious on barrels.

Kindly tell me what length of cartridges is

best to use and whether Dominion smokeless

or Lesmok, greased or not. Please tell nie
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what method is best to use in lining up sights.

The rifle^shoots a bit to the left.

Joseph Hagarty,

Stratford, Ontario.

Reply—You should use nothing but the

.22 long rifle cartridges in your Savage rifle.

I would suggest cartridges loaded with Semi-

smokeless or Lesmok powder. Also use the

greased cartridges. If your rifle shoots to

the left drive your rear sight to the right or

your front sight to the left until it shoots to

the center. This is a very simple operation.

Use a small hammer and a block of brass

between the hammer and the sight to keep

from deforming the sight or the barrel.

Editor.

A New Bolt Action Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I enjoy reading Rod and Gun very much,
especially the Guns and Ammunition articles.

In the April number, in an article on Guns and
Ammunition, by Ashley A. Haines, he men-
tions that some Company is manufacturing

a new featherweight rifle of the 3000 f.s. class.

Could you please inform me whether it is a

bolt or lever action gun, and what calibre it

is? Could you give me the specifications of

this rifle and the price and what kind of a

bullet it uses?

B. E. James,

Almonte, Ontario, Canada.

Reply—The rifle that Mr. Haines referred

to was evidently the new ,250-3000 Savage

bolt action rifle. It shoots the regular .250-

3000 Savage cartridge. The rifle is a light

weight, bolt action sporting rifle and at this

writing is just coming on the market.

Editor.

The Model 1914 Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I am interested in your Magazine and would

be pleased if you could tell me a few points

about the .22 Savage Repeater model 1914.

Is it a good weapon for small game shooting

and also for target work? What sights would

you advise for small game shooting or for all

around work? Do you think that the fac-

tory sights would be good enough? What
place in Canada can I get this done and about

how much would it cost? What kind of

powder is the best—Lesmok, Black or Smoke-

less? Does the smokeless powder injure the

bore of the rifle?

I have a double barrel shotgun with "W.
Richards Laminated Steel London" stamped

on it. Do you know if this is a good gun and
about how much it would cost?

Malcolm Walker,

L'Original, Ontario.

Reply—The model 1914 Savage .22 calibre

rifle is as good a slide action .22 as you can
obtain. The factory sights are not equal to a

good set of Lyman or Marble sights for either

game or target shooting. A very good set of

sights for all around use would be a Lyman
No. 5 front and tang peep rear. You can
apply the sights yourself without any trouble,

or you could order the rifle from the factory

equipped with these sights or you could order
the rifle direct from the Lyman people equip-
ped with Lyman sights. We would suggest

that you would use .22 calibre long rifle cart-

ridges loaded with semi-smokeless or Lesmok
powder. Your shotgun that is marked W.
Richards may be a cheap shotgun, which it

very likely is, or it may be the Westley Rich-
ards in which case it is a very high grade
English make. It is my impression that cheap
grade shotguns that were made in Belgium
were stamped W. Richards. If this is the
case, your gun is probably not worth more
than twenty dollars ($20.00), even if it is new.
If it is a Westley Richards, hammerless, it is

probably worth from one hundred and fifty

to six or seven hundred dollars (SI 50.00 to
$600.00 or $700.00), depending on the qual-

ity. It is impossible to tell the worth of a
gun without seeing it, unless it is a standard
grade of some well known make and even
then the present condition of the weapon
would enter into the matter.

Editor.

The .43 Spandau.
Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

What do you think of the .43 calibre Span-
dau? Is this a good all around rifle? It

shoots the .43 calibre Mauser cartridge loaded
with lead bullets. Could I obtain ammuni-
tion loaded with metal cased bullets for it?

What is the velocity of the above cartridge?

The rifle is a bolt action rifle with H patent
sights and is sighted for 1500 yards.

James Dunlop,
Jasmin, Sask., Canada.

Reply—The .43 Spandau is a cartridge that

is very similar to the .45-70 cartridge used in

the Winchester rifle. It's ballistics are very
near the same as those of the .45-70; that
means that the bullet would have a muzzle
velocity of about 1375 or 1400 f.s. It would
be a good cartridge for shooting game in

brushy country. It has a very high trajec-

tory, and is not adapted for plains shooting.
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If the rifle is in good condition it is probably

accurate up to 1000 yards, but of course it

is of no value for game shooting at that range.

Editor.

A Ruined .22 Barrel.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I have a .22 Winchester Repeater, model

1890, which ^now fails to eject empty cartrid-

ges. Having read Rod and Gun, I have come

to the conclusion, that it has been ruined by
firing '"long" instead of "short" cartridges in

the rifle. It was quite allright when I en-

listed in 1914, but a cousin of mine used it

with "longs" during my sojourn in France.

I used to do very accurate shooting with it,

but cannot get steady shots now (although I

have had plenty of practice with British Lee

Enfields). Now I should like to know what

is the best thing to do. Can the rifle be re-

bored, or is a new barrel necessary. In either

case what will it cost?

G. G.

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Reply—Your rifle barrel may be pitted

from not cleaning it or it may be leaded,

which is more likely. I have not had any
experience with trouble from burning out

rifles by shooting a longer cartridge than was
intended for the rifle and so cannot tell you
what would occur. It seems to me about the

cheapest thing to do would be to sell the

rifle and buy a new one. It would not cost

you any more than to have a new barrel

put on. I would suggest that you purchase

a new rifle chambered for the .22 calibre long

rifle cartridge which can now be obtained in

this model. As mentioned before it is never

possible to reply to any inquiry in the next

month's issue, as the magazine is always made
up two or three months ahead.

Editor.

The .30-40 Winchester—Sights.
Editor, duns & Ammunition Dept.

F^ereived Winchester circular of the .9.^)

model, '^hcy speak of the .30 Army and

.30 Gov. 1906. Would you kindly state the

difference between these two and about hgw
far I could figure on sJiooting without adjust-

ing sights? What Lyman siglits would you

u.se, rear and front? Would you use same
on Springfield, which I shall purchase if

possible. Would also like to know if you

would arlvise changing IH gauge barrels for

the 20 gauge. JIave been ^old that -the 20

gauge is out shooting the 10 gauge, and is

HQW considered the better gun. Have
been using the 10 gauge for fifteen years

right along beside the 12's and when
they were out of range for the 16 gauge,

the 12 seemed to be out of luck. We
can always get 20"^ or 12's, but you must, as

a rule, place an order for the 16 gauge shells,

as they are about as hard to get as a 10.

If the 20 gauge will do the same work, I

would exchange. I use the Ithaca and a 28"

barrel. What length would be right in a

20 gauge? Walter Garner,

Weyburn, Sask., Canada.

Reply—The .30-40 Winchester uses the

.30-40-220 Winchester cartridge; this cart-

ridge can also be loaded with 150, 172 or 180

grain spitzer bullets. It is a very reliable

and accurate cartridge. The cartridge is

what is known as a rim cartridge. The .30-

1906 is the .30-50-150 cartridge. It can be

loaded with 150, 172, 180 or 220 grain bullets.

It ordinarily gives about 150 to 200 f.s. more
velocity than the .30-40 cartridge when using

the same bullet, due to it's greater powder
capacity. This is a rimless cartridge, ahd
the higher velocity makes it somewhat more
popular than the .30-40.

I would use a L^inan gold or ivory bead
front sight and a receiver peep rear sight.

LjTTian sights No. 32 front. No. 6 middle.

No. 38 rear would make a splendid combina-
tion. On the Springfield you should use a

No. 48 rear as it is a better type of sight for

this rifle.

For all around use I would not recommend
that you change from a 16 to a 20 gauge. A
20 gauge will not outshoot a 16 gauge, pro-

vided that both guns are bored alike and
loaded in proportion to the gauge. A 16

gauge will always out shoot a 20, a 12 will

always outshoot a 16, and a 10 will always
outshoot a 12, provided that you load a«d
build the gun according to it's gauge. You
can do more damage with a sledge hammer
than with a tack hammer, provided you .swing

one as fast as the other.

A 20 gauge Ithaca with 28" barrels would
make a very nice proportioned weapon. It

would be about the best all around length

for the 20. The 20 gauge is ordinarily loaded
heavier in proportion to it's gauge, than any
other gauge. The breech pressures are also

always higher aiul you will obtain more patchy
patterns with the 20 than with the 16. The
only advantage of the 20 is it's light weight,
which enables >(ui lo swing it faster. It is

of course, possible lo build a 12 as light as a

20 is ordin.irily buill, but if it is built loolight

you cannot shoot the 12 gauge gun with a full

12 gauge load. I-'flitor.
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A .303 British Winchester.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Depf.

I would appreciate your kindness very

much if you will answer these questions

through the medium of your very interesting

columns.

1. Is the Winchester, 95 Carbine a satisfac-

tory model for a: big game rifle?

2. How does the .303 British compare with

the .30-1906 for velocity and energy at muzzle
at 100 yards, 300 yards, 500 yards, and
800 yards?

3. Would the .303 British be a satisfactory

calibre for hunting big game such as, moose,

bear, mountain goats, etc.? If not, what
calibre would you recommend?

4. What open sight combination would

you suggest for the above rifles? What peep

sight combination? Which is the better?

5. Would the .303 Mark VII British with

the point filed off prove satisfactory as a

mushroom cartridge?

R. Urwin Harwood,
Pincher Creek, Alta.

Reply—The Model 1895 Winchester Car-

bine is a very satisfactory big game rifle.

The .303 British when loaded with the

same type of powder, ie., double base, un-

coated nitrocellulose, or progressive burning

nitrocellulose is almost exactlj^ the same in

power and range to the .30-40. The 174 grs.

corresponds to the 180 grain in the Krag and

the 215 grain to the 220 grain in the .30-40.

I am not able to give you the velocities and

energies of the two cartridges at the ranges

that you mention but the trajectories of the

Krag and .303 British are almost exactly

equal with the two types of bullets while the

Springfield will show you about four inches

less trajectory at 500 yards due to its having

a higher initial velocity.

The .303 British would be a very satis-

factory 'calibre for hunting big game. It is

not quite equal to the .30-1906, but you can

very likely obtain the cartridges much easier.

The difference' is not great enough to, be very

serious.

My favorite open sight combination was a

Sheard gold bead front and a King No. 6

falling leaf rear with the white diamond to

the rear. The addition of a Lyman receiver

sight makes a fine set of hunting sights as

you can fold down the open sight and use the

other. If you cannot see the peep you can

use the open and the front for late evening

shooting.

The .303 British Mark VII with the point

filed off should prove very successful and you

should obtain greater accuracy and more
penetration than with the regular soft point

bullet. Its disadvantage would be that it is

not likely to expand nearly so well as the

regular soft point bullet.

Editor.

Various Inqjuiries.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

1 am a regular reader of your magazine and
think the Guns and Ammunition Department
unequalled. I would like a few questions

answered through your magazine.

1. Which do you consider the best shooter

of the Remington, Fox and Greener shotguns

of equal grade?

2. What are the arguments in favor and
against the .303 Savage Carbine for deer and
black bear shooting?

3. How many decoys are about right for

duck shooting from a blind on a lake and how
should they be placed?

4. What is the address and subscription

price of each of the following magazines,

American Shooter, Michigan Sportsman,

Sportsmen's Review, National Sportsman?

5. Which Model Weiss binoculars would
you prefer, the 1056 or 1060 for big game hunt-

ing and also to be used in duck hunting under

poor atmospheric conditions?

George Sinclair,

Salmon Arm, B.C.

Reply—li is hard to compare the Reming-
ton, Fox and Greener shotguns because the

companies make so many different grades and
at present the Remington people make noth-

ing but a repeating and an automatic shotgun.

Both of these guns are thoroughly reliable

and worth every cent they cost. Between
the Fox and the Greener I would say that the

Fox would make a better cheap arid medium
grade gun, but when you come up to the high

priced guns costing from 200 to 600 and
800 dollars, you will get better , work-

manship in the Greener. On the average

there is no difference in the shooting qualities

of any of these three. The three makes are

thoroughly reliable. My present double gun
is a Fox and it has been very satisfactory.

The .303 Savage Carbine makes a very

good all rQ|knd rifle. The cartridges are rea-

sonable in price. They can be obtained

almost anywhere. The rifle is light and
handy to carry. It is also very reliable in

action. About its only disadvantage is that

it does not have the power nor range of some
of the larger cartridges. For ordinary shoot-

ing it is very satisfactory.
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About one or two dozen decoys are usually

used for duck shooting. They should be

placed with due rbspect to the direction of

the wind and the lay of the land. Ducks will

always rise against the wind.

The American Shooter is no longer in exist-

ence. The Michigan Sportsman is published

at Birmingham, Michigan. The Canadian

price is .$2.00. Thfe Sportsmen's Review is

published by the Sportsmen's Review Publish-

ing Company of Cincinnati, Ohio. The sub-

scription price is $3.00. The National Sports-

man is published at Boston, Mass. Canadian

price is $2.50.

I do not have a catalog of the Weiss Bin-

oculars so cannot tell you the difference be-

tween the two numbers. Select a 6 power

glass.

Editor.

8 M.M. Mauser.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I have a Waffenfabrik Mauser 8 M.M.
sporting rifle and have ribt as yet been able

to find out the ballistics. Can you give

me the required information?

S. E, Walker.

Coldstream Ranch, Vernon, B.C.

Reply—Ballistics for the 8 M.M. Mauser

are as follows: 8 M.M. loaded with 154 grain

Spitzer bullet, muzzle velocity, 2915 foot sec-

onds, muzzle energy 3018 foot pounds, 500

yard velocity 1714 foot seconds, energy 1001

foot pounds; 8 M.M. 236 grain cartridge, bullet,

muzzle velocity 2129 foot seconds, energy

2375, Ft.lk. 500 yard velocity, 1236 foot

seconds energy 802 foot pounds.

The ballistics of your Mauser rifle would be

inferior to the ones given as your rifle has a

short barrel. The ballistics given were

possibly obtained in a rifle with a 28 or 30

inch barrel. If you have a short barrel rifle

you probably get about 2700 feet per second

velocity with the Spitzer cartridge.

Editor.

A Long Range Big Game Rifle.

Editor, (inns & Ammunition Dept.

As an interested reader for years of your

valuable magazine, I am writing to ask a few

questions on the following big gajmc rifles.

I am wanting to gel a high velocity rifle for

long range game shooting (sheep, goats, bear

etc.) and would like your advice as to what

you would recommend for me, price no

object.

What is llic point blank rang<- of the H.S.A.

No. 4 .:U)3 Lvv iMidrld with Mark VII H. V.

Ammunition, also for the .351 Winchester

Auto, the .256 and .35 Newton and the .280

Ross?

I am going after bears this Spring and sheep

this Fall and want to buy a first class big game
rifle that will do me for years to come for all

big game in Canada.
Henry Brace,

Red Deer, Alta.

Reply—My preference for a rifle for your

purpose would be a sporting Springfield fitted

with a Sheard gold bead front sight and a

Lyman .103 on the cocking piece. Load
this rifle with an 180 grain soft point bullet

and a progressive burning powder like Her-

cules No. 300 or DuPont No. 15. Such a

weapon will reach right out and pick off a

goat or sheep at a range that is considered

perfectly safe.

A .30-1906 Newton, a .30 Newton, or a

.30-1906 Winchester would also be more
satisfactory, so also would the .280 Ross

provided you can get it to work. Some of

the ammunition does not extract well and for

this purpose I would not care to use a .280

Ross for bear shooting.

The practical point blank range of the

.30-1906 would be about 200 or 250 yards.

Some for the Ross in .280 cal. The .303

British Spitzer would be about 200 yards.

The .351 Winchester Automatic would need

to be elevated more, but would be fine for

the short range work. I would suggest the

Winchester Model 1895 for all long range shoot-

ing if you want a Winchester.

Being a Canadian you will have consider-

able trouble to obtain a sporting Springfield

but you can get a Newton or a Winchester

and possibly also a Ross without any trouble.

One of the .30 calibres using the 220 and
180 grain bullets would appear to be your

best choice for the kind of work that vou will

do.

Use the 220 grain bullet for bear and the

180 grain for goats and sheep.

Editor.

The 11 M.M. Mauser.
Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I have been a reader of your magazine for

the past four years, and have obtained quite

a lot of information from it. I would like

to have a little dope on a rifle that I bought
from a friend of mine. It is a 11 M.M. or

.43 calibre Mauser, model 1884 and uses a

380 grain bullet loaded with 75 grains black

powder. Do you consider tliis rifle powerful
enough for moose, black bear and deer when
usiriL' the above merit loiir*! r:irtridi'f'' 1«; it
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possible to get a cartridge loaded with smoke-

less powder; if not could you suggest a load

that I could use in this rifle, other than the

black powder? The rifle seems to have a

very strong action.

I have not had a chance to try out the rifle,

as I had to cancel a hunting trip last fall.

The only trouble I can find with the rifle at

the present time, is that it weighs about ten

pounds not including eight cartridges that

the magazine holds. Of course, I would not

consider the weight so much providing I had

a fairly powerful rifle that would bring the

game down at one hit.

Do you consider this rifle worth keeping?

If so, I will try it out next fall. If you don't

think it worth keeping, what rifle would you

suggest for my purpose—mentioning the best

lever action and best bolt action.

R. Connolly,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Reply—Your rifle would be very effective

on the game that you mention in brushy

country. It is of about the same power as

the 45-70. and almost ever\^one is familiar

with the clean killing qualities of that cart-

ridge.

If you can afford another rifle, I would re-

commend that you get something different,

as it is very unhandy to use an eleven pound

rifle in the woods, especially when it has a

very long barrel. For your purpose I would

suggest a .30-1906, .35 or .405 calibre model

1895 Winchester, .30-1906 Newton, .280 Ross,

.303 British Enfield. .35 Remington automatic

or similar rifle, as being considerably better,

for your purpose.

None of the companies I know of sell or

recommend smokeless powder in the 11 M.M.
Mauser cartridge. I can see no reason why
it could not be used, if you obtain smokeless

primers. Anj powder suitable for use in the

.45-70 or .45-90 should be suitable. Always

begin with a light load and increase it grad-

ually. By the time you had arrived at a

satisfactory charge and obtained a satis-

factory set of sights, you would spend at

least half as much money as a modern rifle

would cost you, and still not be much further

ahead than vou now are.

Editor.

The .22 Winchester Automatic and .22 Rem-
ington Automatic—Compared.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Do you prefer the .22 Winchester or .22

Remington Automatic?
Arnold Wandeville.

Reply—There is very little difference be-

tween these two rifles. They are both very

well made and are both reliable. They both

use the same cartridge and are about equally

accurate. The difference is principally in

the appearance of the two rifles. You should

not be disappointed in either one of them.

My own choice would be either the 12-C

Remington or a model 1890 Winchester,

chambered for the long rifle cartridge. You
will get greater accuracy and more shooting

for the same money. You can shoot either

one of them faster than you can aim it.

Editor.

The 32 Remington Rimless.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I would like a little information on the .32

Remington high power rifle. How is this

rifle for deer, moose and bear shooting, in

the brush? How does it compare for brush

shooting with the .303 Ross, the .303 Savage

and the .35 Automatic Remington? WTiich is

the best gun for this sort of shooting, and also

as an all around gun?

F. G. Ferguson.

Reply—The .32 Remington high power is

about on a par with the .303 Savage and the

.32 Special. It is not as powerful as the .303

British, Ross or the .35 Automatic Reming-
ton. The .32 Remington, slide action or

automatic is faster than the .303 Savage or

the .303 Ross. The .35 Automatic Reming-
ton is as fast as the .32 Remington Automatic

and faster than any of the other guns mention-

ed. The .35 Automatic would be the best

choice for brush shooting at bear, moose and

deer. Any of the others mentioned would be

very satisfactory, excepting that they would

be light for moose and bear. Even the .35

is not as powerful as it might be for this pur-

pose.

Editor.

Shot Cartridges in the .22 Winchester.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I have a .22 Repeater, model 1890. It is

bored for the long cartridge. Would it

injure the rifle to shoot long shot cartridges

in it?

Inquirer.

Kamloops.

Reply—Not if you clean the gun with a

brass brush and do it frequently, or otherwise

you will have trouble from leading. Shot

cartridges are not effective in a .22, excepting

at very short range. A good rifle shot would

have no reason for using them, unless it was
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in localities where it was not safe to shoot

solid bullets.

Editor.

The .22 N. R. A. Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I received a great deal of valuable informa-

tion from the article written by James WTiyte,

in a recent number of Rod and Gun. 1 am a

member of the Toronto Civilian Rifle League,

but I have had very little experience with the

different makes of rifles. At the present time

I am using a .22 Savage bolt action, which is

very satisfactory excepting that it is very

hard to load. I am using an aperture front

sight and a peep rear sight on it and am load-

ing it with .22 calibre long rifle U.S. ammuni-
tion. I have made 25 yds., groups of 5 and

7 shots that could be covered with a Canadian

nickel.

Can you recommend any other rifle that

is as accurate as the Savage, and that would

be easier to load?

^
W. G. Bustard

Toronto, Canada.

Reply— In. reply to your communication.

About the only other one of the repeating

rifles that is adapted to small bore target

shooting is the new Winchester bolt action,

which is just coming on the market.

This rifle is' very much easier to load than

the Savage. It also weighs about IH lbs.

more which is a very great advantage, but

it has the serious disadvantage of costing

about twice as much.

If you like a single shot rifle, either the

B.S..\. .\o. j2, or Stevens 414 or a Winchester

musket of the latest model, are mucl) easier

to load than the Savage N.R.A. bolt action.

The model 1914 Savage slide action is also

much easier to load, but it does not have suf-

ficient weight for very accurate target shoot-

ing. In every other way I prefer it to the

bolt action Savage. It is a mighty fine little

rifle.

Editor.

A .22 Rim Fire For Deer Shooting.

Editor, Guns & Amnnniition Dept.

Would yon arlvise usin/^ a .22 cal. repeater

for deer shooling? The .22 is a Winchester

\'i\{)i\ model, slir)otirtg short, long or long ride

cartridges.

.\ pal of mine who sprtil about two months
iacamp last summer, tolrl me that a man liv-

ing near the woods up there used a .22 cal.

rifle with a silencer on it to shoot deer. He
said the first shot would stun the doer, and

the silencer, deadening the noise, would en-

able him to get more shots at the deer.

I don't think shooting deer with a silencer

on a gun is sportsmanlike.

What range has the .22 model mentioned

above, and how much pbwer has it? Do you

think it has enough power to kill a deer at

fifty yards if I use long rifle cartridges?

Curtis Thaden,

New Rochelle, N.Y.

Reply— I would not recommend that

anyone would use a .22 cal. rim fire rifle for

deer shooting. You would almost be cer-

tain to lose a vast majority of the deer that

you shoot at. I am very sure that you would

find that instead of stunning the deer at the

first shot, you would suddenly wake him up.

A silencer is not of any particular benefit on a

rifle for deer shooting, for any rifle suitable

for deer shooting would make plenty of

noise with the addition i>f the silencer.

I would not recommend any rifle of a cal-

ibre smaller than the .25-35 for deer shooting.

The model 1906 Winchester uses nothing

more" powerful than the .22 cal. long rifle

cartridge.

Editor.

Various .22 Cartridges Compared.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Which is the more powerful—the .22 long

with smokeless powder, or .22 long Lesmok,
or .22 long black powder?
Which is more powerful—.22 long rifle

smokeless or .22 N.R..\. Lesmok powder?
I have a .22 Savage. The rifling is worn

out and it does not shoot true. Could it be

relined and rebored at a reasonable price?

What size of shot for a shotgun would
carry up the longest distance?

T. B. Michelson,

Swan River, Manitoba, Canada.

Reply—The .22 long, loaded with smoke-
less powder, .22 long Lesmok and .22 long,

black powder are about equal in power.

Sometimes the smokeless is loaded to give

slightly less velocity.

The .22 long rifle N.R..\. cartridge is loaded to

give a higher velocity and also greater breech

pressure thau the regular .22 long rifle cart-

ridge. It is somewhat l)ett(;r adapted for

long range shooting. Both types are satis-

fat'lory.

I would suggest that you would send your
Savage rifle back to the factory and have them
fit it with a new barrel, as this would be more
satisfactory than having it relined.

The larger sizes of shot, will of course carry
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further than the smaller sizes. Buck shot

would carry further than any of the smaller

sizes, but they would give a much more open

p'attern and for that reason are not satisfac-

tory for game shooting. For ordinary pur-

poses it is generally considered to be a mis-

take to use anything larger than double B
(BE) and this only for geese or turkeys.

Editor.

Buck Fever and Deer.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

A year ago when I was twelve years old,

I took the old double barrelled shot gun,

loaded with solid balls and went out to the

woods to kill a deer. The shotgun is a very

effective weapon up to about 100 yards, and

I expected to get something.

I had walked about two miles and was in a

lowr piece of ground, when all of a sudden I

heard the "Click"-"Clack" of a startled deer,

and soon saw him jump out from behind a

turn up in the old logging road. The gun hit

my shoulder, and in a second or so I fired a

•shot and missed. I thought to myself

—

"Darn the luck," but, it wasn't luck, it was

only buck-fever.

The deer ran a few yards further and then

turned sideways and jumped into some

thick brush. I aimed steadier this time and

thought I would be sure to get him, right

behind the front shoulder, but the gun mis-

fired. The deer leaped into the woods and

was gone.

I hope the other young fellows who go deer

hunting don't all go home as sad at them-

selves as I was that evening.

David Bicknell,

Bedworth, Ontario.

Reply— I hope so too, because we all have

more fun when we are young than we do when
we get older. Probably by another season,

you w ill have better luck.

One of our sixteen year old hunters recently

sent me a photograph of one of the finest deer

heads that I have ever seen.

Editor.

Re-Boring .22 Cal. Stevens.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Will you please answer the following ques-

tions:

—

Can a Stevens .22 cal. Repeater barrel b€

bored successfully for .32 short, with good

satisfaction?

Please tell me how to reload .303 Enfield

cartridges, so that they will be fine for shoot-

ing woodchucks and yet powerful enough to

kill fox at 100 yards. I want a weak load,

as country is populated.

J. G. Yelland,

London, Ontario, Canada.

Reply— It w^ould not be practicable to

rebore a Stevens .22 cal. Repeater barrel for

the .32 calibre short cartridge, because the

action would not handle it.

A good charge for the .303 British would

be the 115 grain metal cased soft point .32-20

bullet, with about 8 or 9 grains of Hercules

Unique or about 10 or 12 grains of DuPont
No. 80. This would give you a load that

would be fairly well adapted for use for wood-

chucks and foxes up to 100 yards.

You could also use Ideal bullet 311299 with

21 grains of Hercules Lightning. This w^ould

give you a considerably more powerful load

than you would require. To use the long hea\'y

bullet with a very light powder charge, would
result in such a high trajectory that it would
be almost impossible for you to shoot wood-
chucks over 50 yards. Any of the .32-20

metal cased or hard cast bullets could be used

in the .303 British, as the diameter is the

same. .32-20 metal cased bullets can be

obtained so cheaply, that it would hardly

pay you to buy a bullet mold and cast your

own, especially when you consider that tin

is very dear at the present time.

Editor.

The .22 Colt Auto.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Will you kindly answer the following ques-

tions:

—

Is there more than one length of barrel for

the Colt .22 cal. Automatic pistol? If so,

what length would be best for target practice,

small game shooting or for shooting trapped

animals? How many shots does it hold and
what size of .22 cal.? Also, pfice?

Do you consider a .30-30 Winchester a

good rifle for big game that is in either rocky

or brushy country? Which are the best bul-

lets—the metal cased or soft point?

K. G. Batchelor,

Parry Sound, Ontario.

Reply—The .22 Colt automatic is made with

one length of barrel. It shoots the .22 cal.

long rifle cartridge and is very satisfactory

for either target or game shooting. You can

use the .22 N.R.A. cartridges in it and it

works splendidly with them. I would sug-

gest that you would use the .22 N.R.A
hollow point cartridges for shooting trapped

animals, and for all of your hunting.

The .30-30 Winchester makes a good big
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game rifle, providing your shooting is not at

excessively long range. The best bullets to

use are the soft point metal cased bullets.

They are the only ones you should use for

game shooting in this rifle. For long range

work the .30-1906, or the .303 British Win-
chester would be considerably more satis-

factory.

Editor.

Various Inquiries.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Will you please answer the following ques-

tions:

—

I have a No. 6 Remington single shot rifle

.22 calibre, but have not had much chance to

use it. What is your impression of this rifle?

Is it an accurate little gun?

I am going out hunting soon and think

about getting a .35 Remington. Is it a good

gun for big game? Is it big enough for

grizzlies?

Is the "Little Scout" rifle as accurate as the

Remington No. 6?

Is the .303 British a good gun for long range

shots? About how much do they cost?

Is the .22 extra long as powerful as the ..32

short?

Is the .32 calibre German Luger a powerful

enough weapon for deer? Is it any good for

ground-hogs?

Ben R. Varder.

Toronto, Ontario.

Reply—I owned one of the first No. 6

Remington single shot .22 calibre rifles that

were put on the market. It is a good little

rifle.

The .35 Remington would be a very fine

rifle for big game. It would do the work on

grizzlies.

A Stevens "Little Scout" is of about the

same class as the Remington No. 6. I have

Qever recommended the use of a cheaper

Stevens rifle than the "Favorite." The Fa-

vorite is a very satisfactory little rifle and is

worth the difference in price over the "Little

Scout."

The .303 British is a very satisfactory long

range rifle. They would cost in the neigh-

borhood of forty to sixty dollars at the prcs-

sent time, depending upbn the make and the

amount of workmanship on it.

The .22 extra long is not as powerful as the

..32 short, but it is a more satisfactory cart-

ridge. TTie .22 long rifle is more satisfactory

than either one of them.

The .30 calibre Gerniaa Luger is not suf-

ficiently powerful for deer. There are many

more satisfactory weapons for use on ground-

hogs. Rifles like the .25-35, .250-3000, and

similar are much to be preferred.

Editor.

A Few Scores Made With a .303 Ross.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I do quite a bit of shooting; being a member
of the St. Lawrence Rifle Team, and was lucky

enough to have one of the highest scores last

season—making 15 possible scores out of 17

matches.

It may interest your readers to know what
these scores were made with and also to know

4 sliots, 25 yards.

what kind 'of groups can be secured with the

.303 Ross Service Model. I used a load of

7 grains of No. 75 and a 154 grain bullet. I

7 shots.

found it the most accurate load f have tried

in this rifle, and I encloseja couple of targets

for the information of your readers.

M. II. Rutledge.

Toronto, Ontario.

Reply— I have your letter of recent date
inclosing the two targets that you made with

the .303 Ross. I am vctx much pleased to see
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these targets. I would be very glad lo re-

ceive targets and additional information re-

garding the loads that you use and should also

like to hear from any of your Club members

who care to favor us.

We always like to make the columns of

"Rod and Gun" as interesting as possible.

Editor.

Beside the Council Fire

Robert Page Lincoln

TRAVELLING fishermen tourists often

find it a puzzle just what to take with

them and what not to include in their

outfit when undertaking a trip into some wild

section of the country. People inclined to

the pastime of angling are sure to find that

simplicity in the matter of their paraphernalia,

lightness, ease of conveyance, and yet a

desirable correctness are attributes that must
be taken carefully into consideration. Of

necessary things that one feels he cannot

do without, a person naturally would like to

acquire and use a full quota but as a matter

of fact even of these a person has to make
sacrifices that ease and comfort may be had,

so that the real pleasure may be fully assured.

Many people go out encumbered with incon-

venient things which they could easily re-

place for more simple things. Presume that

you are a hiker angler, and by that I mean
that you are travelling along as many of us

do with a pack-sack on the back, a small

shelter tent in a roll, and a rod in the case.

Packing along in th^is manner one has to sim-

plify his outfit. The usual fly-rod comes in

three pieces, but even this rod could be

replaced by one that would very neatly fit

into the pack-sack. I bear mention of the
pack-rod. What is the pack-rod, you ask.

It is a fly-rod that has the usual length of

the standard rod: nine feet, six inches. But
instead of coming in three pieces it comes in

one foot lengths so that a standard length

rod may have eight pieces. These are all

jointed together to form the whole. The
point scored in its favor is that it may be
tucked away in the pack-sack or suit-case

without any great room-taking whatsoever.
The point of course in its disfavor is that the

many ferrules, or jointing places, makes it

rather stiff, not being half as flexible or re-

silient as the three part rod. However, one
is able to put up with this considering that

he has a rod that is so easily transported

—

it taking up little or no place to speak of

among the necessities you carry with you.
The pack rod is well worth looking into. The
next time you visit your sporting goods dealer

have him show it to you.

*

To the man who is packing along with his

pack sack on his back and who is fishing the

water« as he goes such a rod as the telescoping
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affair is not to be lost track of by a great deal.

Just what is a telescoping rod? It is a rod

that can be made into a fly-rod by simply

pulling it out full length and at that point

made solid by any one of several ways. Thus
if you arrive at a trout water you can have

your fly rod, or if you reach a bass water you

can simply push down the tip to the required

five feet six inches point and there make it

fast—thus obtaining your bass rod. This

length will also do you for your trolling rod.

The good point about a rod of this sort is

vihai you have many rods in one. Without

this you would have to have a separate bass

rod and another fly rod. For the man who
is roughing it this rod is certainly recommend-

ed. At least it would be a good idea to look

it over and see for yourself. Make a study

of it and don*t buy till you have assured your-

self that you. will like it. Firms that adver-

tise i|n Rod and Gun carry these rods and I

understand that they have a wide sale. My
attention was first called to them by the well

known angling writer, "Bob White," who has

highly recommended them for use in any kind

of inland fishing. Personally, I have done

very little casting with them, but the idea

is a good one.

^ ^ •!• 4|« •!»

The desire for simplicity in the angler's

tackle and all that goes with it has led to

many improvements in this line. Of course,

as I have said, the improvements made are

at the expense of a perfect tool. The teles-

coping rod is not the same as the straight out

and out rod, but in the hiker's pack sack they

come fine. The same ife true of the creel.

Where one is fishing home waters, or where it

can be admitted without any inconvenience

the regular wicker-work creel is to be recom-

mended, being sure that it is purchased in a

large enough size. Thus a nine pound creel

will be found to be a very small one, and some

of them are hardly as big as a man's list. Get

your creel of desirable proportions; and this

is best done by looking them over at the store

itself. Of course one can buy a creel that is

too big, and on some of the streams where big

trout arc met with, a creel is almost out of

question for the simple reason that one trout

alone will fill a creel, but one would have to

cut it in two to get it in. Hul where trout

run one half, one pound and up to three, a

good-sized creel can be had on the market that

will handle them. Some very elegant creels

have leather trimmings and they arc picture-

sque,—they also cost more. The average

untrimmed creel is sufficient and some dandy

ones can be had that will last you for many,
many years, perhaps will do you for all the

trout fishing you will ever do. To the man,
however who travels around, (and especially

the man who carries his outfit on his back)

the ordinary creel of the stationary sort is

out of the question. But there are found on

the market certain canvas creels which may
be folded up and stowed away in your para-

phernalia without hardly any additional

space-taking and it certainly is here recom-

mended. There are times when it is a bless-

ing. If you have used the pockets of your

fishing coat for a creel, you will know what I

mean.

^Incidental with the purchase of these things

of a handy nature is the purchase of a col-

lapsible landing net. The old-time trout

landing net was one that you could not take

down; it was stationary; in one piece. The
take-down affair may be folded up with the

collapsible canvas creel to take up little room
indeed. For a dollar and a half such a net,

with a metal framework, including the web
may be purchased; it has a rubber cord that

hangs the net over your shoulder. Usually

the landing net has a short handle and one

has to bring the finny very close before he

can reach out and get the fish into it. That
is the one good point about the long-handled

net. Without hardly any trouble or bending
forward or down one can reach forth and net

the fish. The trouble with it is of course that

it is hard to manage while you are fishing.

+ * + •!• 4"

Why is it not possible to use the ordinary,

quadrupl.e-mulliplying bait casting reel on the

fly rod, for use when trout fishing, I have been
asked. One of the foremost reasons has been
that one fouls the line on the out-standing

handle—which is to say that sooner or later

while you are working the line, either when
you are casting or when you have caught a

fish you got the line tangled on that handle.

On the fly rod reel of the single action type

the handle always lies close to the reel plate

and the line rarely, if ever, snags on it, but
the bait casting reel with its outstanding reel

is quite another proposition. Ahnost all

ily fishers will tell you that the bait casting

reel would be ideal for Ily rod work were it

not for the harnlle getting in the way. The
reason is tliat you are able to take in the line

with more speed and ease on the bait casting

reel than on the regulation single action winch.

Indeed, there are fly fishers who have taught
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themselves to use the bait reel on the fly

rod and who never have any trouble in this

respect. But it is not every angler who is so

fortunate—and there are no bait casting reels

to be had with the handle close in on its plate.

However, if one wishes to avoid contact with

the line, supposing that you desire to use the

bait casting reel on your fly rod, the handle of

the reel may be so set that the handle, when
the reel is in its hanging-down fashion,

points to the right. Thus you are working
the line away from it, on the left side and you
are not so liable to get hooked up. Usually,

however, the handle of the single action

winch is on the left side. But it depends also

how the individual angler reels in on the

line; if he allows the reel to remain in the

hanging-down position, or if, when he has a

fish on he gives the rod a turn so that the reel

is uppermost; that, is, up instead of hanging-

down. This is the way it should be done:

The reel should be shifted so that it is up
(when you have a fish on) as seen, in the saine

manner, on the bait casting reel. Thus with

your bait casting reel turned on the rod so

that the handle points to the right when it is

down on the rod, when you have a fish on and

turn it up to commence reeling, the handle

will naturally be to the left so that you do

the turning of the reel handle with your left

hand instead of your right.

Hitherto the bait casting reel has been a

poor one for fly rod use not only by reason of

its outstanding handle, but also from the

fact that if the line is not guided back and

forth you will.get into a mix-up, the line cross-

ing and binding. However, the enameled

line used in trout fishing has not the same

tendency to bind as does the soft braided silk

bait casting line, but even then it will bind.

Recent improvements in bait casting reels

has made them more than ever as likely for

fly rod work. Take the new South Bend reel,

it has an anti-backlash feature with its bale

wire in front and as an added feature now may
be had with the famous Shakespeare level-

winder. Thus you do not have to watch the

line at all for level winding and you do not

have to fear a tangle because these two devices

protect you. I have no doubt but that this

reel will make an excellent fly rod reel. Per-

sonally I have not tried it out, but I shall do

so this season. If I am satisfied I will have

a reel that I can use both for bait casting and

for fly rod work; I can obtain likewise superior

action and smooth-working; I can take in line

faster.

Hardy Brothers of England put out of

course some of the best fly fishing reels to be

had. The Hardy Perfect reel has a great

line carrying capacity; it has a regulating

chepk and runs on ball bearings. It is prac-

tically frictionless. The good thin^ about

the regulating check is that all the striking

is done directly from the reel; the tension can

be increased or decreased by the angler as

he chooses. The Hardy Special Perfect reel

is a lighter one weighing six and one half

ounces. It carries thirty five yards of line,

yet it can also receive sixty yards of silk line

for backing—it being desirable in a fly reel,

or any reel, to have in it a core, for the larger

the core the more line is taken in to every

turn of the reel handle.

The tendency in this country has been run-

ning to a desire for lightweight reels of the

single action sort but as a rule this has been

carried too far; the reels being entirely too

light for the rod. ' One eminent fly caster has

stated it as his belief that the reel, "without

the line, should weigh at least one and one

half times more than the rod and let the basis

be a seven and one half ounce reel for a five

ounce rod." According to that a six ounce

rod would demand a nine ounce reel. Many
of our bait casting reels weigh well in on that

but as for single action winches they are

harder to obtain to /that weight. However

it should be rernembered that one need not

go over six ounces for a good bamboo rod.

Indeed the five ounce rod is the rod for trout

fishing. A steel fly-rod cannot be had under

seven ource weight; and in a steel rod of that

weight the handle alone weighs four ounces

against three ounces for the rest of the rod.

If you were to select a reel for this rod fol-

lowing the above man's direction (the reel

being one and one half times heavier than the

rod) you would have to fit that rod out with

a ter^ and one half ounce reel which would

never do. Add the four ounces of the handle

of the steel rod to the weight of that reel and

you have fourteen and one half ounces

against three ounces for the rest of the rod.

But of course the writer mentioned (Charles

Zibeon Southard, by the way) did not take

steel rods into account. I bear mention of it

here for the simple reason that a correspondent

has ask^ me what weight of reel would bal-

ance up well on a steel fly rod of seven ounces.

I should suggest a reel of seven ounces or

under.

Says Southard in regard to rod and reel

balance:

"The statement that a reel to be used on a

fly rod should be light, cannot well be too
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light is fundamentally wrong in principle;

the greater the weight of the rod, line and

leader forward of the casting hand, (not

balanced by the weight of the rod, reel and
line back of the casting hand), the greater

must be the strain placed upon the wrist of

the angler. This is due to the fact that weight

is added to the longer part of the rod which

acts as a long lever with the hand as a fulcrum

without sufficient weight back of the fulcrum

point, or hand, to make a balance. If the

reel used is lighter, or as light as the rod, then

the rod is unbalanced in increasing proportion

as the reel used decreases in weight and moves
the balance point toward the tip end of the

rod and away from the handle end of the rod.

From my experiments with many different

makes of split bamboo fly rods I have reached

the concltision. after many years that the

proper balance for any fly rod can be very

nearly obtained, as a general proposition, by
using a reel, which, without the line, weighs,

as I have already stated, one and one-half

times the weight of the rod. and this is ir-

respective of the length of the rod."

The above pointers should lead many
anglers right who have asked in regard to

this question. No first rate casting can be

done wjthout proper balance as between reel

and rod.

4|* •|i «J» t|> •J»

If we should say that there is a time and a

place for all sorts of reela then we would
remark that the place for the automatic reel

Is certainly on the wild waters; on the rivers

where one has need to take in line with due
rapidity to save a good fish. The one great

pbint scored by the automatic reel over all

the other reels is that it can eat up slack line

In a twinkling, and it is done automatically

where with the reel of any of the other makes
it is done by hand. Thus with the automatic

there should be no complaint on the part of

the angler that he lost a good fish through

slack line accumulating faster than he could

handle it. But just as there is no section of

the continent that has not its drawbacks so

may it be said of the automatic reel: it also

has its one over-shadowing drawback—it is so

heavy. The lightest automatic weighs seven

and 9ne half ounces, and the heaviest one that

I know of weighs over twelve. I have four

of these reels in my outfit and have used them
all, but, as I have stated it is for heavy fishing

that I use them; as for rai/ibow and steelhead

trout on deep and turbulent waters; for bass;

and they certainly come in handy when you

are standing up to your waist in the river and

you are hindered by the slimy cobbles with

which a stream is often as not paved. There

you can stand right in your tracks and simply

by touching the automatic's lever, up comes

the line. But I will say this: You can use a

rather heavier reel on the rod if you do not

intend to go in for much casting. For much
casting you will soon wear out your arm. I

understand that some light automatics have

been put out, made of tin or something like

that. They are very light. Be that as it

may I do not think they are entirely recom-

mendable. There are automatics put out by
reputable makers that are well established in

the hearts and hands of many trout and bass

fly fishers and they are not to be passed by
with a mere wave of the hand. Sooner or

later an angler will lay hands on one of these

reels, if for no more than to try them out.

If you do be sure to get one that somewhere
near balances up with the rod, and as another

point to remember: Don't buy an automatic

reel that, when you touch its lever, whirrs and

licks up the line with an insane speed. I have

a reel of the automatic sort, which, when the

lever is touched speeds around at a nerve-

racking "pace." Then there is one reel

that has a process of speed retarding, which

is assured by the inclusion of what is known
as speed governors. This speed is controlled

automatically. This moderate recovery of

the line is far superior to the one previously

spoken of, which, apparently, cannot be con-

trolled. It has one speed and that certainly

is. speed spelled with a capital S.

What pound-test line should I use for bait

casting for bass, and what kind is the best

fitted for that work: the soft braid, or the

hard braided line? This is a question that

I find on the paper tacked to the wall.

The twelve pound test line is the line that

is usually used for bait casting for bass, and if

you purchase the soft braided one you will

be doing the right thing. Whatever may be

said for the hard braided line, that it lasts

longer and outlasts three soft braided lines

(which is not true) it can be said that the

soft braided line is the generally accepted

regulation bait casting line. It does not

build up so irregular on the spool as the hard
braided line the soft braided line packing
well and lying smooth and close on the coie.

And, too, you can cast better with it. It is

flexible where the hard braided line is natural-

ly stifTer; the hard braided line is better for
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ti oiling and for heavy fishing. I like the

hard braided line of sixteen to twenty pound
test for trolling for the pike and the mus-
callonge.

A line it can surely be said lasts according

to how you take care of it.

Suppose you come in from the lakes vsith

your line wet-packed on the reel and in this

condition you lay it away, can you expect it

to hold its own? Hardly. Line left wet on

the reel, and wet-packed on the reel at that,

soon weakens and if the practice is kept up
the line will soon be a thing of the past.

Through such carelessness comes the com-
plaint of many fishers that this or that line

is a fake; that it is guaranteed to be the last

word in line production whereas it is a gross

exaggeration and an insult to common de-

cency. You may think that I am extending

this phrase but 1 have heard irate bank and

railroad presidents say things like that only

coated with more sulphur. Be assured if

you take care of your line, it will do its work.

01 course every line is notihe line. There are

poor brands, and brands that have stood the

test of time. Take the Kingfisher lines for

instance. They are top-notchers and are

rarely known to fail; and this is said without

the least desire to boost the brand.

Bass fishermen are perhaps not given to

think it over but the guides on a rod, if they

are of plain wire, do much to wear or fray

a line that goes forth and back through them
so many times in a day's fishing. It is for this

reason that the reel guide (or, in other words,

the guide on the rod nearest the reel) and the

tip guide of the rod should be lined with

agate. This gives a smooth surface for

the line to glide over and saves much line.

If possible see to that you have agate, or at

least imitation agate in the sides.

Many bait casting reels are supplied with

what is known as cork arbors; that is to

say, a cork filling that covers the reel barrel.

The reel barrel by the way is the post between

the plates on which the line is tied and on

which it is reeled. What is the leason of

this cork arbo/? It is to give you a big core

so that -with every turn of the reel handle

you can take in more line. However, a cork

arbor is not really necessary. Just take

some cheap linen line or some bait casting

line that is well worn and quite useless for

active fishing; wind this on the reel barrel to

form a core. Then tie on the bait casting

line and -wind that on. When you are through

you will find that you have a large spool and

that reeling in is speeded up; but do not \\ind

on so much bait line that the last round will

brush against the reel pillars,—the reel

pillars being the fellows that hold the plate

together around the edges. By winding on

the cheap and useless line you form a core,

but this line never comes out into the light

of the world. If you were to build up this

core out of valuable bait casting line it would

just lie there as a core and rot, which is not

money in your pocket.

Lines should always be dried when you
come in from the lakes, and some fishermen

even go so far as to dry them if they stop on

shore to rest for fifteen or twenty minutes.

One thing is certain: // does the line no harm.

The line, however, should not be dried ia

the hot glare of the sun; this is harmful.

When ready to dry it, drive the hook into a

tree and then stretch the line out from tree

to tree in the shade. Now the longer the line

dries, the better. Some recommend drying

it but a few minutes, and while it is true the

outer surface is then dr>' to the feel, the core

or the centre of the line is not dried through.

Fifteen or twenty minutes ol this drying with

the line blowing in the wind should serve to

dry it through.

W. J. Jamison, the tackle manufacturer,

who puts out good bait casting lines suggests

running the bait line through a flannel cloth

that has some Three in One oil on it. Don't

put it on heavy, or soak it in oil; but just

enough to give it a good surfacing. This

acts as a waterproofing of no mean order, and

1 certainly recommend it as I have tried it

out on all of my lines. Three in One oil is

some of the best oil that the fisherman can

lay hands on. Procure what is called a

One-Drop Oiler; fill that and keep it handy
in your tackle-box. That is so much better

than the bottle itself. Don't squirt oil into

your reel, between the plates, but rather

oil the reel spaiingly at the screw caps.

One drop or two now and then on the pivot

ends is all the oiling a reel needs. After one

has "shot" oil in undue measure into the

internals of a reel it never seems to work

good again. Never over-do a good thing.

Good oil goes a long way.

As I have always suggested when your

reel is not in use wrap it up in an oiled flannel

cloth.
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Tickling Fish, Etc.

Robert Page Lincoln

A newspaper not so very Ipng ago boasted

of anew method in "angling" employed

by a certain person by the name of

Duckworth. It was proclaimed far and wide

that this man could "catch pike \vithout the

aid of a spear", his method of proceedure

being to catch this species of fish "with his

two naked hands" S^ys the newspaper

writer in question:

"At this season of the year the female of

the species is selecting her spawning place

arnd the jack-pike is always near as protector.

Duckworth,- in his flat-bottomed boat paddles

along slowly and quietly into the spawning

quarters, usually in shallow water, and seeing

the pike lying lazily therein he puts his hand
cautiously down, and, with a tickling move-
ment of the fingers, commencing at the tail,

plays along the back of the fish with the hand
until he reaches the gills when he takes hold

of the fish and lifts it out of the water."

The account goes on to state that this

prowess, feat, or what you are mind to call

it, is remarkable. That the life history of

this tickling-wizard was not dilated upon is

strange. He (this Duckworth) does not need

to use the spear, we are told, in getting these

spawning females; he tickles them, and then

seizes them. Now that fishes can be tickled

in the manner stated most of us know, but con-

ceive of killing .spow/jmgr fishes. Docs not the

average person know that a spawning fish is an
"unclean" fish, scarce fit for food during the

season of procreation. Who has not seen

streams lirted with men and boys spearing

pike when they come upstream to spawn,
the- whole crew of them comporting them-
selves not as intelligent human beings but as

so manv savages.

Why is it that boys and men who would
not think of destroying, even harming or

disturbing any other creature bearing young,
fall to as one to waylay the fishes when they
spawn? Of course they do not realize what
harm they are doing. Every female (spawn
laden) that is killed does away with a possible

hundred other fish that her eggs (if they
were successfully hatched) would assure.

I have seen pike speared from which the

spawn was streaming, and while, of course

infractions of this sort are not so common
now still in secluded places the destruction

is carried on as broadcast and flagrant as ever.

If you want Id tlestroy any species of fish

the way to do it is to kill the spawning par-

ents. When you do this the crop will soon

fall off so alarmingly that there will be

nothing left, and the fish commissions are

taxed to their utmost to keep up with the

demand.
I am surprised at the great number of

photographs 1 find in newspapers and mag-
azines showing catches of bass and other

fish, in some instances females swelled far out

of proportion by the spawn-deposits in them,

their organs protruding, proving that they

were spawning at the time of capture or were

on the eve of doing so. In a sciap-book I

have something like a hundred and fifty

photos of the kind clippfed from magazines—
and what an exhibition! some of them swelled

enormously Avith uncast spawn. No doubt

the fisheniian taking such fish looks only

at the size of the finny one, and probably he

thinks little about the spawning of the fish

;

has no idea of the harm he does. He figures,

of course, that he has killed but one fish, where-

as he has destroyed at least hundreds. Where
a few spawners are killed (,as in the past) no

harm was done, but now, with so many men
active on the v\aters Nature simply cannot

meet the exacting circumstances laid in her

way. Where one spawning fish was killed

in the past probably ten, fifteen or more are

kijled now.

A long time ago, before 1 studied fish and

fishing intimately, I was wont to make some
wondcrlul catches at th3 opening of the bass

season. I noticed to my "satisfac tion" that

most every bass caught would go to a generous

size, rarely exceeded lator on in the summer
or fall. Little did I then know that I was
catching spawners, and most always the

spawners are large, the female fi.sh being

generally larger than the male. Later 1

learned the truth and no longer fished over

the spawning grounds. When I did hook a

spawn-laden bass (likewise now) 1 put her

back in to fulfill her duty. Bass fishermen

often think that it is their skill at fishing that

assures them so fine captures during the

beginning of the season, which, often as not,

occurs right while the bass are spawning.

The fuel of the matter is that they are loo

easily caught then with almost any lure.

The bass, as is well k$own, guaid their spawn
nests with their very lives. When your lure

is reeled across the nest Ihe bass sei/.es the
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lure, not for food, but out of sheer exasper-

ation, mad that his sacred home is intruded

upon—hence he is "nipped in the bud."

And what happens then? Not only is he

killed, but preying fishes are always near,

hungrily waiting to gorge themselves on the

spawn or frj- in the nest; which they do;

with results that we can easily understand.

You remember the old-time bass fisherman

when giving out hints always counselled you
to cast again where you have caught one bass

for you will catch the mate next. "For bass

run in pairs" the hint read. They do—when
spanning; and the advice is destructive!

The above is not to say that you should

not fish at the beginning of the bass season,

for not all the bass are spawning. The bass

that are spawning are to be found on the

"official" spawning grounds. Others not

taken on the spawning grounds may be

considered the detached members of the lot.

Naturally it is hard to resist the temptation

of casting to the spot where you see a six

pounder lying on guard over a nest and you

know you can catch him if you are per-

sistent enough, still when one knows that it is

not right to make the capture he willingly

refrains. In Canada and the northern section

of the United States in general the bass will

be on the spawning nests any time from the

middle of May to the first of July, depending

of course upon the weather. Bass will hatch

from the egg when the watei is uniformly ii6

degrees F. and they will not spawn until the

water has reached that stage of waimth.

Since the tempei ature of the water controls

the spawning activities of the bass, they

will wait with their spawning into .July if the

water does not attain the right degree of

warmth by that time. If warm weather

sets in early, they will spawn early; this is

against a beliel held by fisheimen that bass

^pawn with clocklike regularity beginning a

certain date and ending at about another date.

This in spite of whether the water is of the

right temperature or not.

Instead of writing destructive paragraphs

extolling the spearing, ticklings netting and

otherwise taking spawning fishes, the news-

papers should tell the truth : not to catch the

spawning fishes. Short paragraphs of this

sort inserted in the daily press before the

fishing season opens would do a great deal

toward saving hundreds of thousands of

excellent fishes. There are great numbers

of bass fishermen who are not acquainted

with the truth of the matter. A word in

season will set many right. It is not that

they are wilfully destructive,but that they

are innocent of the harm done. I regard the

destruction of spawning fishes as one of the

most desecrative on the lists and it should

be the aim of every genuine angler to see that

such inroads upon Nature are decreased

instead of increased. -

My First Big Salmon

Worth Wright

"To-morrow lads, we'll try Buck Lake for

salmon, they've been landing some 20-pound-

ers there lately." It was Dad who spoke and

we pricked up our ears.

We were camping at Devil Lake that year,

had fished for lake trout for two days with

very little success, had lost half a dozen

pearl wobblers and three copper lines, and

were discouraged with our poor luck.

Most of the lakes around us—there were

some thirty within a radius of six miles—con-

taifted salmon or lake trout. Some Americans

fishing at Buck Lake the week before this,

had landed a 25-pounder and the campers for

miles around were intensely excited. The

story had grown. It was now reported that

the fish weighed 32 pounds, and had put up

a magnificent struggle lasting over an hour.

Next morning, at 5.30, Farmer Roshorn

met us at the foot of Devil Lake with hi

team and big hay-waggon. We loaded on

our boats and were soon off for Buck Lake.

Arriving at the new lake about 7.15, we
slid in our boats and headed straight for the

salmon-grounds, as we called it.

It was very quiet and weird on the strange

lake, Dad was the only angler who had been

there before, from our camp. Away across

the water we could see a couple of boats pok-

ing along. .Someone was on the salmon

grounds.

The trolling-course lay in a sort of great

rocky basin, the shores of which arose on two

sides, high and precipitous, the lower end

sloped away from a little beach.

We took turns at rowing, and I took the

first half-hour. Dad, Uncle Ed and I were
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in one boat, the other thjefe were in the small

skiff, casting for bass.

Dad had scarcely got his 300 feet of line

out and we were trolling nicely along, when
bang'—his big bamboo pole was smashed in

two—and there he sat with the butt end and

reel: "Boys, he said, "we've struck a shoal of

mighty big salmon, so watch your poles."

We laughed at him, "just bottom," we said.

Dad now took the oars, while Uncle Ed
and I fished and the fun began.

The details of ^e next half-hour are still as

distinct and vivid in my mind as on that

memorable morning.

I was using a short, stiff, steel rod, very

strong and light, and a three^inch pearl wob-
bler as lure.

We trolled around the basin a couple of

times, and, as we passed alobg the high rocky

shore on the leeward side, I felt a sort of little

scrape as though the hooks ha,d touched bot-

tom. This sensation ceased and I thought
nothing more of it. Had I known what was
to happen within the next thirty seconds, it

would have been a very different story.

Suddenly, there was a tremendous yank!
It seemed as though a huge hand had seized

the end of my line. Then a sharp snap!

My steel rod was now in two pieces, a complete
wreck, and away down on the end of 300 feet

of slender copper wire was a great, grey shape.

"Row out Dad, get out deep," I cried, "it's

a big one and he's digging for the bottom!"
The big fellow was now swimming parallel

with the boat, and though Dad was rowing
like a madman, the wire kept moving ahead
of us. I could imagine seeing the monster
headed for the rocks on the bottom to try and
scrape off the hooks which were holding him
a prisoner.

We were now in 200 feet of water and the

struggle began.

How were we to reel the fish in? My pole

could not be fixed and we dared not touch the

fine wire with our hands, as it would cut them.

Uncle Ed. had his line up now and he suggest-

ed that I would hold the t^yo parts together

making a complete pole, while he reeled in.

Dad was wild with excitement. "Bring
him slow, don't hurry him, Ed.," he would
gasp, "watch him, give him line, he's going to

run."
I

There was no danger of bringing him too

fast. Uncle Ed. was now getting fagged out.

He would reel about half a minute, then,

sizz! the reel would spin, and the big salmon
would take out thirty or forty feet.

Even my wrists were beginning to ache. I

could feel the great weight as the fish struggled

in tremendous jerks. I was only fifteen, but

as strong and wiry as an eel and afraid of

nothing.

At last, away down, we could see our op-

ponent. Oh, he wa$ a beauty! His great

tail and fins fanning the water as he rested

for the next attack.

Once more Dad shouted, "Give him line,

he's going down, he'll tear out the hooks!"

Sure enough, with a great plunge and a

swing of his muscular tail, down he goes,

making the reel sing.

But this was his last fight. We all stood

up ready for action. Uncle Ed was com-
pletely exhausted. Dad was trembling with

excitement, but I remained strangely cool.

The great gill was wide open, and slipping

down my left hand, I caught and lugged him
out and into the boat.

It was my first big salmon trout and weigh-,

ed thirty-two pounds.
I have his tail on a broken paddle which

rests over the mantle-piece in my den, and,

as I sit writing, my glance rests on it, the

prize of all my fishing tropHies.

Keeping Worms

Under the heading of "Beside the Council

Fire," in your excellent magazine Rod and
Gun in Canada, month of March, I read an
article on keeping worms and thought per-

hap6 the following method might prove of

interest. It is taken from Salter's Anglers

Guide. Having tried it myself I feel no
hesitation in passing it along to my Brother
Anglers.

Take about a pound of mutton-suet, chop-

ped into small pieces, and put it into a sauce-

pan containing about a quart of water, let

it boil slowly, until the suet is dissolved, and
then, into this liquor dip some pieces of coarse

hempen sacking, or old coarse worn out towels,

oroldnets. When thccloths arc well saturated
with the flat liquor and cold, mix some fresh

mould with them, and put the whole into a

deep earthen vessel or small box or tub, into

this pour a good stork of worms and over
the top tic a cloth to prevent them escaping
and in which there should be a few very small

holes to admit air. If the vessel, tub or box
is placed in a cool dark cellar, the worms will
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feed and cleanse themselves, and keep lively

and fit for use, for many months.
During the time your worms are in the

vessel or tub, it will be proper when the earth

they are among gets ver>' dry at the top to

place it for a few minutes in a gentle rain, or

to dip your hand in water and sprinkle some
on it, just enough to moisten, no more.

H. L. Fewings,

Member of Van. Angling & Game Association.

Camping Pointers Not Out-of-Place

Robert Page Lincoln

CARE, and precaution and judgment
should actuate the motives and doings

of the outdoor man; for instance,

in the question of drinking water, in the

woods or while camping. This is a perform-

ance that is violated by any number of

campers. Strangely enough pollution of

waters is not cotifined alone to civilization

and its environs. Yearly campers in the

wild places pollute the waters and so poison

each other. Government men have posted

signs in the wild places saying: "Leave your

camp as you would like to find it. Burn or

bury all refuse. Do not drink stream-water

without boiling it." Says a well known doctor:

"Some of the worst epidemics of typhoid

fever has befeta in mountain towns where
the people drink the clear water of some
tumbling mountain stream. No doubt the

thought of the city fathers is that water

that is so limpid and so filled with air by falls

and rapids cannot be impure. Whenever
it has been possible to run down the source

of infection it has been found that some
group of people have been polluting the

stream, thinking they were doing no harm
because, forsooth, 'running water purifies

itself.' Every year a certain number of

campers come back to their homes suffering

from typhoid fever. In many instances it

has been found that the unfortunates had

camped on the bank of some beautiful

mountain stream. The water in this stream

was so cold and clear that the campers had

no hesitation in drinking it freely. Often times

a mile or so up the stream another party of

campers stopping on the banlcs of the stream

were polluting it directly or indirebtly by

polluting its banks. Among the campers

who take to the mountains are many typhoid

convalescents and carriers. WTien such

pollute a streiam there is a fair chance tliat

typhoid will develop, for the rapid flow

of a mountain stream carries the bacilli to

down-strieam consumers before tihere has been

time for purification."

The question of Drinking Water—Drinking
water should be pure and clean, minus ail

varieties of parasitical life detrimental to

the health. When camping one should

strain all water used internally through a

cloth, or it should be boiled. Such things

take but a trifle of time and it is a precaution-

ary measure that should be observed. The
most simple method of procuring cle^n water

that I know of is to sink a barrel (a sugar oi

molasses barrel, preferred) in the sand at the

shore of the lake, at least two thirds of its

lengtii; the cracks along the staves should

be a trifle widened so that the water can

seep in. Lo and behold, you will have the

purest of water, sand-filtered and as clear as

crystal. Always keep a cover over this barrel

so thd^t land-creatures cannot fall in.

Snake-bites—A subject of vast importance
to outdoor men, living in a country where
poisonous snakes are numerous is the problem
of treating a snake-bite as soon as inflicted.

A little knowledge of the subject undoubtedly
has saved numerous lives and vice versa.

I do not happen to know how many people

yearly die as the result of snake-bites. Prob-

ably not many; at least it is a subject that

has suffered woefully at the hands of the

exaggerators, as will dlways be. At the same
time so many "cures" have been recommended
that one does not know where to turn. A
common assertion is that upon being struck

by a rattler the best method of killing the

pbison is to drink alcoholic liquors in great

proportions. This is foolish. It will cause

paralysis of the body and will not, even in

these proportions kill the venom. Alcoholic

stimulants taken in doses after injections

of recommended serums, has, however, been

found beneficial. Furthermore: not ever^'

outdoor man carries with him a gallon of

Mountain Dew; therefore we presume one

must suffer death for his inattention to this

little detail. No doubt prohibition wiP

find many additional deaths among the people
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who have fallen foul of the fangs of the

wicked.

If in a bad snake country one should

carry with him a pocket case and syringe,

with a vial of anti-venomous serum, known as

anlivenine. This antitoxin has been proven

to give the very best of results and has

nothing to its discredit. On being struck

immediately tie a cord, rope or handkerchief

above the wound so as to stay the blood and

poison from too rapid circulation. Now
cut deep into the wound and cause it to bleed

as freely as possible. When it has thoroughly

been bled then inject this serum around and

above the wound; there will be directions

with it how to use, and these directions

should be followed.

Never try to suck the blood and poison out of

a snake wound. If your mouth, gums or lips

are sore, or raw and exposed, it will be commun-
icated to the blood equally as well as from the

wound, and will be as fatal!

Another solution to be used as an injection

is chromic acid or permaganate of potash, 1

to 100. Liquid strychnine to the amount of

fifteen or twenty minims, injected every fwenty

minutes is another good preventative.

Whiskey is useful if taken, as I have stated,

in small doses during this performance, thus

to help counteract the spread of the poison.

But only in small doses. Do not try over-

do<>ing\

In the absence of the hypodermic syringe

and the injecting solution, gouge into the

wound, or, if a knife is not handy, shoot

away a part of it with a gun, or the revolver.

Apply alivecoalto the wound, or pour powder
into the wound you have made with the knife

and explode it. It is during the first half

hour, or hour that the deadly spread of the

poison is under way. Lose not one moment
getting at it.

An old hunter tells me that the rattlesnake

be killed as soon as he has bitten you, and,

after bleeding the wound freely and cutting

it with the knife, criss-cross, to apply pieces

of the rattle-snake's flesh, using new pieces

every now and then. The flesh absorbs the

poison. I do nol know if this is a reliable

Bui first, last and all the lime l>leed Ihe

wound freely. The fillet, or ligature you

lie above Ihe woand should occasionally be

loosened so thai new blood may rush into the

pait of the arm that is alTecled. If one is

billen in the hand the ligature is lied above

Ihe elbow and to further shut olT the flow of

the blood the ar^u is bent. If one is struck

in the foot the ligature is placed above the

knee. The wearing of leathern chaps, riding

boots and high-topped hunting boots are a

prevention of being struck in the legs if one

is going through certain western territory.

The rattle-snake warns us of his presence or

perhaps there would be another story to tell.

Insect Bites—-Generally speaking the bites

of insects and of scorpions should be treated

the same as snake-bites.

Common insect bites may be treated with

solutions of washing or cooking soda, iodine,

leadwater or laudanum. Cold mud applied

to a bee sting is useful in taking out the

inflammation.

Sunstroke—In treating a case of sunstroke

an ice-pack is placed on the head, neck and

chest, or, in the absence of ice the next best

thing is cold water. This is kept up s& that

the excessive heat may be drawn from the

body. During this performance the .afflicted

one is kept in a dark room. To off-set the

possibility of heart-failure (which often

attends a case of sun-stroke) a mustard

plaster is applied above the stomach, at the

point of the breast-bones' termination. This

is generally a speedy way of over-coming

this. If the pulse is weak, stimulants may
be given to the afflicted one by means of a

spoon, and injections may be given. Another

simple method is to keep up the ice pack on

the head, at the base of the brain and to

the forehead. The feet of the subject sre

placed in very hot mustard water, ki the

same time a mustard plaster is to be placed

above the stomach as previously outlined.

Generally, if the person is not too far gone, the

above directions should prove useful as well

as correcting the mis-happening.

Drowning x\nd What to Do—A victim of

drowning should be handled with care once

on land, and should be carried face down,

though with the head elevated. -Ml clothing

that are a hindrance to breathing should

be stripped off, and not one instants time

should be lost in getting to work. A question

often asked, is: how long does it take to

bring a drowned person hack to life? That
all depends, naturally, of course, how long

the person has been in the water. It is

generally suggested, however, that no victim

siiouid be left even after two hours' of work
of practicing artificial respiration as there is

always a lingering chance that a life may be

saved and if thai chance holds out il should

be followed up. Some hold thai work should

not be given up for at least three hours. If

nii'dical help is avaliahle rush thai help at
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once;^r if far from help keep, up the work
while help is being gone for.

First—The victim is turned over on
his face so that the head is to the ground;

now stand over him at the hips, one foot on
either side of the body; lock the fingers

across his stomach and raise the body just

high enough so that the forehead touches

the ground. The body is now given a jerk,

the object of which is to rid the throat of any
gathering, such as mucus, that may fill it;

also any water that may be in the windpipe.

Simultaneous with this performance another

person draws for\vard the tongue of the

victim to better open the windpipe. As
has been repeated time and again, this move
is absolutely necessary, as any work, without

this first precaution, will prove utterly unavail-

able.

Second—The victim is now laid on
his back; the arms are taken hold of above
the elbows. They are drawn up to meet
directly over the head. Now counting one,

two. lower them to the side, pressing with

the elbows against the lower part of the

chest and the upper part of the stomach. This

work of bringing the arms up and down should

be at the rate of twenty times to the minute,

which, mark down on the watch. The

'

pressure of the elbows against the lower

portion of the chest serves to expand it and

so admit the necessary air into the lungs.

Pressing against the stomach directly there-

after drives out the air just taken in, thus

assuring artificial respiration. The moves

are simple and one should acquaint himself

with them, as, sooner or later, they may come
in handy; you may be able to save someone

or you may yourself be saved.

In trying to save a person that is drowning,

keep away from the fiendish death-grip

that a drowning person fastens on the first

object within his or her reach. Once those

fingers lock on you they are there to stay

—

remember that; and it may be the cause of

your undoing. Seize hold of the drowning

person behind; grasp him by the collar.

Grasp a woman by the hair. Says my friend

the doctor: "Do not hesitate about knocking

a drowning person unconscious with a blow

of the fist. Many a time such a thing simpli-

fies matters in getting the victim safely out,

where, otherwise it would be impossible."

However, above all, while one is working

of a victim, rush for medical aid as fast as

you can.

Blood-Poisoning—It is said that only

certain people are subject to blood poison.

just as certain people are subject to quinsy,

sore throat. This is something full of argu-

ment and conjecture. Blood poison may come
to some from paring off corns with the butcher-

knife or the razor, and one great man died

from wearing green stockings—the green

dye did not agree with a cut on his small

toe. But if this is an exceotion to the rule"

or if it can be considered as general we do

not know. At least a little care and native

watchfulness to all these little details may be
^

the seed of wisdom. A trifle of a cut made,
with a hunting knife may fester and unless

cared for will cause poisoning. Once when on a

hunting trip into the deer country the writer

scarred the inner .surface of the middle finger of

right hand. Not thinking much of it, it was
left to go uncared for. In two days the finger

began to swell. Salt pork was applied to

draw out the poison but it did not av»il;

the finger kept swelling. So back to civili-

zation I went. The doctor told me very

frankly that had I waited two days longer I

would have lost my arm, if not my life.

This simply goes to prove that no matter

how smair ^ scar or wound is, it should be

cared for at once, especially out in the woods.

The Efficacy of Licking a Wound^It has

been held that lickinig and sucking a wound
is the speediest possible way to heal it and

there is a great deal of truth in this, as all

know. I quote what one doctor says:

"Licking a wound is the simplest and oldest

of treatments—far older than man, in fact.

Every dog licks his wounds, and no one ever

saw a dog with an infected wound except on

a part of his body that his tongue could not

reach—the top of the head, for instance.

There are two reasons for this. The first is

that the saliva has an antiseptic and healing

power, which is best proved by the rapidity

with which a woun'd in the mouth heals.

The second is a little more difficult to under-

stand, but is none the less scientifically

correct. It is that the discharge from a

wound, whether this be infected or not, if

taken into the stomach sets up.- a production

of the so-called anti-bodies which kill the

particular bacteria that may be starting

trouble in the wound. This is called auto-

therapy and is well recognized in medicine.

The strangest fact about this is that licking

one's own wounds is far more efficacious

than having them licked by some one else.

If one cuts or bruises the hand one cannot

do better than to lick and suck the wound
at frequent intervals."

Poison Ivy—Not every person is mildly
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affected by this notorious plant, and escapes

with a little redness and irritation, followed

by small, itchy blisters occuring principally

between the fingers. If thus lightly affected,

common soda applied as a wash will serve to

remove the cause. In other people there

ensues an inflammation that spreads, often

throughout the whole body, and in some

instances takes on alarming proportions; so

that the face is puffed up and the eyes near

to obliterated by rolls of flesh. In such

cases other means of allaying the pain and

trouble must be sought. Employ purgatives

such as seidlitz powder or rochelle salts; at

the same time rubbing oni ex:ternally an

application composed of two drachms of

sugar-of-lead, one-half ounce of laudanum

and one pint of water. Tincture of lobelia

also quiets and stops the feverish inflamma-

tion.

To Keep Away Mosquitoes—A good

preparation for use as a means of keeping

mosquitoes, black-flies, sand-flies, and such

away, is made by mixing together pine tar

and castor oil to give the preparation the

consistency of syrup. To this add carbon

bisulphide. Tliis preparation is disagreeable

at best but the mosquitoes are guarded

against, which is one consolation. The
point, however, in its favor is that it washes

off readily.

A solution made of oil of pennyroyal, in

alcohol, in proportion of one to ten, is an

excellent mixture with which to' bathe the

face and hands to keep mosquitoes and flies

at a distance. Fresh crushed herbs of

pennyroyal will also work well, and if some
of this is hung in the room one will not be

bothered.

A mixture made of threi; ounces of tallow,

one and one half ounces of camphor and one

ounce each of pennyroyal and creosote makes
a good mosquito ointment.

Another Mixture:—Mix up a strong solu-

tion of Epsom Salts with water, wash your

face and exposed parts in this, and, without

wiping it off, allow it to dry. There will then

be a powder over all which acts against the

flies and mosquitoes. This is the cleanest

mixture known!

A Solution of the Rabbit Plague

Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada.

Having read a reference to the sevfen year

rabbit plague in the April number I feel called

upon to tel] your readers a few things which I

have observed in this connection.

I have shot in northern Alberta hundreds

of rabbits which were affected with a strange

complaint, which I will endeavor to describe,

and have also caught them with my hands

while in a very sick condition, so sick in fact

that they would stagger and fall down in their

efforts to escape. The disease from which

they were suffering took the visible form of

blisters or pockets in the flesh, sometimes as

large as a half dollar, and half an inch deep.

These were not vi.'^ible through the skin but

appeared as white lumps in the flesh after

skinning. On breaking one of these with a

knife it would be found lo contain a colorle.'^s

fluid about the consistency of glycerine, also

numerous white particles very much resemb-

ling fish spawn.

This would be noticed in the late summer
and fall, and numerous dead rabbits could be

seen almost aiiv'Avhero, which on examination

would be found to, have liafl one or more of

these diseased areas. 'I'lie spots wcrr gener-

ally located on one of the hams but would

also appear on the loins and shoulders.

To find a rabbit thus affected was an in-

fallible sign that they were dying off and you
could be certain that by spring they would be

very scarce indeed, where the winter befori-

they had eaten ofl' acres of poplar and willow

scrub level with the snow.

I well recollect one summer before the war,

can't remember the exact year but think it

was lOl.'j, shooting as many as a dozen from
my bedroom window before breakfast, had

to do it to save the garden. Many of thest. were

alTeclod as mentioned. In the winter of the

following year I would have to hunt several

hours and cover a section to get acoupie.

I ha\c also noticed ttiis condition in Mani-
toba among the small rabbits Ux^ally known
as "bush rabbils," but not among the jack

rabbits.

I hope that I have managed to make my
explanation clear and that it will be of in-

terest and value in clearing up this much
discussed question.

A. l-'rank C.oopcr,

Kumloops, C.H.
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Canucks Win
Eastern Championship

another Victory for Dominion Ammunition. In» the
recent Ottawa Tournament of the Eastern Canada Provincial
Trap Shooting Association

Sam Vance Won
the Championship Event
with 294 out of 300

This is another tribute to Canuck Shot Shells—^for depend-
ability and pattern. Next time you are at the gun club

try Dominion Canucks, Regal or Sovereign Shells and be
convinced.

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited

Head Office, Montreal

Halifax Toronto Sudbury Winnipeg
Vancouver



Northern Ontario Outfitters' and Guides'

Association

Siogan of the North—1000 members for 1920.

Watch our membership grow. We expect

at least one hundred new members before the

end of the month. All we ask is that every

member will get out and hustle new recruits

and thus enable us to carry out our propa-

ganda. Application forms may be obtained

from the District Chairmen. Keep posted on

the workings of the Association through the

Official Organ, ROD AND GUN IN
CANADA.
Mr. A. 0. Seymour, our Hon. Vice Presi-

dent, has requested the Execu^ve Committee

to change districts 9 and 12 to read as follows,

Vice President Neil McDou&all
Port Arthur

/

'*Port Arthur to Franz" instead of to "Chap-
leau." This would be giving District Chair-

man, McCuaig of Schrciber, less territory,

but Mr. McCuaig works thoroughly and will

be enabled to give that territory closer at-

tention. Many sportsmen visit the north

shore of Lake Superior, and many infractions

of the Game and I-'isliery laws have taken

place in that region. Witli Mr. McCuaig on
the job, this evil will be rapidly decrea.sed.

Our official letterheads will be forwarded to

the various District Ciiainnen in the near

future, together with a supply of type-printed

copies of the minules and a revision of the

compiled list of Dislricl Cliairnicn and their

Districts. Members' badges and Bylaws of

the Association will be sent out to all members
shortly. The work lias piled up in getting

ouPdifferent districts in good working order

but every member will receive attention.

Our General Secretary, Mr. H. S. H.

Goodier, has written Brig.-General D. M.
Hogarth, C.M.G., D.S.O., M.P.P. and Mr.
Peter Heenan, M.P.P. of Kenora, regarding

Mr. T. Crowley's appointment as Chief

Game Warden of the Distiict of Patricia.

He has also forwarded a strong resolution to

the Hon. F. C. Biggs, Minister of Public

Works, Toronto, in connection with same.

We need suchja man in that district for the

general welfare of the Province and let us all

strive to have the appointment made. Crow-

ley is a man who can efficiently perform

his duties, as his past record during the great

war will guarantee.

District Chairman, Norman Gouldie,

Dwight, Ont., reports that all guides in his

territory are making applications for member-
ship and to expect twenty-five or thirty ad-

ditional members from his District.

District Chainnan, J. G. McKirdy from

Nipigon reports that he has many applicants

from his district; sportsmen are daily arriving

and much of his lime is occupied in carrying

on his outfitting business. We feel that

every effort is being made by Mr. McKirdy to

increase the membership and further the in-

terests of our Association.

District Chairman, T. Crowley of Patricia,

reports taking in many members with more
to follow. All applicants seem very interested

in this movement, believing we have solved

the efficiency problem on matters so vital to

our Northern regions.

District Chairman E. G. Poole of the

Hearst-Quebec District has again proven his

wonderful organizing ability in appointing

Mr. ,1. Gordon Yales one of the most popular

business men of the town of Cochrane as

District Secretary. Within ten days he has

secured twenty-four new members, all of

whom are hustlers, good clean sportsmen,

and boosters for Northerr\ Ontario—a ci'edit

to any Association.

J.D. Cockburn of Slucgeon Falls forwarded

thirty applications recently arid reports

rnoie to fi»llo\v.
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The light that savs
''There it is!"'

NeverA^ain /without Eveready.
trE was an experienced hunter; but when
*•- he took two days and a half to get back
to camp he vowed never again to hunt with-
out Eveready Daylo in his pack.

To read a compass every few minutes, to be
able to recognise landmarks and to study
your map after dark Eveready Daylo is a
guide and guard. It spots the homeward
trail with its message of "There It Is."

To pitch camp at night or break camp be-

fore dawn, Eveready Daylo is the outdoors
man's best pal.

Eveready Daylo scouts out the lost tackle
and aids in packing the kit long before
"Old Sol" is up. To catch night crawlers
for bait Daylo is your very best bet.

For outdoor life, hunting, fishing or boat-
ing we recommend Eveready Daylo types
Nos. 4702. 2602, 2659, 3651, 2653, 2632, for
sale at leading electrical, hardware, drug,
sporting goods and auto accessory stores.

CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, LIMITEDTORONTO
Be sure you_ keep your Daylo full of light with

long-lived Eveready Tungsten Batteries—best for all "flashlights"

Al-M

WpTtti th^irh^T^Q^lived TUNGSTEN ^'ait^mi



Bird Lore

An Address Delivered Before the Vancouver Fish and Game Association

by F. E. Harrison

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:

I do not come before you to-night in the

role of a Naturalist but as a Nature

lover, one who has had the privilege

of examining hundreds of specimens, one

who has loved and lived among the creatures

of the wild. I have put my talk in the form

of a paper. Nature study covers such a wide

field that I am afraid I would wander into

other lines when I wish to keep strictly to

birds.

Before going into the subject I wish to give

you a little poem by Lynn A. Smith in Outdoor

Life which I think will appeal to you as

sportsmen as it appealed to me.

Have you waited in the dawning in your

blind beside the river n

Drawing on your pipe and waiting for the

morning flight to start.

Listening to the drakes a-gassing 'till your

fingers sort of quiver

With that Hallelujah feeling just n-singing in

your heart?

Have you heard the widgeon whislliiig from

tlic overflow beyond you.

Where, they're feeding in the mud-flats

'gainst the coming of the day.

As some blue-wings pass before you, wilh a

speed as to astound you

And you softly cuss the darkness as they

slither on llicir wa\ * -

Have you heard old Mamma Mallard come
a-sliding from the heavens

Just to circle once and settle midst your

decoys in the reeds

And you wish that you could see to serve

her up a charge of sevens

As she splashes round a-gabbling 'bout her

troubles and her needs?

Have you dropped your pipe and waited,

stiff, and strained, with pulses throbbing

Just to hear that Honk-a-honk once more
come sobbing o'er the brakes?

Did the squadron come so close that you
could listen to the lobbing

Of the giant wings that speed them on their

voyage to the lakes?

They're those holy hours of morning when
the wild begins to waken.

They're those grand and glorious sessions,

friends that come so rare and few.

They always make a change in me, they

leave my faith unshaken,

Tlicy take my bitter thoughts away, do they

work that way with you?

Animated Nature is divided into two great

parts viz. The animal and the vegetable

i\ingdom. 'the vegcluble Kingdom, the

study of which is called Botany, and to those

who are fond of tiuit line of Nature Study it

Vjfl'ers just as wide a futld for investigation,

and is just as interesting as Natural History
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is to the Naturalist and the two are so closely

connected that it would be impossible for the"

animal world to exist without the vegetable

world.

The animal world is divided into four

parts. We will do away with technical*

names and call everything just by their plain

English names. There are the animals, birds,

reptiles, and insects. There are many
species of each of these divisions. To-night

our subject will be Insectivorous Birds, but

Nature is so interwoven that it is almost

impossible to explain one part of Nature

without referring to some other part.

The wealth of all nations depends on agri-

cultural and horticultural pursuits. The
farmers are indeed the backbone of our

country. If we desire vegetables we plant the

seeds, and they draw their nourishment,

and produce, and Nature makes no mistakes

for "we reap what we sow."

Should we desire meats we have to go to

the animal which in turn goes to the vegetable

which gets its nourishment from the soil.

There is no other way around it, so far as we
are concerned, but just here let me say that

the humble earth worm has done more than

man with all his knowledge of Chemistry

has done.

It takes its sustenance directly from the

soil. Our mountains here are full of mineral

wealth but unless we can feed the men who
labor to produce the wealth it would b6

useless to us. I think you will see that our

very existence depends on Agriculture and

Horticulture.

Here is another point I wish to bring before

you. Prices of any commodity are set by the

law of pupply and demand. If a certain

article is plentiful, the supply is greater than

the demand and the price of that article

comes to normal or even below normal but if

there is a scarcity of that article then the

price goes up . Therefore it is up to us

during these times of High Cost of Living to

do what we can to produce more.

DANGER FROM INSECT LIFE.

The greates\ danger we have to contend

against arc the hordes of insects that destroy

plant life. Some will be surprised lo know
of the enonuous number of dilTerent varieties

of insects there are in this (Country—thou-

sands and thousands of dilTerent kinds.

Some plants have more than a thousand

insects, and fungus diseases. There is a pest

for every plant. Insects go through four

stages.

First there is the egg <»r embryo stage. Then

the larva or grub, which is the eating stage.

Then the chrysalis—sleeping or transform-

ation stage, and then the fully developed

insect or courting or mating stage. Most
insects go through these four stages,

and the cycle may be repeated several times

during a season. There is the house fly for

instance. A fly will lay in the neighbor-

hood of two hundred eggs which hatch in a

remarkably short time and in a fe\v days go

into the chrysalis stage to emerge a a little

later as a fully develoi. ed insect.

Thus a housefly may be a grandmother

several times removed during a single season.

I would like to correct a little mistake I

have heard peog^le make. I have heard

people. speak of little gnats and midgets as

young flies. A young fly is a maggot or

larva or 'a chrysalis. When a fly emerges

from the chrysalis it is the size you see it

except it may have increased somewhat ia

flesh. You see how rapidly insects can

increase.

The house fly is just an example of

what thousands and thousands of other insects

do, some of which you know and are quite

common. The cut worm that cuts olT young
plants below the surface of the soil, is the

larva of the brown miller that flies around at

nights. The cabbage worm is the larva of

the yellow butterfly. The hairy caterpillar,

red with the black band, is the lan.'a of the

big red butterfly, but there are thousands

of varieties you know nothing about. The
Biographical Survey of the United States

found feeding on the Willow 186 species of

insects, on the Pine 165, on the Hickory 170,

on the Birch 105. A few years ago the loss

from insect and rodent pests in the United

States was estimated at eight hundred

millions of dollars. During the past two

years you have seen the ravages of the tent

caterpillar but those who arc not interested

in Natural History cannot conceive varieties

that do damage.^ They only know of what
they can see while thousands of species are

doing millions of dollars of damage each

year and they know nothing about it.

It is in the larva stage that insects do the

most damage. The tiny grub conmiences

feeding. It eats, and eats, and grows^, and
grows until it spins its cocoon, and goes into

the chrysalis slate and later emerges a perfect

insect. I must pass on now to the birds hut

it was necessary for >nv to speak of insects

in order to show the value of the birds.

BIRDS.

We know that the real wealth of all nations
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Facts about Hercules Powder
that You Should KnoAv

Nearly all riflemen have read about the Hercules win at the Official Ammunition Try-out
held at Sea Girt, N. J., for the purpose of selecting the ammunition for the use of the Olympic
Rifle Team. They know that the make that won the test was represented by two samples of

cartridges loaded with different makes of powder that compared in accuracy as follows:

Mea^ Radius at 600 Yds.

Cartridges loaded with a Competitive Powder of latest

design 4.10

The same make of cartridges loaded with Hercules Powder... 3.41

Advantage in favor of Hercules .^.69 inches or

20.2%

This means that the ammunition loaded with Hercules Powder was 20 per cent, more accur-

ate than its competitor at 600 yards. Not once or twice, but for 300 consecutive shots.

Both lots were loaded with exactly the same weight, shape and type of bullet. They were

fired from the same machine rest, under identical conditions, by one individual and in the

presence of the best ballistic experts in America.

It is doubtful if any other official ammunition test on record ever proved such an over-

whelming superiority in accuracy for one make of powder.

The buUseyes are the shots that count. Remember this when you buy ammunition.

HEi(CVLES POWDEIl CO.

1023 Orange Street

Wilmington - - Delaware
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depends on Agriculture and Horticulture but

without the help of our wild birds farming

would be impossible. There is no help that

can perform the work performed by our wild

birds. They are nature's check on insect

life, and the fanner or orchardist will prosper

more in proportion as these birds are en-

couraged and protected.

Analysis of the stomachs of hundreds of

Woodpeckers,Tit-mice, Warblers, Nuthatches,

"Wrens, Swallows, Creepers, Kinglets, Thrushes

and other birds of the forest and fields showed

that they were consuming these devastating

insects. Birds work more in conjunction

with man than any other forxn of outdoor life,

and the farmer would be helpless without

them.

Some years ago an orchard in central

Illinois was attacked by cankerworms.

Prof. Forbes of the Illinois Experimental

Station spent two seasons in that locality

studying bird life. He examined the stoma-

achs of thirty six varieties of birds and found

that seventy two per cent were feeding on

canker worms. Out of a flock of thirty-six

cedar waxwings seven were shot and on examin-

ation of their stomachs, it was found that

with the exception of a few beettles they were

feeding entirely on canker worms.

By actual count there was found from

seventy to one hundred and one worms in

each stomach. Assuming that each bird

consumed one hundred insects per day, a

flock of thirty would consume three thousand

per day or ninety thousand during the month

when these caterpillars were out.

By careful observation a cuckoo consumes

from fifty to four hundred caterpillars per

day and a chickadee will eat from two hun-

dred to five hundred insects or up to four

thousands insect eggs per day.

One hundred insects per day is a low

estimate of the insects consumed by one

bird.

By careful estimations of the birds in

several areas in Massachusetts made by

Chester Reed it was found there were not less

than five insect eating birds per acre. Thus,

this state with its eight thousand square miles

has a useful bird population of twenty five

millions, six hundred thousand which would

consume -two billions five hundred and

sixty millions of insects per day. He also

estimated that one hundred and twenty

thousands of these inserts would fill n bushel

measure. This means that the l)ir(!s of that

slatf during llic suiiniuT months consuniofl

twenty one thousand bushels per day^ From
my own observations I have no reason to

doubt the correctness of these estimates. I

have watched a wsrrbler catch fifty insects

in a very few minutes.

'These insects consisted of insects in size

from the great hairy caterpillar consumed
by the cuckoos down to the minute gnats

caught by our small fly catchers. These
estimates are good for about five months in

the year. During the remainder of the year

the fall and winter birds destroyed insect eggs

and lar\^ae. Now assuming that these estim-

ates are nearly correct apply them to our

own province of British Columbia, but we
will tak^ only one quarter of its area as there

is a large proportion of it taken up by dense

timber and high mountains. British Columbia,

including Vancouver Island, has an area of

three hundred and eighty three thousand three

hundred square miles (383,300) one

quarter of which would be ninety five

thousand eight hundred and twenty-five

square miles (95825 sq. miles) or rixty one

millions three hundred and twenty eight

thousand acres (61.328,000) suppor|ing a

useful bird population of three hundred and

six millions, six hundred and forty thousand

birds (306,640,000) consuming daily thirty

billions, six hundred and sixty-four million

insects 30,664,000,000 or two hundred and fifty

five thousand five hundred and thirty three

bushels (255,5.33). These estimates seem
enormous but Nature is lavish in everything.

A number of years ago blackbirds were so

very plentiful in Eastern Nebraska that

farmers thought they were injuring the crops,

and commenced poisoning the birds. During
the spring and fall thousands of prairie

chickens and quail and other birds were killed

to supply the market. As the birds began to

disappear, swaniis of locusts took their place.

These insects hatched in millions and began
to destroy the crops. Where prairie chickens,

quail, plover, and blackbirds, remained they

commenced feeding on the locusts and a fair

crop was secured, entirely through the assis-

tance of the birds, but where the birds had
been destroyed, few field^cscap^d and many
were entirely destroyed.

When the Mormons first settled in Utah the

black crickets came in myriads from the

mountains and their crops would have been
destroyed had not the gulls come in thousands

and destroyed IIhmh. The Mvjrmous thought

these birds were heaven sent, and have since

regarded these birds as almost sacred.

I have given you a few instance* how our
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591 STRAIGHT RUN 591

Fred Gilbert and The Parker Single Barrel Trap Gun
Make the World's Record in Competition

591 WITHOUT A MISS 591
Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS. cu^Malers Mcriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms: 25 Murray St.

A. W. duBray, Pacific Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco

SCHNOTER'^
SUSPENSORIES

VOtV can enjoy perfect
* comfort and freedom,
Schnoter's Suapensorie
and Joch Straps have gain-
ed their widespread popu-
larity by quality, wear, fit

and low price. If your druggist does not carry
Schnoter's, ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE. Sent
direct upon receipt of $1.00.
Send for booklet of other styles and prices.

J. C. SCHNOTER CO.
628 Sixth Ave. Dept. G N. Y. City

ALL KINDSolFIRE ARMS
and FISHING TACKLE

BOUGHT, SOLD OR EXCHANGED

We carry a large assortment of high grade
Shot Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Automatic Pistols.

Hand Cameras, Prismatic and Field Glasses.
Fishing Tackle, Hunters and Fisherman's sup-
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wild birds prttect us. I will give you the

names of some of the birds. Woodpeckers,

Nuthatches, Flickers, and Sapsuckers which

all belong to the Woodpecker family. They

hunt decayed trees and under bark, destroying

insect larva, and eggs. Some hunt on. the

ground occasionally. On examination of a

Flickerwe find that his claws are sharp enabling

it to hang on to the sides of trees." The end

of its tail feathers are sharp and bristly, and

acts as a brace against the tree. His bill is

chisel shaped and enables it to chisel or break

away the decayed wood and you have probably

heard his loud tapping in the woods. Its

tongue is long and barbed that it can insert it

into the holes made by the horny insect larva

and spear it, the barbs enabling it to draw

the insect out. You see how Nature has

equipped it for securing its food. The swal-

lows, night hawks, whip poor wills, swifts etc.

police the air. They feed entirely on the

wing and as they use their feet very little,

their legs have become very short but thejr

wings have developed and their mouths are

large to enable them to more easily secure

their prey.

The thrush family is represented by Robins,

Orioles, Blue birds, Cat birds, Wood thrush

Hermit thrush and Brown Thresher and

Cuckoo. The old saying that the Cuckoo
builds no nest for himself does not apply to the

American species. Both build nests. The
black billed cuckoo builds on the ground, the

white billed in low brush and tangles. The
cow birds build no nests, but steal up to

other birds' nests and deposit their eggs, there

to be brought up by foster parents, and in a

good many cases at the expense of her own
young. Warblers of which there are about

forty \'aricties in North America, about

twenty visit Canada. They are beautiful little

.creatures.' Their food consists mostly of

smaller insects. They arc constantly on the

move, hopping along fences, log piles, etc.

sometimes with head down peering into every

little nook and cranny in search of some hiding

insect. They also hunt low bushes and trees.

One Naturalist says of Ihem, that other birds

may be gorgeous, handsome etc. but the

warblers alone are pretty. The American

Redstail and the Jenny wren I would <l;iss

with the warblers.

'llie Meadow lark is a bird of great vjiliic.

seventy five per cent of its food consists of

insects and twelve per cent weed seeds.

The Logger head Shrike is also an insect

destroyer. It is sometimes called Butcher

bird from his habit of impaling insects on

thorns. Some people thought it was cruel to

allow the insect to partly decay before eating

but the true reason is that although its bill is

shaped somewhat like that of a hawk for

tearing, its feet are like our other birds and

he cannot hold the struggling insect so he

sticks it on a thorn the easier to tear it up for

food. The Northern Shrike will destroy

small birds when insects are less plentiful in

the fall of the year.

The Sparrow hawk is another bird that

destroys insects but will not hesitate to kill

smaller birds when pressed by hunger. It

is classed as a bird of prey, I watched one

pursuing a Kingbird. The poor bird trying

to keep above the hawk soon became tired.

It uttered plaintive cries all the time. The
hawk finally got into the right position and

struck. There was just a convulsive spread-

ing of the wing as the cruel talons struck

cruelly but mercifully to the heart and the

hawk flew a short distance to the ground and
commenced its feast. The King bird is insec-

tivorous. It is the bird you often see pur-

suingj^rge hawks and crows, pecking them and

driving them away. The Towhee is another
"

bird which is quite common on the coast but

I have never seen it on the Central plains.

Ifs colony somewhat resembles a robin but

has more markings. You have often seen

it in the brush here? I saw one feeding last

spring. It was on some low bushes ,and I

got my field glasses and watched it. I

marked the spot and found it was feeding" on
the young larva of i^he tent caterpillar. It i

is a most useful bird. Now time will not

permit me to take up any more kinds of birds.

SONGS AND COLORINGS.

Most of our insectivorous birds are song

birds. After our winter of snow and rain,

and long dismal wet nights, and when spring

sunshine comes again how we welcome back
the t)irds. How beautiful it is to listen to the

Catbird as he sits up in some tree ab(we a

thicket' and mimics the song birds of the wilds.

How sweet are Iho whistles of the Robins, and
Meadow Lurksandlhe song of the song spar-

row; the chorui; of the blackbirds, and the

sweet twitterings of the Wurblers, and

Jenny Wren.

Then their beauty is to be considered.

I low beautifully colored are some of our birds

the gorgeous plumage of the Orchard Oriole,

the beautiful blue coat of the blue bird,

yellow breast wilh black collar of (he Meadow
lark, the red breast of the Robin and the

pretty variegated colorings of the Warblers.
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Their very songs and beauty should commend

them to our protection. \

There is no time tonight to describe the

flights of the different kinds of birds. There

are too many, but a student of nature especial-

ly of birds can recognise most of them by their

style of flight. How can our migratory birds

find their way from the sunny south through

the pathless air route to their breeding grounds

in the north? ^^'hat guides them in these

flights which are mostly made by night?

Some people wonder why birds fly by night

on these journeys. They are better protected

from birds of prey, and by day they must feed

to keep up their flight by night. I loved to

sit out in the spring nights on the prairies and

listen to the birds of passage going north.

Sometimes it vvould be the chirrups of some

small bird or tlje whistle of a duck's wing or

the call of an old gander as he led his wedge-

shaped flock. Then a call from the coot

in the slough would be answered by one from

another pond occasionally intermingled with

the laughing cry of the loon, and the booming

of the bittern.

There is a little vespers sparrow that

bmlds his nest close to my home. I found

his nest but he did not know it as I never

disturbed it. He sings his little song at night

and even when it is dark and rainy, I can

hear his little love song to his mate in the

grass nest below. I look for his coming

again and will recognise him even before he

sings. I have some swallows that nest under

my veranda, and a wren that builds in an

old stump. I will welcome back m> swallows,

wren, and little vespers sparrow again this

spring. Will they be the same bird:;? Unless

some accident has happened to them in the

south I am sure they will be. When a boy

I thought I would like to tame some catbirds.

I secured a pair of young ones, and succeeded

in taming them. They would feed from my
hand but I got sorry for them although the

cage was large, yet I knew they longed for

their liberty. I took them about half a mile

in"lo the woods, and set them free. Shortly

after I returned, one came home and for

several days came down from the vines and

fed from my hand as usual but finally it found

it could secure food for itself, and itdisappear-

ed.but the next spring a cat bird built a nest

in the vines and was (juitc tame. Was it the

same bird? I am certain it was. Cat birds

are shy and build their n.^sls in thickets, and

the fact of this bird building her nest close

to my home is proof to me that it had lost

some of its fear of man. It canu' for two or

three years. How did this little bird journey

away to the south and after months return

to its old home?
Birds do return to the same locality, and

will return to live close to your homes if

you encourage thexii to do so. I would like

to tell you of the flight of one more bird which

is remarkably. I refer to the golden plover.

This bird has a dark back and looks as if

you had taken a handful of gold dust and

sprinkled over him. I have seen him on the

prairies when he was on his way to the far

north. When he returns he goes east down
the coast of Labrador and the United States

but he does not stop there. On, on he goes

and winters in Soifth America. He makes

the trip from one Continent to the other

and returns every year.

DESTRUCTION OF BIRDS.

Our wild bird life is decreasing. The chief

cause of their decrease is man. Wherever

the white man has gone wild life has de-

creased. When a boy I can remember men
would have shooting matches. Not at

targets as they have to-day but they would

choose sides and hunt the wild birds. The
head of a robin would count so many points,

of a meadow lark so -many points, and so on

through the list of birds. The losing side

would pay for the big supper at night. This

was before the bird protection laws came
into force. I looked at these heaps of heads

and wondered what these poor little birds

had done to be killed. Just cruelty and

ignorance. I Was back through that country

later and was surprised at the scarcity of

bird life and what there was were so shy that

I could not approach within gun range.

They had learned to keep aw-ay. There is no

doubt that the clearing up of the land has had

much to do with the decrease of bird life as

it leaves their nesting places open for depre-

dations of crows, grackles etc. The crow is

a cunning rascal and destroys an immense
amount of birds' eggs and young each year.

1 knew of nine wild ducks' nest? in one field

entirely destroyed by crows. I remember
a little green winged teal duck that built her

nest close to a pond but the crows found her

out and watched until she left the nest and

I hey secured every egg. These birds should

be taught to keep away. They have a place

in nature if not too rtumerous as they are al

present. The cat is a bad factor in thi

destruction of bird life and all stray cats,

those that roam half wild in summer and hall

starved in winter should be destroyed.

I said that wherever the white man had
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gone, wild life decreased. They kill for the

sport of killing. Do you know it is not so

many years ago that two Indians were execut-

ed by their own tribe for killing buffalo when
they were not required for food, and what

has the white man done? Where are the Great

Auks that were so numerous on the Atlantic

coast that it was possible for the sailors to

drive them into boats. They could not fly.

Just swimmers. All are gone, the last pair

was shot in 1846. Where are the buffalo that

roamed the Western plains in countless

numbers? All are gone except a few scattered

herds in the Mackenzie Basin about four or

five hundred in all and the rest in parks.

Where are the passenger pigeons that were

so numerous our forefathers told us that in

their flights they would darken the sun? I

have seen some of these birds myself when a

boy but they were not nearly so numerous.

All are gone. Not a single specimen remain-

ing and although the great Natural History

Institution of New York offered one thou-

sand dollars for a single specimen the award

still remains. A few years ago the White
Herons flocked, through the swamps and

everglades of the south. The great tule

marshes of the south were white with the

nesting multitude but in a few years they were

nearly exterminated. Had the United States

government not interfered tljey would have

been all gone. There was no cause for their

destruction except their marvellous beauty.

Their feathers were used for decoration only.

These were the aigrettes that ladies wore

on their hats. .Just now owing to high prices

thousands of fur bearing animals are being

trapped. Many of these animals are natures

check on rodent life. Whore will it all end

when nature is overbalanced? Insects and

rodent pests will increase.

If you welcome the birds they will respond.

If you protect them they will live near your

homes. Do you ever put up boxes for the

blue birds, swallows or wrens? Do you ever

throw out crumbs or seeds or pieces of suet

for the birds during the cold winter weather?

Try this and you will see how quickly the

birds will come where food is plentiful. Poor

little chaps suffering out in the co'd while

we are beside the warm fire, and yet they work

all seasons destroying insect life or weed

seeds. I have known people to shoot robins

for taking a few cherries. Yet these men
are ignorant of the fact that these birds

have been destroying insects and protecting

these very trees all season. Be fair with the

bircK.

DANGERS OF IMPORTING WILD LIFE.

There is a danger from importing any kind

of wild life. The English Sparrow was
brought in to the East Coast and to-day

extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific

Coasts. They have adapted themselves to

the rigorous climate of the north as well as to

the more temperate zones. I have studied

them on the Western Plains and have seen

it in the fall of the year build nice warm nests

tunnel shaped and line it with warm'feathers

from a neighboring poultry yard. There on

cold days and nights he spends his time in

comfort and on fine days chirrupesd around

as usual. He is a little bully, and drives other

birds away. The Snow Bunting, and Red
polled snow bird used to come into the town
in which I lived but after the Sparrow arrived

they kept to the fields. I saw an ahmsing

incident happen. A robin had almost

succeeded in drawing a large eaftliworm from

its tunnel in the ground when a sparrow

darted down from a nearby perch and snatch-

ed it away from it. It could not get any
worms itself, and knew the Robin could and

watched it. I saw a number of them drive

a robin from its nest, and then occupy the

nest themselves.

A naturalist imported a pair of Gypsy
Moths into the United States to study them in

connection with the silk industry. They
escaped. He notified the authorities but no

attention was paid to him. They increased

so that it has already cost that government
about fifteen millions for equipment to

fight the pest, besides the damage they have

done.

In the past few years we have had a bird

with us slightly larger than a robin. It has a

peculiar crest, and shows a white blotch on
each wing when in flight. I noticed a pair of

these birds I think in 1912 or 1913, and I

followed them for a considerable time as they

were strangers to me. We call them Jar an-

ese Starlings, but a Japanese naturalist

corrects this, and places their home in Burmah
in India, and they were imported into Japan.

How it came here is not known but as it a

social bird and loves to be near human
habitations there is no doubt they have been

brought here by some admirer. Whether it

is wise to allow these birds to increase is

doubtful. I found them very destructive on

cherries and apples. They bile pieces out of

the fruit and leave it. I have heard other

complaints of them destroying smaller fruits.

These birds are still under control, and they

should be carefullv studied before thev are
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FREE TO MEN
Manly Vigor—Something New

Here is a little free pocket compendium in book form,
illustrated with 40 half-tone photo reproductions, and contain-
ing 8,000 words of easy advice on private matters which I

gladly send to any man anywhere in the world absolutely free
of charge, and enclosed in a perfectly plain, sealed envelope, so
it is received by you like an ordinary private letter. I tate all

this special precaution in sending my free book because, where
the health is concerned, and especially with reference to de-
bility and nerve weaknesses, people everywhere prefer to keep
the matter entirely to themselves. For this reason I seal the
envelope and prepay full letter postage. I have thus mailed
over a million of the books to me^ all over the world who
requested them.

You, reader, will like this little book immensely, and can
grasp the full meaning of its special advice from one or two
careful readings. It contains a great deal of heretofore un
published information of interest to all men, young or elderly,
single or married, and may easily be of value to you throughout
your entire lifetime.

In one part of the book I describe my little mechanical
VITALIZER, which was invented by me to assist men to
regain lost vigor. However, you are not to think of getting
this VITALIZER at the present time, but first send tor the
advice book and read up on the subject of self-preservation
without drugs.

Please use the coupon below and the book will come to you
free, seaJed, by return mail.

SANDEN, Publisher.
Reader, did you ever stop to consider that it is not looks

which make the real man? Nor is it necessarily a large man
who wields" the most power in his community. However,
whether big or small, young or elderly, we invariably
find that vigorous, manly manhood stands behind all

of the world's greatest achievements and successes.
In this respect, I give it as my honest opinion, based
upon over 30 years' experience, that no man need lose
hope of himself restoring his full manly power, if he
but be willing to make a fair, square effort, and will
lead a decent, manly life, free from excesses and free
from dissipations. My free book gives you all the
desired information. According to my belief, lost
manly strength is no real organic disease in itself, and,
for that reason, should easily respond to any mode of
treatment which puts new vital force into the weakened
nerves and blood.
The little VITALIZER mentioned above was de-

signed by me to render natural aid to the man who
really WANTS to get strong, and who is willing to
make a reasonable effort to regain his manly vigor. To
the man who persists in living an unnatural life of
excess and dissipation, no hope can be offered, but for
the other kind there is every hope and encouragement,
because in regulating his habits he has taken the first

grand and necessary step, which prepares the way for
the action of any natural treatment which may resupply
his body with the FORCE which it has been drained of.

Manly Men Are Always in the Game.

With respect to my VITALIZER, you simply buckle
it on your body when you go to bed. Thus, while
you sleep, it sends a great, mysterious power (which I

call VIGOR) into your blood, nerves, organs and
muscles while you sleep. Men nave said it takes pain
or weakness out of tne back from one application;
that 60 to 90 day's use is sufficient to restore normal,
manly strength.

With special attachments, which cany the FORCE
to any parts of the body, my VITALIZER is used by
women as well as men, for rheumatism, kidney, liver,

stomach, bladder disorders, etc., and I have had some
most remarkable testimony in respect to its almost
miraculous effects in individual cases, where every
known tre.atment had failed.

Therefore, first get tne iree Oook of general advice
to men, which also describes my VITALIZER. Then
if in the future you feel you would like to use one of
these little apphances in your own case. I will make
some special proposition whereby you may have one
to wear. If you happen to live in or near this city.I

would be pleased to have you call. Otherwise, just
use the coupon and get the free book by return mail.
Office hours, 9 to 6. v

BOOK, 8,000 WORDS FREE
Remember ,1 will send you, as stated above, my little book or pocket compendium, containing 40 illustrations

and 8,000 words of private advice free, sealed, by mail.

This book is meant to point out to men certain errors which are being committed all over the world to-day by
those who do not realize the harm resulting. It gives, in a condensed form, and in easy language, the truths that

I have learned from years upon years of experience. It deals with viaor and manly power as against weakness and
debility. One part of the book describes my little VITALIZER so all information is complete in this one volume.
Please write or call to-day. Satisfaction guaranteed in every case.

R. G. SANDEN CO., 140 Yonge St., Toronto. Ont.

Dear Sirs—Please forward me your Book, as advertised, free,

sealed.

Name

Address
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allowed to become too numerous. Specimens

should be secured in different seasons and
their crops examined to see what they are

feeding on, and if harmful they should be

exterminated. Now I have told you really

very little about individual birds. There are

hundreds of different kinds—birds of Prey,

seed eaters, fish eaters, fruit eaters, swimmers,

divers, waders, and many others, some useful,

a few harmful. I would like again to draw
attention to the destruction of our fur bearing

animals. Mink, foxes, ermine, etc., are

Nature's check on rodent life. Even the

coyote is useful. The ermine are great

destroyers of mice. It has been estimated

that a pair of field mice left unmolested for'

five years would increase to nearly a million.

The period of gestation is twenty days, and
they breed when a few months old. I have
seen newly born and half grown young mice
in the same nest, and yet we are allowing these

fur bearing animals to be Jcilled off. I never

see these furs without wondering what they
have cost the government and people of this

country.

Just a few words to the fisherman. I

admire the men who go out in the mornings
with their rods, reels, and lures, away to the

silent pools, the dashing mountain streams

or the grand old Ocean. The call of the

Wild comes to them, and they love to get

away into God's great outside world. In

conclusion here is a poem to them by Ralph
Gamier Coole in Outers Book Recreation.

Where the stream runs swift, and its crooning

lay

Brings hope to a tired heart. i

Where the soul finds rest through the livelong

day,

Far, far from the busy mart.

In the clouds that hang in Life's sombre sky

There is always a little rift

Where the sun shines through and the skies

are blue.

Up there where the stream runs swift.

My heart's in tune with its silvery notes.

As my ears drink in the song.

And I wonder why in this world of men,
There should be so much wrong;
And I ^\ish that other tired hearts

Might know of kind Nature's gift

That patch of blue where the sun shines

through.

Up there where the fetream runs swift.

Then comes a time when I leave it all,

Though I long, and long to stay.

And deep in my heart is the memory
Of the stream, and its crooning lay,

And I wonder if over Life's Great Divide,

We all may see the rift

WTiere the sun shines through, and the skies

are blue,

Up there where the stream runs swift.

NOTE—The cat 4)ird, and cuckoo are rare

west of the Rockies.

Game Conservation

Editor, Rod and Gun!
1 have read with a great interest your

many articles on game protection and wished
your magazine was going to every real home
in Canada; if so more fair play would be
given Iho game. I am afraid this is going

to come too late.

The fur question will take bet^tcr care of

itself when the people interested have to

get the furs to turn over and the ladies be-

come interested. The game would get better

protection if the ladies were as interested in

it as they are in nice furs.

Tint the depletion of one affects the other

as they tire pursued by the same relentless

hand.

Articles like Mr. Burnham's in June 1910

number should appear in every daily paper
in Canada.

.\s the railways split up^lhe'decp game

centres, the breeding centres are reached by
the poacher which formerly were too far

back to make it worth while destroying the

fountain. of supply for the parts nearer the
settlements. "

The slaughter was something awful when
the Grand Trunk Patufic was completed from
Moncton to Grand I<'alls, nearly 200 miles of

well stocked forest in Moose, Caribou, Deer.
The same applied to the line from Campbell-
town to St. Lcnonards on the St. John River.
This railway finished the Caribou in N.B.

I was Gaine Warden for two years nearly

twenty years ago. Before that I like many
others, exercised a free hand, but saw the game
coiild not stand the treatment wo were giving
it. The tcrribjc slaughter along the Grand
Trunk Pacific, cow moose lying shot all

along the fence suggested the only remedy,
the Oath (Hause, swearing every purchaser of
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RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR US
Big money in furbearing rabbits. We furnish

you with stock *and tell you how to house
and breed, etc., and pay you good price for

all the young you raise from our stock. Book

—

"The Raising and Care of Rabbits" which gives
full information is 10c. Send for it to-day
and get into this money making business.
Kindly send stamps.

The Riverside Rabbit Supply Co.
Dept. 50, 2443 High Street,

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

'
W^-, OCK

N'44
Gives you a feeling of real comfort and

the assurance of perfect protection while

exercising. Opening beneath Patent

6ap A. Small amount of material be-

tween thighs C. Perfect pouch B. Welt-
bound webbing. Can be cleaned by
boiling without injury to rubber. Fits

perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest

Quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer,

and if he will not supply you with

MIZPAH JOCK No. 44, send ua $1.50
«ad waist measurement and we will send by mail.

The Waiter F. Ware Co. Dept. G, Phila., Pa.

I
Makers of the Celebrated Sanito Suspensory No. 50

FISHERMEN

!

YOUR ATTENTION, feU\a's^peS
magazine exclusively devoted to your special hobby.
It is four years old; a strong, healthy youngster,
ably managed by a little coterie of real sportsmen who
know the Business from A to Z. You should see it

!

The American Angler
THE ONLY ALL-ANGLING

MAGAZINE
Covers every phase of angling. Contains well-

written, beautifully illustrated stories by and for

anglers; how to get the most sport near home; stories

of famous angling waters by noted anglers who have
"been everj'where" and who know how to wnte;
daring original and timely opinions on all rnatters

piscatorial; amateur tackle making; fly, bait and
surf tournament. Salt water angling is generously
treated and angling humor is delightfully illus-

trated. Published monthly.

Special Trial Subscription ^1 CQ
Six Splendid Numbers i

Regular Yearly Subscription $2.00;
Canada, $2.35; Foreign, $2.60.

Send Check or Postal Money Order to

THE AMERICAN ANGLER
Candler Bldg., 221 W, 42d St., NEW YORK

Hardy's, theWorld's Angling Specialists

In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Maaufaoturers to

HIS MAJESTY
KING GEORGE V.

THE GREAT
ENGLISH FIELD
says, " We must
newer forget that il

is to H ARDY
Bros. ofAlmcick we
otce the supremacy
we hate achieved as
Bod makers.

THE ''DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel-hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT
is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't

forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

Eerts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
ave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight b}4 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5% ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

DRY E^LIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford

Elsq., for whom we also made rods,' etc.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color

No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto

to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory- Alnwick, England
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a license from a warden to report every infringe-

ment coming to their notice for a year from
the date of the License. N.B. adopted it for

one year almost as above, it certainly was ef-

fective proven by the squeal of the poa'chers.

The following j^ear they kept only part of the

Clause, swe'aring each purchaser to obey the

law (that of course destroyed it). They also

took off the Clause stopping the sale of meat,

a fatal mistake, the two clauses were O.K.
The Clause does not ask of one man more

than another alid it does not head him off

from one piece of game granted him by his

License, but he gets his License with that con-

sideration as part payment the same as his

two dollars.

The government cannot have wardens pre-

sent when the hunter meets up with the Cow
Moose, therefore let his coni.panion and his

own oath hold his hand.

Mr. Smith, Minister of Mines and Lands in

N.B. showed by his remarks that the Game
question was getting serious in N.B. in his

speech a few days ago. (Address delivered in

Montreal at the Wild Life Conference.) If

the above two clauses are left out it will mean
serious loss to the Game. How can they be
promoted is the question.

Yours truly,

-W. T. Chapman.

Terrible Slaughter of Deer

Mr. J. A. Reid, of the Sault, writes an
interesting letter to the Star dealing with the

deglredations caused by wolves upon the" big

game of the district, and intimates that if a

proper bounty was given for wolves it would
aid materially in their extermination. Mr.
Reid has had full opportunity to acquaint

himself with the damage done by wolves,

and knows v/hat he is talking about. He
says:

"Talk about trappers of all kinds in the

woods these last few years—good reasons for

that, as fur brings a good price when you see

a beaver skin selling at fifty and sixty dollars

and fisher as far as a hundred and twenty-
five dollars, but a funny thing is that you
don't see many wolf skins on the market.
Of course there arc a few, but as far as I can
see in the fifteen years .1 have been in the

woods rnyself, a man would be foolish to go
to all kinds of trouble to trap a wolf that

will give him the small price of twenty dol-

lars, when he can trap a poor innocent

animal that will give him as far as one hun-
dred dollars, and all the ti'me the wolf is

doing his share and destroying the deer as

fast as he can.

"Not many years ago I was on Limit 16'J

at White Lake and I went out with the fore-

man one day to look over some timber.

When about three miles from the camps I

Was in as a clerk, wc came to a marsh and
started to look around, and to our surprise

we saw three dead deer at our feel. .\s we
kept on we came to four more, and as wc
stood there wc found out we were in one of

their yarding places and we counted .seven-

teen dead deer m rilxiiii one Iu!n<lr<'<l v.-n-fk.

No doubt if we had gone to the trouble of

looking in the bushes we would have found
as many more, but it was getting late and we
had to come home before dark. That is one
of the many experiences I had of what the

wolves could do, for every one of the deer I

came across was properly bled at the throat

and a piece taken off the hind quarter and the

rest left there for the ravens. Many a time
I came across some of those sights in the

spring. It is certainly a shame that some-
thing is not done to put an end to a lot of

them. I think myself that if the bounty
was, we will say, placed at fifty dollars, a

lot of the trappers would, I am sure of it, go
to the trouble of trapping them as well as

other fur bearing animals.

Any man that knows how to trap wilLtell

you how hard it is to get a wolf, for you can't

trap them as you do any other fur bearing
animal. You have to set baits and be pat-

ient, as he will take the bait and run away
with it without eating it, but you must keep
on until finally he will come back and eat it.

I was lold very often by old trappers that a

wolf is wiser then a fox, and a lot of people
know what a fox is. Well, I think if the

matter was looked into in the right way j^nd

the price of the bounty raised a lot of trappers

would do their best and go to the trouble to

help destroying those ravenous animals that

l<ill so much of our good game.
"I hope you will put this in the paper so

people will lake an interest in the matter and
help us to do away with n lot of wolves, for I

think that as far as I can figure out, every
wolf is responsible for (he life of at least ten
'If'T in ;i \ear."
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FREE
For5Days Wear

We'll send you a genuine Gophir Gem,
mounted In solid 14kt gold, so you can wear
it free for five full days. IF YOU CAN TELL
IT FROM A DIAMOND— SEND IT BACK.
Gophir Gems are cut like diamonds, stand
all diamond tests, and are guaranteed for
a lifetime.

Simply send your name and address for
our new Gophir Gem book. Select from it
the goods desired. After five days free trial,
if you want to keep them, pay on instal-
ments as low as 51.50 monthly. No red tape,
your credit is good.

Send today for booklet, and full details
ot our free trial, easy payment plan.

The Gophir Diamond Co., Limited
Dept. V-8 HO YongeSt. Toronto

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

The American Pedometer
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact Dis-

tances; Simple, Accurate, Durable,
Indispensable to every lov-

er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be-
cause of value in determining
distances: a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-

nishes the true solution of

many a disputed question of

how far it is to or from vari-
ous points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for

I

health, business or
pleasure—anywhere,
everywhere, the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED
One Htindred Mile
Pedometer. $3.00

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

E. & A. GUNTHER CO. - Toronto, Canada

Agents for the Dominion of Canada

DANIEL'S PATENT SIGHT is pleasing riflemen from

all parts of the American continent. There's a reasoVi.

Price $2.50. Chas. Daniel, Melbourne, Wash., U.S.A.

No. 3 Front Sight
$1.10

The Woods Are Calling
In their shadowy depths roam deer, moose,

caribou—all your favorite game—to test

your marksmanship. Equip your rifle with

LYMAN
SIGHTS

The three shown here

form an ideal hunting

equipment for all Ameri-

can rifles. No. 1A has the

famous Lyman rear apei-

ture that makes quick,

accurate shooting come

natural. No. 6 is an

auxiliary sight that re-

places the factory sight,

'i'ight''$Sa'ird;
handy for deep twilight

$2.50 shooting. No. 3 with

Lyman Ivor y Bead (or

gold), shows up sharply

against bounding game.

If not at your dealer's,

give us the make, ftiodel

and caliber o your rifle.

Ask us for Free Book of

Lyman Sights for every

purpose and every gun.

LYMAN GUN SIGHT

CORPORATION

No. lA Combina-
tion Rear Sight,

$5.50

135 West St.

MIDDLEFIELD
CONN.
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In Defence of the Crow
Editor, Rod and Gun In Canada:

At vario\is times contribiitors to Rod and

Gun have given us a pretty full account of the

bad dee^s of the common crow: This bird

seems to have but very few friends, he is in

the outlaw class, the law does not protect him,

he may be shot, pfoisoned, or trapped by any-

one without hindrance, and many no doubt

would be glad to see him exterminated. No
doubt he is a villair^^ he has bro\ight about his

own ill re'pVrtatibn by his mis-deeds, he has

robbed the corn field and the nest of the song-

bird at times, perhaps very often; but after

all he has some good work to his credit, if

you give the devil his due, and to those who
have not observed the crow's good work it

may be as well to point out his services as an

insect destroyer.

Like the blackbird and robin the crow is

very fond of the white grubs, the larvae of the

June bug, and his work in clearing some of

these out of the newly plowed fields is worth

considering, but in the part of Ont. in which

I write (Rainy River Valley,) his great work
is the\ clearing out of grasshoppers and their

eggs every fall.

A few hundred miles west of us, in Mani-

toba, grasshoppers are a plague; (they have
not enough woodland thete to raise large

flocks of crows.) Every fall in this district,

about harv^est time, the crows gather up into

large flocks, they choose a quiet piece of bush
for their night roosting place and early in the

morning set out for their feast of grasshoppers.

It is no uncommon sight to see a 10-acre field

so covered with crows that it will average

four birds to each square rod; in the chill of

the morning, before the dew is off, the grass-

hopper is unable to fly and falls an easy prey.

If he escapes from one bird he probably is

caught by the next, and the bunches of juicy

eggs deposited in the ground are dug out by
the strong bill of Mr. Crow, and so many
of them never have a chance to hatch; this

work is kept up for several weeks and pro-

bably every field in turn is visited by some
flock of crows with the result that grasshop-

pers, here, never became a menace to the

crops.
* So perhaps after all when accounts are

balanced there is not so much odds against

the crow, at aYiy rate let us give him credit

for his good deeds, when we come to know of

them.

A. J. Leveridge.

The Crow

Editor, Rod and Gun In Canada.

I have been in Saskatchewan sixteen years,

and have taken ' an interest in game birds,

especially prairie chickens, and all kinds of

ducks and wild geese. I have taken notice

of the decrease of chickens and believe it is

not the increase of settlers or automobiles

that are the cause of this decrease of our game
birds, but that it is the increase of crows.

I seldom saw a crow the first few years I

was in the West but the last five years, since

the great war, there are millions of them
around Silton, and all along Last Mountain
Lake they have destroyed more chicken's

eggs than all the sportsmen have shot in that

part of Saskatchewan, also duck eggs and
young duck chicks.

I have seen them rob nests time and again

when the mallard duck was on the hatching

nest, and fighting for her brood. I have
seen them fly with eggs in their bill scores of

times when I would be working in my garden

in the morning. The crow destrovs more

game birds than all the guns in this Province.

Farmers are very careless in putting gopher
poison on gopher mounds. They throw the

poisoned grain on top of the ground, and
ducks and chickens which feed on that grain

all die. I have seen much of this practice.

They should put the poisoned grain down the

gopher holes out of sight of the game birds

and tiie law should restrict the use of poison

for gophers in certain localities, especially

where there is scrub or blufl" where the chick-

ens frequent, when setting. They are very
hungry when hatching as arc the wild duck.
Now I will try to suggest a renicdy to get

rid of the crow pest as I have had jnore than
ordinary' "xporicnco with the life of the black

crow. I would suggest that the authorities

compel each township to pass a law to force

each land owner who has bluiT on his land or

timber, to destroy all nests on his land and
young crows before they are able to leave the

nest and also give the school boys a bounty,

say, 5c for each crow or egg that they would
destroy, and have the teacher count (hem as
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Don't waste precious hours cooking
Take a box of fleinz Varieties to take care of the
*

'eats'* and spend the glorious dayhght catching fish

and acquiring an appetite.

Why make bread or boil potatoes when Heinz
Spaghetti is so good?

Why cook vegetables when Heinz Baked Beans are

so delicious?

These are hearty foods, and their preparation doesn't

keep a man waiting.

Just run over this list. Doesn't it make you hungry?

Heinz Baked Beans Heinz Spaghetti Heinz Cream Soups Heinz Pickles

Heinz Peanut Butter Heinz Tomato Ketchup Heinz Preserves

Heinz India Relish Heinz Vinegars Heinz Mustard

Varieties
Sold bj- all grocers.

H. J. HEINZ COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send for
list of the

All Heinz goods sold in Canada
are packed in Canada.

57
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they do with the gophers in some school

sections.

We would soon be rid of the crow and it

would be a great benefit to the country at

large as the chickens and ducks would be

plentiful in a few years and the people at

large would have the benefit and nice meat to

eat for a change at times. I have been a

lover of wild animals and game birds and
would like to see the young men have from

our land some enjoyment in our country. I

have seen wild pigeons by the millions in

Ontario frfom<1850 to 186.-5. They are all

gone now, like the buffalo of the Western
plains. There are thousands of crows in

the West where there were only a vfery few in

Anglers, Attention!
A reader sent in the accompanying picture

and this letter:

. "What Kind of Fish and How Caught?'*

The person sending in the correct answer

1904 when I arrived in Saskatchewan.

I must stop nov7 for this time. I will try to

write more in the near future about wild

animals and their habits. I would be pleased

if Rod and Gun would publish this letter

in the near future so the public can get ready

for the destruction of the black crow,the worst

enemy the game birds have and song birds,

as well as the robin and the meadow lark,

including all small inesct eating birds. If we
can get rid of the crow or diminish their

number to a great extent, it will have a good
effect on our game birds of the West.

I remain,

A Lover of Wild Life,

Victoria. B.C.

first will receive a years' subscription to the

magazine, donated by the fellow who caught

them. Address replies to ROD AND GUN
IN CANADA, WOODSTOCK ONT.
Apparently there is nothing to do in this

contest but to send in the correct answers,

telling first what kind of fish and next how
they were caught. Althoygh the editor is

debarred from the contest he would state,

after a close examination of the picture that

the fish were not caught at all, they had given

themselves up. However the questiou still

remains—What kind of fish? Owing to the

scarcity of paper each readw is limited to

five guesses. Cast to Woodstock.

Old l)<

Shot Guns for Pleasure Shooting

The U. S. Navy has ordered 100 Ithaca

double barrel hammerless shotguns to be used,

as we understand it, by the officers and
privates on Uncle Sam's war ships when these

ocean fighters have shore leave in any country
where there is good shooting to be had. All

those Ithaca guns are to be equipped with

automatic ejectors, which automatically

throw out each shell after it has been fired,

(hey are high grade guns, proved at the

Ithaca plant with a double load, h'ifty guns
will have 28" barrels, fifty \\i\\ have .H)"

barrels, the left barrel of each gun will be full

choke to shoot the closest possible pattern,

the right barrel of each will be modified choke
to shoot a little more open pattern than the

left barrel, the weights will be from 7 to 71,^

pounds, all have 11" stocks with tipproxi-

nial<'Iy 2-^ 4," drop. Sofar as we know this is

the largest order for high grade double guns

ever placed by the U. S. Navy.
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FINE PURE. WOOL
For the Man Who is Out of Doors

Anyone who is much out of doors

—

the soldier, the sportsman, the lumber-
man, the engineer, the prospector, the

miner—will find Jaeger Pure Wool Gar-
ments wonderfully comfortable and dur-

able for outdoor life.

Here ar?. some useful garments:—Sleeping

bags, blankets, travelling rugs, sleeping caps,

colic bands, chest protectors, underwear, hosiery,

shirts, pyjamas, stockings, sweaters, cardigans,

spencers, knitted waistcoats, ulsters, caps, gloves,

etc. ^

DR. JAEGER '"''s;i"°""co- "mited
A FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL BE UK.JAtbfcR Sy.te

SENT FREE ON APPLICA- Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

TiON. British "foimded 1883",

YOU NEVER LOSE A FISH IF YOU USE
GREER'S PATENT LEVER HOOKS

Ever get a strike from a regular whopper, and then just as you are
about to land him, he shakes loose and gets away on you? That can't
happen with a Greer Patent Lever Hook, because if the fish once pulls
on the bait, he's caught fast. He can't get away. Made in four sizes:

No. 8, 15c each; No. 1-0, 20c each; No. 3-0, 25c each; No. 5-0, 30c each,
or set of five hooks sent on receipt of $1.00. Your money back cheerfully
if hooks aren't all we claim. Write name plainly.
THE GREER MFG. CO., ATLANTA, GA.

DlAMOiS
.BOOKLET FREE

OUR diamond booklet illus-
trates all the newest dia-

mond rings, pins, ear-rings, etc.,
at $15 and up. All diamonds are

ent on approval, eo you may see and
examine them carefully before buying.
EIGHT MONTHS TO PAY is given to
those who wish easy terms. We guaran-
tee to s»ve you 10% or more on any dia-
mond. Diamonds bought from us may
be exchanged any time at a 7H% in-
crease. Send today for the new 28 page
booklet.

DIAMONDS LIMITED
Dept.16| 6 Temperance St., Toronto. Ont.

LIKE TO FISH THE BIG ONES?
Like a real scrappv tussle with Bass, Muscallonge and
Pickerel? Then write to M. H. Fenton, Wanikewin, Ont.,

promoter of scraps between sportsmen and fish. He knows
just where they're thickest and gamest, and right up on
their toes for the sportsman's fly or hook. Splendid accom-
modations, launches, canoes, daily mail. Camp parties

completely outfitted. Write for further particulars.

M H. FENTON, Prop. - - Wanikewin Hotel
Wanikewin, Ontario, Canada

BATHING GIRLS
Genuine Photographs
We cairy the largest and most complete line

of Art and Bathing Girl Photographs of any
concern in the country. More than 800 differ-

ent BATHING GIRL poses in stock. On receipt

of SI. 00, we will forward twenty photos, size

3,^'«.^5J^ prepaid. For $4.00 we will send one

dozen, size 8 x 10, hand colored. Miniature sample

sheet twenty nine pictures and price list for ten

cents. Complete catalogue, ovei 800 illustrations

for fifty cents. Reference, R. G. Dun Mercantile

Agency, oi any bank or express company this city.

The American Novelty Company
Asheville, North Carolina

A SPLENDID MEDIUM—
Either space or classified advertising in ROD

AND GUN IN CANADA is productive of ex-

cellent results. Rates on application. Drop a

line to W. J. TAYLOR LIMITED, Publisher,

Woodstock, Ont.



The Airedale at Work
M. U. Bates

THE capacity of the Airedale to adapt

himself to any kind of work expected

of a dog, and his ability, even after the

most brief period of training to perform those

duties, and in a manner, often, that puts the

work of the hitherto recognized specialists in

that particular line into the shade has now
become so universally known that any further

enlargement u)pon that much written subject

must seem superfluous. And it is not my
intention to dwell upon that subject particu-

larly in this article: but for the enlightenment

and interest of the true fanciers in the cities

and settled places it is a pleasure for me to

record some of the actual deeds I have seen

these dogs do out here in the open places where
their natui-al instincts, always so strongly

evident in them at any time, have had scope

and opportunity for full development, and
also, for the same purpose, to describe more
fiilly than I have generally seen written the

actual nature of the duties required of a hunt-

ing dog.

First as a deer dog; many red deer, and
also moose, shot low in the paunch or in other

parts where the wound is not immediately

fatal, will sometimes go a mile or more before

they will finally collapse. If the animal be

bleeding internally, which commonly happens,

it is often impossible, even with snow oh the

ground, for the hunter to follow it. This is

especially true where several other deer arc

travelling in the same locality, which bitter

lesson the writer has learned to his dismay on

more than one occasion.

The Aircclnlc more so than anv otlicr dog

living, is the remedy for this. The dog is

kept "at heel" till the wounded animal is seen

,to be getting away. Then at the command
"Get him," the eager dog leaps forward, and
in a very short time the excited "yap, yaps"

coming from the bunch of green timber in the

valley, tell you that your wounded deer is

either hard pressed or is already at bay.

Both the deer that my partner and self

shot this fall were got under practically these

circumstances: one; the big Airedale drove

into water, and the other, a small eleven-

months old hunting bitch, held onto by the

throat till it fell over from its wound and the

worr3\ I can take positive oath to both these

occurrences, and have snap-shots to show the

smaller Airedale still hanging onto her strugg-

ling deer after we had come up to them.

The Airedale's work on moose, which

generally "yard up" when the snow is on, in

heavy, thick timber, making it practically

impossible for the hunter to get vithin sight

of them, is to fight the moose and hold it at

bay till the hunter can get close enough to send

in the lucky shot that ends the noisy combat.

This is principally the Indian trapper's way
of getting them, and so far, being busy with

other interests, I have not had the opportunity

of personally trying it out. The Indians,

however, claim that this method is infallible,

and I have no doubt but that in this, as in

other tests of gameness the Airedale can give a

very good account of himself.

In the early fall, of course, the moose is

hunted the same as deer, being driven into the

water. I have here one young Airedale dog
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Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slit

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact, by everybody. Sold

by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA

HAND CAST BULLETS 1
And hand loaded sheila are almost ioTariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving in cost is considerable. Write to-day and send ua the name
and caliber of your rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN. CONN.

Denfs Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs tliat are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unthrifty
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

the difference after a few doses. At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent
Medicine Company, Toronto, Canada and Newburgh, N.Y. A practical treatise

on dogs and their training, 160 pp. fully illustrated mailed for lOc to all customers.

NEW SANITO
SUSPENSORY

Will not chafe.

All elastic.

Anatomic fit.

Patented fea-

tures in under-

straps makes
open rear.

May be boiled
to cleanse with-

out injury to rubber.

For sale by Druggists and Sport-

ing Goods dealers, or we will mail

on receipt of price.

No. 60, Silk Pouch and Extra

Heavy Belt .... $1.25

No. 50, Thread Pouch and
Heavy Belt .... $1.00

Three sizes—large, medium, small

Walter f . Ware Co., Dept. C, Phila., Pa.

Makers of the Mizpsh J9ck

Satiifaction Gaaranteed
or MoDer Refunded

ITHACAS.WIN
5 OUT OF 6

Paul Earl just won the South Carolina

Championship with an Ithaca. An Ithaca has

won the South Carolina championship 5 times

in 6 years. That's another world's record for

Ithscas.

yiny man can break mm t -target i ivith an

Ithaca

CATALOGUE FREE

Singles, $75 oo up. Doubles, 845.00 up.

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N.Y.

BOX 13
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If You Enjoy Good Coffee
DO THIS-

Order some "SEAL BRAND" made from the
^("choicest upland berries, grown in luxurious tropic

hills, full of spiq^ nourishment and stimulating

fragrance—the beans cleaned, blended and rpasted
with rare skill.

SEAL BRAND
Then in making, allow a tablespoonfiil of coffee to
each cup desired, pour boiling water on it, simmer
five minutes, clear with a dash of cold water

Your dealer sells "SEAL BRAND", whole,

ground, and fine-ground, in ^, i and 2-lb.

tins, hermetically sealed, so that the

coffee reaches you rich in its

original strength.

CHASE (SL SANBORN
MONTREA.1^. 8

"Helps You Get
the FLsh."
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that drove his first moose to water at the early

age of seven months, and have a snapshot of

the "critter" still lying in the water after we

had shot him. which snap I shall probably

have published in one of the kennel or sporting

magazines at a later date.

In "trenching" or "chiselling" the beaver,

an art not generally known to amateur trapp-

ers, the Airedale is, perhaps, at his best. Hav-

ing been developed primarily for work amongst

aquatic animals,—the otter, rat, etc.,—and

with the terrier instinct so strong within him,

he develops quickly an ability and intelligence

at this sort of work which is simply a marvel

to the Indians, who, hitherto, have had to

depend upon the indifferent work of some

cross-bred "kioodle" of doubtful lineage for this

difficult and delicate purpcrse. Some idea

of the value of a good dog for this sort of work

may be gleaned from the fact that sometimes

as many as five to ten beaver can be taken in

this way by a good trapper in a day. I have

known beaver pelts this fall to sell as high as

thirty and thirty-five dollars each, so surely

at this rate it does not take the Indian trapper

long to win back his initial twenty-five or

fifty-dollar investment in his Airedale pup.

One trapper to whom I sold a hunting pup

last spring told me early in the winter that

already his dog had gotten him and his family

upwards of a thousand dollars' worth of pelts.

I might say that this method of taking the

beaver is in contravention of the Ontario

game laws, and most white trappers—espec-

ially those nearer the settlements—do not

practice it generally: but, "—there are

'strange things' done in the Midnight Sun,"

and I have been offered on more than one occa-

sion by Indian trappers as high as one hundred

and one hundred and twenty-five dollars

for a hunting pup: and it is safe to assume

that when they got back in a tall timbers a

way, the pup's activities weren't going to be

confined to chasing squirrels' alone!

An incident I may recount illustrative of

the wide range of this dog's adaptibilily, also

of his responsiveness to training, will no doubt

be taken as a "fish story" by a good many
"wise men," but to this, as in case of the

foregoing incidents, in addition to having

responsible wiliicsscs, I am ready at any lime

to make affidavit. On Nov. ."^Ih, the opening

day of the deer season in Ontario, I went out

accompanied by a guest, Mr. Geo. A. Murray
cf Cleveland, Ohio. My faithful Airedale, of

coui'se, accompanied us. We parted along

about noon, and about one o'clock, just when
I was about ready to give up hunting in that

locality for the day, the Airedale, who had

been following at heel all morning, suddenly

cropped up his ears and bounded ahead a few

paces, where he remained standing stiffly at'

point. I knew that there was game close a-

head, and beckoning in the dumb language,

a sign he had learned on previous hunting

trips, for the dog to come back to heel, I told

him to "stay" where he was—another tricky he

had learned on the trap line where I have had

poison sets for fox or wolf, and did not want the

dog to approach too close to them—while I mov-
ed on carefully ahead to locate the cause of

his excitement. (Gentlemen, may I be per-

mitted to observ^e, out of justice to my faith —
ful dumb friend, that it takes "soniedog" to

do this!)

Then, whining low in his throat, and quiv-

ering with the excitement of the chase, the

noble dog lay in the snow, till the rifle shot

some time after broke the trying vigil for him.

But, to return to my stor>'; after some

manoeuvring finally located the "critter,"

who had been pretty well hidden, browsing in

a small grove a few hundred yards away froin

the shores of a small lake which was, at that

time of year, still open. After I had worked

up to within safe shooting distance I set the

hair trigger on my "old musket" as they say

in the sporting magazines, and, taking the

hunter's usiial "careful aim," I opened a

bombardment.
At the crack of the rifle a loud ba-a-a but a

moment later he—for "he" it proved to be

—

was up and off at a slow jump, heading for

some heavy cover further back from the lake.

Hearing the shot, the Airedale, a fury of black

and tan and flying snow, now came tearing up,

and, being told to "go get him," the scent of

the hot blood being by this time in his nose,

he needed no second urging, hut was off again

like a shot. In a few n^inutcs a bedlam of

excited yaps mingled with short, repeated

ba-a-a's told me that (he real fight was now on,

and a moment or so later, the direction of the

music suddenly shifting, I knew the deer had

changed his mind as to the safety to be found

in the heavy timber, and w«s headed back for

the open water of the lake. My surmise

proved correct, for in a few minutes a heavy

splash, followed almost immediately by anoth-

er, told mc that the deer had reached his

doubtful refuge, and by the time I had made
my way down to the shore, while the Airedale

was still swimming aroimd snapping at its

nose and neck, the deer, who had been pretty

badly hit, was about done, and shortly after-

wards it's nose went binder.

No doubt some of you good hound men arer
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NORTHERN ONTARIO
A Vast New Land of Promise

This vast new land of promise is one degree South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include the six New
England and four Middle States of the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenerj% NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains rnillions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had by re-
turned soldiers and sailors in 160 acre blocks free; to others, 18 years and over, 50 cents per acre.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For Tree descriptive literature, write

HON. MANNING DOHERT Y,

Minister of Agriculture
Parliament BIdgs.,

H. A. MacDONELL,
Director of Colonization,

TORONTO, CANADA

O. CTUTTLE, DEVIL BUGS
Are a proven success all over
the United States, and the
pleasure a Sportsman gets fish-

ing with them, is of the keen-
est type. They are bound to
be a great HIT in Canada.

Devil Bugs Sell on Sight

Bass Bugs made on No. 1 /O,
2/0, 3/0, Ring Hooks, and No.
3 Fly Rod Special. Trout Bugs
made on Nos. 3, 6, & 8 Hooks.

Patented in Canada, Feb. 17th, 1920

Inquire of your nearest dealer.

Send all Orders to

JUD LANDON INC.
123 State St.

Schenectady, New York
General Sales Manager of the O. C-

Tuttle Patents.

0. C. Tuttle' Inventor and Manu-
facturer, Old Forge, Xew York

OPERATIONS
UNNECESSARY
HEPATOLA removes Gall Stones, cor-
rects Appendicitis in 24 hours without pain.
Registered under Pure Food and Drug Act.
$6.00

SOLE MANUFACTURER

Mrs. Geo. S. Almas
230 4th Ave. S. Saskatoon, Sask.

Box 1073

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN I

HOPPE'S
NITRO POWDER SOLVENT

No. 9
{Trade Mark Registered)

For Cleaning High Power Rifles, Shot Guns
and Firearms of all kinds. REMOVES and
PREVENTS RUST. It will neutralize
acid residue of Smokeless Powder and
prevent corroding.

Sold by
The D. Pike Co., Ltd., Toronto. ^^

,

__ _-_,
The J. H. Ashdowri Hardware Co., Winnipeg fegjtrs^'ag
Wood, Alexander & James, Hamilton. K;~'5*i«Ls;
McLennan, McFeely & Co., Ltd., Vancouver
E. G. Prior & Co., Ltd., Victoria.
Tisdalls Limited, Vancouver

FRANK A. HOPPE, 2314 N. 8TH SL, PHILADELPHIA, PA
Sole Manufacturer.
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wondeiing now how far I had to go to get a

canoe to retrieve my dead buck from the

water: but this was the least of my worries.

"Fetch him!" I called out to the Airedale, who

is an excellent duck retriever. '^He swam

On the author's trap line in New Ontario. Airedale
bitch, "Preparedness and beaver, showing trap, pole
and hole, just as he was taken from the water.

around this unusual object once or tvvice,

then noticing one oi its great ears protruding

from the water, he grabbed hold of that, and,

swimming partly on his side, was soon headed
for the shore, the buck coming along at a

floodly gait behind him.

(^ An hour or so later, with Ihc deer trailing

behind me, I arrived at the trail leading from
Long Lake to the little C.P.H. village of

Metagama. The; (rail had been ijrokcn I)y

some members of the Walkerville Hunt Club,

also a party of Indians who had passed through

there that morning, and, being pretty tired

by this time from dragging the deer through

dirty underbrush and over fallen timber, I

decided to £,ive the dog, who is also a strong,

well-trained sled dog, a try at it.

Taking off my wide axe belt, in lieu of a

harness, f made him a breast band, and cut- •

ting off a strand of the rope with which I had

been "snaking" the deer, 1 made him an im-

provised ba^k band: then, unstranding the

balance of the rope, I rigged him a pair of

traces, and, having all ready now, I command-
ed him to "Mush on!" Away he went, this

being his old game, and in a very short time

we arrived safe and sound in the little village.

But apparently he considered his work not

yet complete, for, hauling the deer up the

platform of the station, he stopped before the

door, and, standing on his hind legs, he lifted

the latch with one of his front paws, pushed

the door open with the other and pulled the

deer into the waiting room behind him. Now,
I will admit that this may sound a little extra-

ordinary for a dog, but! can assure the readei

that every word is absolutely true, arid can

call on the C.P.R. agent, Mr. Ferguson, two

Ontario Government fire rangers, Mr. Harry

Delisle, and some other members of the

Walkerville Hunt Club who were present at

the time as eye-witnesses to the fact. Not
only this but when the admiring eyewitnesses

to this rather unusual performance gathered

around to pet the dog and also to examine the

deer, I commanded hini sharply, "Watch the

moose!" (from having received most of his

puppy training on moose, all large game now
lynx, deer or moose, arc known as "moose"
to him) he leaped astride the deer, his teeth

suddenly bared and threatening, at which, of

course, his admirers very hastily withdrew':

but at the comn^and "All right, boy, drop it,"

his tail started to wag again, and he was
instantly the same good-natured "Old Walrus"
(a i)et name I had given him from his fondness

for paddling in the water when a pug) once

more. .Surely, the Airedale is an all round
(log!

.

)
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There's a time to watch and a time to sleep,

There's a time to laugh and a time to weep,
There's a time to work and a time to play,

TUp Thank God for that and the Bostonnais.

n 1 _ • Where the great loon screams defiance high,
DOSlOnildlS And the eagle soars to a speck in the sky,

^ ^ And the black duck leads her timid brood
ueorge w. To hide in the reeds and the circhng wood,

hsterorook ^^ ^^^ paddle stroke heard far away
O'er the distant reaches of Bostonnais.

^*^r ft. Where the bull-moose starts in his fern-strewn lair
'— ^ At the hunter's scent on the tainted air.

Or bursts through the bush, hke a mountain squall,
As he hears his far-off rival's call,

Echoing faintly at close of day,
O'er t^e tree-clad hills of tlie Bostonnais.

Where the brook trout lurks in his strength secure,
Or strikes at the trail of the feathered lure

And leaps at the sting of the barbed steel;

The rush of the line and the click of the reel

And the lithe rod's quiver and strain and play
Warm-the fisherman's blood on the Bostonnais.

Where the stars of the lake laugh up to the sky.
While the stars of heaven shine steadfastly;

Where the ripples break on the sandy shore,

And the breeze is singing forevermore.
And sleep is sweet when night curtains the day

In the tranquil dells of the Bostonnais.

Where the camp-fire glows as the north wind wakes,
And the sparks stream upward like fiery snakes.

To share the'Druidical mysteries
Of the nodding, beckoning, whispering trees

When the solemn night assumes her sway
In the shadowy glens of the Bostonnais.

God made the world and he called it, "good,"
As He gazed on the beautiful solitude,

But only they know how fair it may be
Who have "fleeted the time 'neath the greenwood tree,"

As once in Arden, as we today,
In the pleasant wilds of the Bostonnais.

We turn from the moan of the ceaseless tide.

From the wind-swept prairies, treeless and wide.

From the frenzied city's maddening din,

Where millions suffer, and starve, and sin.

Where age is sordid and youth is gray.

To rest and peace on the Bostonnais.

And learn the lesson, which all should learn

E'er the freshness of youth begins to turn;

There's a time to watch and a time to sleep,

There's a time to laugh and a time to weep,
There's a time to work and. a time to play,

Thank God for that and the Bostonnais,



Hoppers of Grass

J. W. WiNSON

AN English scientist has stated that there

are over 300,000 known varieties of

insects, an American entomologist

says there are 400,000; a British Columbian,

on an August afternoon asserted that this

time the Yankee was nearer the truth, and

he felt like proving it from one day's exper-

ience.

He had taken shelter for the night in a

squatters' shack, ticks and fleas and something

worse took pleasure therefrom. When he

rose to his coffee and bacon, he made careful

observation of more kinds of ants than

Solomon ever knew, of wasps and hornets,

white-faced and yellow-jacketed, his fruit-can

and sugar tin collected more samples than

had Noah. With a late-lingering mosquito

about his nose, little black flics in his eyes,

midges near his ear, and ordinary bluc-boltlcs

where his hair used to be, he claimed that if

all the insects yet tabulated were not in

that valley they had sent accredited repre-

sentatives with power to act in their interests.

That the total included virtuous bees and

fluttering butterflies, the cricket on the

hearth and the spider in the corner soothed

him not at all. he rose from what should have

been a nap, surrounded his head with an

unholy halo of tobacco-sniokc, and stalked

angrily to the stream.
* *

lie was not in llic iiioorl to hear how

astonishing was their rate of increase, how
some are said to produce sextillions of indi-

viduals from a single pair in a year—if un-

checked, or that some of them consume over

one hundred times their own weight in food

every day.

This might have spoilt altogether his

evenings' fishing unless the terrible story had

been sugared with a recount of the 'work of

birds and reptiles, with lesser mammals, in

reducing these numbers; and the knowledge

that parasites wrought great havoc amoiig

the company, for

"All big fieas have little fleas upon their

backs to bite 'em.

And these wee fleas have lesser fleas,

And so ad infinitum."*****
Nature uninterrupted maintains a perfect

balance of life in ov(M-y region, that is always

suited for the local conditions. When this

balance was built in lirilish Columbia, there

were few men about or these conditions might

have receivec^ humane modifications.

Man is the most mi.schicvous of all Nature's

children in changing the relations of life

with life, in upsetting the state of thing;*-

wherc one fonii of life is controlled by an-

other, lie mows down the forests, drains

the marsh, irrigates the desert, cultivates

the prairie, -piles cities whore meadows or

deltas lav rcrumbciil, iiilrodures new trees
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and plants juicy and well favored to bird

and insect; robs the rivers of fish, or stocks

them with strange fins, wipes out t)uffalo and
pigeon, introduces cattle and pheasants,

everywhere-man commencesat once to change
the face of the earth, and at times he changes
more than he knows. He seldom allows

his new animals or birds to get out of hand,
the rabbit in Australia being an unfortunate

exception in the one case, and the European
sparrow in America, a bad example of the

other. But with insects he has made hope-
less mistakes that now cost him millions a

year to combat, and there are errors of

suppression or introduction that as yet we
can only guess. On merchandise, fruits,

seeds and raw materials, insects innumerable,

and unknown have been carried from con-

tinent to continent in heedless ignorance of

their presence or danger, and the non-ability

of hosts of these to live in the new environ-

ment, has been a lucky reprieve for the reck-

less abductor.
:^ 4: ;f: :}c 4:

Each locality has the insect life that best

fits it, and, excepting when abnormal seasons

or circumstances make a temporary over-

balance or plague of any one kind, they are

necessary food for the higher life about them.

There would be no warblers in the willows

if no caterpillars were there,—no trout in the

stream-, without flies and grubs, as the now
mollified fisherman acknowledged when he

came in with a string—caught too, by a

grasshopper bait.

The grasshoppers are now at the height

hi their revels, full grown in muscular thigh,

and as yet not heavy with eggs. Their

leaps and jumps are a veritable summer dance

done more for amusement than serious

object,—their existence, a life-long cabaret hop.

Even our fisherman admits their inoffens-

iveness, excepting in years of plague. They
have neither bite nor sting, and the "molasses"

exuded when caught for the hook is a poor

defence against enemies.

' Bi!t what a joy they are to the game birds

now, filling out their flesh to rounded plump-

ness on the rich fare! The September grouse

and the October pheasant would be much
poorer birds if the. grasshopper failed.

One of the prettiest scenes in early summer
was a clutch of partridges out hunting with

their mother. It was a jolly game of hide

and seek. Grasshopper jumped and brown

chick ran, unable to see the insect until it

again leaped, when the hen would nip it and

reward the youngster with a "drumstick" or

breast. Fun for the chicks of course, but

what of the grasshoppers? Probably just as

much fun for them until the final pinch,

made a keen, swift ending.

There is some confusion in the naming of

these long-legged leapers; locusts and crickets,

grasshoppers, cicadas, cracker-jacks and Katy-
dids, which should be cleared.

Whatever "Katy-did", is told only at

night, this insect is silent in the sunshine, nor

is our rest disturbed in this valley by the

monotonous repetition.

"Crackerjacks" are the iocusts that make
short jerky flights, showing colour on under-

wings of either red or yellow. At each jerk

while in the air, they make' cracking sound

by rubbing the edges of their wings sharply

against their wing covers. These fellows

are seldom in grass, but prefer the driest

and hottest of exposed rocks, logs, gravel banks

and railroad tracks.

The cricket, smaller than these others, is

known by its chirp. A chirp that is no song,

since it is produced by a file and scraper move-
ment of the wings.

The Cicada is really the Dog-day Harv^est

Fly, no grasshopper or locust at all, although

one kind is known as the "Seventeen year

locust". This variety, for some unknown rea-

son, spends as a grub, thirteen years in the

soil of the south, and seventeen years in the

North. Then it emerges for one season's

sunshine of singing, mating, dying. Short

reward for long servitude! And it is seven-

teen years exactly., not sometimes more or

less. Running against facts like this staggers

the mind with the awfulness of the mystery

of the life about us. This is stranger far

than the change of the caterpillar, which ,^

wraps itself up in silk, is transformed internal-

ly by the liquifying of its orgains and their

re-assemblage as those of a gaudy-winged

butterfly.

Apparently, however, the wonder and the

worry is ours alone, the Cicada makes the

most of its brief life, and "sings" cheerily.

This one singing or rather sizzling in the

bushes may be the commoner Dog Harvest

Fly that only dwells two years in the grass-

roots before taking to the air. The shrill

hissing of its song resembles a can boiling

over into the fire, and is no more singing

than is the blowing of bagpipes or the beating

of c^Tiibals and drums. To Scotchmen it

may be quite musical. Only the males

do this serenading, the females are silent,

as with the crackerjacks, a fact noted by the
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observant Greeks whose poet made the

cynical couplet:

—

"Happy*are cicada's lives

For they all have voiceless wives."

The grasshopper proper is to be found in

the grass and is to be distinguished by his

pair of "horns" or long antennae, that curv^e

backward over his wings. A creature built

on curious lines, for he grows an extra curve

on his wings to use as a fiddle, and wears

his ears just below the knee of his muscular legs!

These are the

"High elbowed grigs that leap in summer grass"

of Tennyson, "grig" being old English for

the creatures, and from which the term

"grigget" or '^'cricket" was afterwards

evolved. They seldom multiply to harmful

numbers, being entirely in the grass; unless

inadvertently leaping into the stream to the

trouts' delight; and are excellent food for the

birds. *****
The "hopper" which is a locust, is the one

mostly in evidence. He jumps from under

the horses' feet in dozens on the ranges, and
at times becomes a fearful menace to crops.

He it is who exudes "molasses" when caught

and ^'ho, whatever his particular kind, and
we have twenty—has short "horns" or

antennae that always point forward. The
commonest kind is the red legs, Melanoplus
febur-rubrum.

His cousin, the Rocky Mountain Locust,

is the one that occasionally gets out of hand
in Dame Nature's balancing scheme, and
pours down into the valleys to the south of

us in devastating hordes.

The red legged is giving trouble enough
in British Columbia, many farmers have lost

heavily in destroyed crops. The government
urge the poisoning of the tril>e by the sprink-

ling of a brnn-bait seasoned with molasses

and arsenic.

Some thrifty, brainy landowners have a

scheme of catching Ihc locusts on the "hop".

A long tin hopper arrangement is drawn over

the grass by a pair of horses hitched ^t either

end, "hopper dozer."

As this "hopper dozer" is dragged over the

grass the locusts hop on to the face of the tin

which gives no foothold, and they fall by the

hundred into a waiting trough at the bottom,

whence they are taken to the poultry yard,

and gladsome chickens are provided -with a

rich feast. This is a splended plan for turn-

ing a pest into profit.*****
Here is another base for co-operation

between sport and agriculture. The natural

enemy of the locust is the ground bird,

though crow and Sparrow-hawk may claim

honorable mention. The work of the phea-

sant on early grain and peas resembles too

closely that of the chicken in the garden for

the farmer ever to wax enthusiastic over

its increase. But Bob White would soon

become a persona grata if his assiduous

persecution of the grass-destroyers was
recognized. Both partridge and quail have

their place in the new order of vegetable

life brought about by the clearing and culti-

vating of the land bv man.
This new succulent growth is favorable

to insect increase, bird-increase should follow.

Sprays and poisons are excellent deterrents

when applied twice a year,—the grouna

bird is working all the year round. §

Some of these red legged locusts have red

spots on their backs, which prove on examin-

ation to be a mite, which mav be an incon-

venience but is not very harmful to its host

apparently.

Blue bottles and one or two other pre-

dacious flies lay their eggs on the grasshopper,

and the hatching larvae eat out their host.

A fungus disease attacks many, and scien-

tific research is bent towards these natural

meahs of control, but it is surely to the

interests of sportsmen that attention be

given not only to parasites but to the far more
desirable foatlieri'd destroyers?

Big Game Hunting in British Columbia

A. Bryan Williams

PAHT IV.

HFAWl wc are back at camp at last, with

your first trophy and only one shot

fired, I only hope you will do nswell

with the sheep. Perhaps you will, but 1 can

assure you your chances of gelling so easy a

shot with so little tiouble are very, very

small, (ioat hunting is as a rule very simple

work provided you know something about
these animals and just use ordinary care.

There are plares that I know, where they

have been hunted a good deal, that thev have
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become extremely wild, but as a general

thing they are too easy to get and I would
sooner watch than kill them.

That head has got to be skinned and the

scalp cleaned and it may as well be done right

away. A goat head is very easy to do com-
pared to a moose or even a caribou but even
it requires care. The first thing to do is to

make a cut straight across between the horns,

then with a sharp pointed pocket knife cut

round and as close as you can to the horns,

being very particular not to leave a particle

of the skin adhering to them. Then skin

down the face, it is a bit difficult to get

started but once the horns are free it comes
easier. The eyes require great care as the

membranes of the lids must not be damaged.
Observe I turn the scalp back over the skull

and taking hold of an eye lid make an in-

cision all round from the outside. Before

I turn the scalp back I may as well do the

same to the lips as it is not necessary to take

away the whole of them. The scalp will now
come off easily and as I have taken the

trouble to skin well there is practically no fat

or flesh to remove. All that now remains to

be done is to skin back the ears and pull the

cartilage out as far as possible and also split

the lips well up from the inside. I will now
salt it well and also put a little alum on the

face, mrxing it with the salt about half and

half. The alum will set the hair and make
it absolutely safe. Note I am putting an

extra quantity into the lips and inose and

rubbing it well in around the eyes and down
into the cartilage of the ear. The flesh side is

now folded together and the whole rolled up.

The day after tomorrow I will turn the face

hair side in, stuff it with grass and hang it up

in the shade to dr>-. Never put a scalp in a

'hot sun if you have to leave it for any length

of time, in fact you had better not put them
in the sun at all as unless you give it constant

attention and know just how much sun they

will stand you are quite sure to have them
spoilt.

What is the time? Past seven and we have

not yet had supper, I am simply ravenous.

No I do not care for goat meat tonight, it is

too fresh. I wish I had brought a bit of the

liver to tr\- as it is all right fresh. However,

beans and bacon will taste pretty good to me
so I will warm some up in a frying pan while

you get out the plates and things. Now let

us eat drink and be merr>' and enjoy our rest

for tomorrow we will again hunt sheep.

Wake up! Wake up' Are you going to sleep

all day. it is past six and another beautiful

morning. The fire is blazing, the water

nearly boiling and the bacon cooking, break-

fast will be ready in a few minutes. What, aie

you stiff? Well you are not used to climbing

and must expect that sort of thing at first

but it will wear off after you have been going

for a bit and in a week's time your muscles

will have hardened and you will be all right.

What about the wind? Will it be possible

to hunt today? I can hardly tell at present

but when I went for some water I noticed

a ver>' faint current of air from the north, it

may be nothing but it is a hopeful sign.

You had better take a sweater with you

today as if a wind gets up from the north

it will be chilly; do not put it on now or you

will get over-heated climbing the hill, just

roll it up and carry it over your shoulder

with a piece of cord. Take a light pair of

gloves too, you may need them. \Vell if you

are ready we will be off.

Here we are on the top again. You will

notice I came a different way; much farther to

the south, I will tell you why. 11 the vvind

comes from the north as 1 have an idea it will,

we want to be as far as possible to the south-

east of the ground we are going to hunt. We
will then work in a w'esterly direction across

the wind, doing the line of basins on the south

of the plateau, spying all the country ahead

of us and as far north as possible and examin-

ing each basin as we come to it. In doing

the latter we shall have the wind in our backs

and it will be a bit dangerous, on this we must

take our chances, but we will try to keep high

enough for -our wind to pass over any sheep

that may be there. It is too sheltered here

to be able to tell anything about the wind so

let us push on to the top of that ridge, 1 have

already satisfied myself there is nothing in

sight.

We are still too early for the wind but it is

coming all right and what is more it will not

be long, I felt quite a cold draft on my right

cheek a few minutes ago, quite different to

the light warm air of yesterday. Here comes

another puff, still stronger, you noticed it too

did you? It may blow hard and bring a

change in the weather. Do you see those two

or three little grey clouds away off on the

northern horizon? They may mean rain, or

even snow up here, before long, but come on

there is a nice steady breeze now and it is

freshening up all the time.
^

1 want you to walk a little more carefully,

never let the fact that you have not seen

any game in front of you make you careless,

get into the habit of always walking as if
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there was a big ram^ ahead, it is just as

easy when once you become accustomed to it.

I do not suppose you noticed it but you were

thumping your heels down with quite a thud

while we were crossing that stretch of solid

rock and you were making auite a noise with

your stick too. A ram would have heard

either sound some distance off and even if he

had cleared out would have been very much
on the alert. No 1 do not want you to go on

tip toe all the time as if you were trying to look

over a wall but just put your feet down care-

fully like a cat does.

^ "Now be more cautious as just over the top

of this rise there is a big slope of fine loose rock

leading down into the first of those basins

and it is a great place for sheep to lie on.

Keep your head down a little more, remember

the top of it wUl show before you can see over.

"Wait while I take a peep! There is nothing

there so we will walk over to see if there is

any sign and then examine the basin itself.

There are no sheep round this basin. True

there are a number of beds on the loose rock

and lots of tracks leading down those crevices

into the tasin but they all look a bit too old

to me, it is not even worth while spending the"

time looking into the basin, anyway none of

the tracks I have seen so far appear to be

those of the sort of ram I want you to get.

Are you beginning to get disheartened al-

ready because we have covered two or three

miles of country, examined two or three

basins and only seen a f^w fresh tracks of

medium sized rams? It is too soon to get

pessimistic, you cannot expect to find sheep

as easily as you would goats, il you could, half

the pleasure in hunting them would be gone.

As it is we did see some signs of big rams and,

though they were not fresh, still they were not

so very old and I expect they are round on the

range somewhere; if they are not they are

on some other range not far away and sooner

or later we will find fRem.

Just feel the wind now, it is blowing quite

hard and pretty chilly already. Look how
the clouds have come up, we shall lose the

sun bcforeJong.

This is as far as wc can hunt the range this

way so we will turn back down the middle of

the plateau and look over the rest of the

country to the north which we have not been

able to see so far. Then if we have time we
will try the basins right over on the other side.

I see some sheepi Five of them, rams too

but I am afraid a bit too small. They are

about five hundred yards away on that long

grassy slope which sti etches out right in front

of us. Do you see that little draw, almost in

the center of the ridge, there is a patch of

snow a short distance to the left of it, the

sheep are close to the foot of the ridge nearly

under the snow. Have you got them? You
have, good, it was an easy place for me to

describe to you but you found them very

quickly and will soon learn to find them your-

self.

Now do not get excited, one of those rams
may be of fair size but not so big as you think.

I want you to get really good ones and 1 am
not going to let you shoot the first ram you see

just because he is a ram. However, as you

do not seem satisfied as to his size we will go

closer 'and take a good look at them. If we
only had your telescope with us you could

make certain from here. Slip back down the

hill, we must retrace our steps and turn into^

that low piece of ground we passed a short

distance back, I think we can follow it in

safety far enough for our purpose.

We have got to be careful again as the top

of the rise should take us in view of the sheep

if they have not changed their position. Let

me take a look. Yes I can see one of them,

about fifty yards to the right of where we
first saw them. They are still a long way
away, over three hundred yards I should

think. Take a look yourself but be careful

not to raise your head too high as even at this

distance they might spot you. We can get

closer still by edging off to the left into that

bit of a hollow. Now if we can get down this

rise a few feet we shall be out of sight and

there is still another rise in front of us that

will hide us if we keep down.

Go flat on your face and wriggle along

slowly, that ram has gone still higher and we
are almost in sight of him. Nmv we are down far

enough and it is safe to get up and walk if

you keep well doubled up. Wc have to do one

more crawl now and we will be close enough to

size them up well. Can you see them? The
one that was up the hill is the biggest, he has

come down again almost to the others.

Yes 1 know he lias a fair head, perhaps a

little ])etter than I at first thought but not

good enough for us. Watch him when he

lifts his licad again, you can see that his horns

curl fairly well up, I should guess his age at

seven or eight ycrfrs. Tlic others are younger,

their horns arc only just beginning to curl.

Mow far are we off? I should say not more
than 200 yds., it looks farther because we are

lying down. It should be a fairly easy shot

for your high power ride but if you were going

to shoot him I could take you at least fifty
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^•ards nearer. Do you see the way they keep
lifting their heads and looking? It is seldom
they all three have their heads down at once;

the big ram is looking our way now and the

slightest movement would attract his atten-

tion; there he is satisfied and is going on
feeding. One of the smaller ones has laid

down, I expect the others will too but they
will not stay there long.

Yes I know you are aching to have a crack

at that ram, he looks a monster to you but it

would be ver>- foolish to do it as while we
were coming up over that soft piece of ground

I saw some quite fresh tracks of several sheep

and one of them appeared to be extra large.

They seemed to be working due north and we
should T)e able to find them. Anyv\-ay if we
do not see anything better we can be fairly

certain of picking up this ram again some other

day if we do not frighten them now^ Look!

that ram has got up again already, the big

ram has stopped feeding and is moving off.

No he is not frightened but is evidently not

satisfied with that hill as a resting place,

it is likely he is going to one of the basins we
passed a short time ago, so we will lie here

until they are out of sight and then go after

the others.

Well they have gone at last and I see you

are shaking with cold. The wind is chilly all

right, it is lucky we were not high enough up

to catch its full blast or we should have been

half frozen by now. I am afraid we shall get

its full force if those sheep have gone down
into a basin and we have to look for them from

the top.

Here are the tracks, three of them 1 think,

all good sized rams and one a whopper, what

we used to call "Hungers" in the Kootenays.

They went up over that hill, let us hurry as

they must be some way ahead of us by now.

They evidently stopped to feed on this grassy

slope, there are tracks scattered all over,

and here are two beds, a couple of them laid

down on the top of the hill where they could

have a good view of the surrounding country.

This is a splendid place to spy from, 1 can

see nearly every bit of the country for half

a mile ahead. No I cannot see them though

there are one or two draws it is impossible

to see into and they might be in them, still,

the chances are so greatly against it, that 1

think we may as well make over to the edge

of the plateau as fast as we can in hopes of

finding them lying down on the top of one

of those basins.

JDo you notice the wind is not so strong as

it was, though it is still blowing hard and

cold enough to be unpleasant now we have
got its full force in our faces. We will not

bother about looking for their tracks now as

this ground is too hard and rocky to see them.

We will ease off quite a bit to the left until

we get to the brow of the hill and then turn

and follow along a little back of the edge,

the ground is favourable for seeing tracks

there so that if they have gone down we are

sure to see them.

We are now quite close to the first basin.

They are not on top. I hardly expected

they would be here as it is not a very good

place for them, we will go and examine that

draw leading down hill, it is about the only

place they would choose to descend. No,
not a fiesh track, though there are plenty a

few days old. Come on to the next basin

it is only a short distance ahead.

Use the greatest caution. There are

tracks all over the place, some old but others

fairly recent, it is certain that there have

been sheep hanging out here for some time.

There is the rim of the basin about two hun-
dred yards ahead; the only place sheep

would lie is on that fine rock and there aie

none there. It is no use looking for tracks,

there are too many ol them going in different

directions. W^e will spy the basin.

Here come a little closer and peep over

this rock, you will then be able to see the

whole of the upper part of the basin. Do
you see all those little lines traversing that

steep slope of fine rock? They aie sheep

trails. Down towards the lower part it is

not so' steep and it is a splendid place for

sheep to lie but not one can I see. 1 would
have been willing to bet we would have
spotted some hei e after seeing all those tracks,

they must be somewhere close by. We
are too far over to the side to see right down
the middle of the basin so let us move over

nearer the centre where we can get a better

view.

Heie is a splendid place, notice how the

basin nariows up to a regular gulch at the

bottom and extends down into timber as large

as where our camp is. There are a few little

hillocks and ridges with scrubbj' bushes on
them, a short distance above the nariow part,

the sheep might be somewhere there. Still ,

1 can see nothing.

Hold on! 1 saw something move in that

draw to the right of the tw^ hillocks. I am
afraid it was too small for sheep, it might
have been a ground hog or perhaps a wander-

ing coyote, I cannot see it now. 1 must
wipe my glasses, that wind has blown some
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dust on them and I cannot see as clearly as

1 should. That is better. Yes I have got it

again a bit lower down, it is a sheep, he has

come up out of the draw and is in full view

now. I expect I just got a, glimpse of his

head the first time. He is walking over to

the first hillock. Look there are two more,

they have just come up out of the draw.

They aie the same sheep whose tracks we
saw, they are rams all right, 1 can just make
out their horns, even if 1 could not, 1 could

be fairly certain, their bodies look big and

round and their necks sl>ow up well, whereas

a ewe would look flat and the neck not show
at all.

What are we going to do? We are going to

leave them alone and hike back to camp.
Yes, it is another disappointment for you
but it is one of the things that cannot be

helped and you will get used to that sort of

thing after a while. .Just listen to what
I am going to tell you and then you will

understand the situation better. To you
it seems a more or less easy matter to go

back and climb down that ridge between the

two basins until we got below the level of

the sheep and then creep up among the

bushes until we wei e within shot. So we could

and without any great trouble cither but for

one thing and that is that they would be

absolutely certain to get our wind before

we got within sight of them. If the wind had
kept up we might, by keeping a little to one

side, have got within 150 yds of them but it

would have been very risky. As it is the

wind has died right down and what there is

left would gently waft our scent all over the

basin from bottom to top. So much for

that scheme. What else could be done?
You can see for yourself that an attempt from

either side is bound to be a failure as there is

no cover at all. Take my word for it, that

it is best to leave them alone now. Take
another look at them now, they are all lying

down, note the position they are lying in,

what one docs not sec another will and their

instinct tells them that the wind will warn

them of any danger coming from below.

There is one way and one way only to be

reasonably sure of a decent shot at those

rams and that is to wait until they come u]^.

It requires patience and that is a virtue which
you must cultivate if you want to become a

first class sportsman, no matter whether for

big game, bird shooting or fishing. It is

simply a question of waiting, sooner or later

they will come up again. It is not likely

that they will today as it is now past five

o'clock and they should be up by now instead

of having just gone down, for some reason

best known to themselves. It is certainly

curious that they should have fed all day in

that wind and then go down just before it

drops, it is too bad this happens to be a

bad basin, some of them have draws in them
which afTord cover, down which it is feasible

to climb, if you have a good head and do
not mind taking a few risks.

What are those rams doing now? Two
of them ai'e up again and moving farther

down hill, now the third one has got up and is

following. Watch how they stand, trying

the wind for a possible enemy below. Now
they are moving again, they are going right

down into the timber. Do I think we fright*

ened them while they were up on top and
that they are going to cross right over to the

opposite range? No, there was no chance of

that as the wind was favourable and they

were too far ahead to see us. Anyway if we

.

had frightened them badly enough to drive

them off the range they would have kept going

and been half way up the other side by now.

It almost looks as if their instinct had warned

them that a bad storm was coming and they

were going down for shelter.

Now do not despair, you can gamble that

they will come back again, if not to-morrow

or the next day or the day after, almost

certainly within a "week. When once sheep

are settled on one particular range it is not

so easy to drive them off. I do not mean to

say that if you gave them a really bad scare,

such as shooting at them, that they would

come back to lliis particular basin or even to

this particular plateau because that is not

likely at any rate for some time, but there are

several other good places to the south of us

on this same range that they might make for.

In the meantime we will make for ramp.

(To be Continued.)
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Sea Angling

A very interesting Sea Angling Competi- RESULT
tion took place on July 20, between the B. C. B. C. ANGLERS
Anglers Club and Vancouver Angling and lbs.

Game Association between Dundrave Pier D.Turner 6

and the Reef at Navvy Jack's Bay. A. H. Peppar 4

The B. C. Anglers had 35 of its members G. Ediss 3

enter for the competition and the Vancouver J. Hazeldine 3

Association 17 members. The following C. D. Pritchard 4
number of members weighed in for their \V. L. Maitre 2

respective sides. F. Bensatore 13

B. C. Anglers, 20 members, total weight W. Peck 6

83 lbs., 12 oz. _ C.N. Kenney 1

V. A. G. Association, 15 members, total T.K.Robertson 7

weight 72 lbs., 8 oz. . A.J.Milton *. 1

The rules were as follows: M. Ganion 4

1. B. C. Anglers to fly a white flag, V. A. G. W. W. Hocken 2

Association to fly a blue flag. W. Calverhouse 1

2. Two anglers to a boat. C.E.Nelson 3

3. Rod and line to be used, one rod and C.Johnson 6

tw^o hooks only to a competitor. T. L. Montgomery 5

4. All boats to be anchored whilst fishing. Professor Cowan 1

casting allowed. Mrs. Cowan .". 1

5. Fish allowed, salmon, halibut, skate, cod, J, Pattinson 4

whiting, flat fish and trout, no fish under 8 —
inches. 83

6. Each competitor to string fish ready for VANCOUVER ANGLING AND
weighing. . . ASSOCIATION

7. Competition to start at 2 o'clock p.m. lbs.

and finish 5 o'clock p.m. Judges, M. J. W.F.Marshall 8

Davies and W. C. Gillam. Referee—M. F. G. Kinsman 8

Thorp., whose decision shall be final. E.W. Dean 7

The competition caused great excitement H. S. Fewings 2

and amusement among the spectators who W. Turnbull 4

thronged Dundrave pier to watch the arrival F.Gardiner ; 2

of the competitors who all turned up in good B. Steward 3

time, some with a look of determination on T. J. Corley 7

their faces and their backs bent carrying T.Valentine .1

their tackle and gear, others more lightly R. C. Purdy 2

equipped with rod already set up and aplenti- E. Weed 2

ful supply of worms. F. Milner 8

The competition, looked at from all angles, G. Desper 8

was a-big success. It was a meeting of good A. S. Bain 3

sportsmen and good natured joking was the C.J.White 3

order of the day and like Oliver Twist they —
want some more. ^2
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12
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4
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12

12
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8

4

4

12

12

12
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First Junior Club Organizes

Commendable Step Taken by Nelson Boys

Following the efforts of youthful sportsmen

the inaugural meeting of the Nelson Junior

RocT and Gun Club (the first of its kind in

this province) was held in the Nelson Y. M.

C. A. on the sixth of May at eight p.m.

R. Dill took the chair and briefly outlined

the object of the meeting. The proposed

constitution was read and adopted. The
following officers were then elected.

President, R. Dill; Vice-President, J. C.
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Boyce; Recording Secretary, L. Simpson;

Corresponding Secretary, Geo. E. Grizzelle;

Treasurer, J. S. Ink.

A committee composed of S. Murraw, Geo.

Walker and J. Gagnon was appointed to

interview Chief Gammon and get permission

if possible to shoot crows between the City

Park and the C. P. R. yard limits. - The age

limit was decided on as fifteen and over.

The anntial dues were decided on as $2.50,

of this $1.00 was for the member's sub-

scription to Rod and Gun in Canada for one

year and $1.50 was for entrance fee and

annual fee.
.

'

A proposal was put forward to have a club

button and the foftowing committee was
appointed to look into the matter, J. Hume,
T. Gibson, G. E. Grizzelle.

By the adopted constitution all officers

were to belong to the Nelson & District Rod
and Gun Club as well as to the Nelson Junior

Rod and Gun Club. It was therefore de-

cided that the dues of the aforesaid officers

should be paid by the Jbnior Club to the--

senior club out of the treasury.

The date of meeting was decided on as the

third Thursday of every month, at 8 p.m.

A quorum was to consist of seven.- A vote

of thanks was extended to Mr. Christie for

the use of the room in the Y. M. C. A. The
meeting was then adjourned. •

Second Meeting.

The second meeting of the Nelson Junior

Rod and Gun Club was held in the basement

of the Presbyterian Church on May 20th

at 8 p.m.

The minutes were read and the dues

reduced to $1.50. J.- Gagnon gave the report

from the crow committee.

The subject of^entering the contests of the

senior club was brought up and it was de-

cided to stay sep'arate. In the disc.ussions

of a shooting gallery and sending away for

the magazine no decisions were made.

S. Murraw moved that the dues be paid,

this was carried and the meeting was then

adjourned.

Third Meeting.

The third meeting of the Nelson Junioi

Rod and Gun Club was held at the Y. M.
C. A. on th$ 17th of June at 8 p.m.

The minutes were read and adopted. R.

Dill then gave a report on the crows.

It was decided to send for the magazine

when the corresponding secretary had re-

ceived the members' addresses.

J. Hume mentioned the government rifle

proppsal and J. Hume and J. Boyce were

appointed to get data on the matter. '

A motion was cari-ied that the club build

a cabin at Six-Mile Lakes, put placards up
informing visitors not to destroy the cabins j

or their contents. It was tiien decided to '

find out the cause of the dead fish in the 3rd

Six-Mile Lake. The meeting was then ad-

journed.

Changes in Migratory Act
Changes have been made in the Mjgratory

Birds Convention Act that will seriously

affect the Canadian Sportsman.

Section 2 is repealed and the following is

substituted therefor:

—

Close seasons.

2. No person shall kill, capture, injure,

take, molest, sell or offer for sale any migrat-

ory game birds except during the following

periods in the various provinces:

—

Dncks, Geese, Branl, or Bails.

In Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Ontario,

Alberta, Northwest Territories, and Yukon
Territory: -Scplembcr 1 "to December 11,

both dates inclusive.

In Manitoba: Scplcmber l.^i to Novpiiibor

?>0, bolli dales inclusive.

In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Saskatchewan :~Septcnibcr 1") to I )fc('iiil)(T

.'iO, both dates inclusive.

In British Columbia (northern and eastern

districts):—From the first Saturday next

following August ;31, in any year to a date three

months and fifteen days later, both dales

inclusive.

In that portion of the western district

to the north of the 5lsl parallel of latitude:

I''roin the lirst Saturdty next following Sep-

tctnber 7, in any year to a date three months
and fifteen days Ifftcr, both dates inclusive.

Ducks and Bails.

In British Columbia (in that portion of the

woslern dislriet to the south of the .'"tlst

paraTlel of latitude):—I'rom the first Saturday
next following October 14, in any year to a

date throe months and liftecn days later,

both dates ineliisivc.

6Vr.sc and Brant.

In British Columbia (in that poilion ..I tlie

western district to the south of the .")lst
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parallel of latitude) :—From the first Saturday
next following November 7 in any year to a

date three months and fifteen days later both
dat^ inclusive.

Shorebirds or Waders, including only the

following: Woodcock, Wilson or Jack-snipe,

black-breasted and golden plovers and the

greater and lesser yellowlegs.

In Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and
New Brunswick:—August 15 to November
30, both dates inclusive. Except that

on Woodcock and AVilson or Jack-snipe the

opien season in Prince Edward Island, New
Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, shall be from
September 15 to November 30, both dates

inclusive.

In Quebec, Ontario,«^lberta, Northwest.

Territories, and Yukon Territory:—Sep-

tember 1 to December 14, both dates inclus-

ive. Except that on Woodcock the open
season in Ontario shall be from: October 15

to November 14, both dates inclusive.

In Manitoba:—September 15 to November
30, both dates inclusive.

In Saskatchewan:—September 15 to Dec-

ember 31, both dates inclusive.

In British Columbia (northern and eastern

districts) :—From the first Saturday next

following August 31, in any year to a date

three months and fifteen days later, both

dates inclusive.

In that portion of the western district to

the north of the 51st parallel of latitude:

—

From the first Saturday next following Sep-

tember 7, in any year to a date three months
and fifteen days later, both dates inclusive.

In that portion of the westerh district to

the south of the 51st parallel of latitude:

—

From the first Saturday next following Oct-

ober 14, in any year to a date three months
and fifteen days later, both dates inclusive.

Provided, however, that Indians and Eskimos

may take scoters or "Siwash ducks" for

food at any time of the year, but scoters so

taken shall not be sold.

For the purpose of this or any other regu-

lation, the Province of British Columbia

shall be divided into three districts, to be

known as the northern, eastern, and western

districts:

—

Northern District shall mean and include

the Electoral District of Atlin and all that

portion of the Province situated and lying to

the north of the main line of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway and to the east of the summit

of the Cascade Range.

Eastern District shall mean and include all

that portion of the Province situated and

lying to the east of the summit of the Gas-
cade Range and south of the main line of the

Grand Trunk Pacific

Western District shall mean and include

all that portion of the Province situated and
lying to the west of the summit of the Cas-
cade Range and south of the Electoral Dis-
trict of Atlin.

Section 8 is repealed and the following

regulations are inserted immediately after

section 7, viz:

—

Section 8.

—

Sale of migratory game birds.

Notwithstanding any provision of section

2 of these regulations in the provinces of

New Brunswick, Ontario, Manitoba, Sask-
atchewan and British Columbia no person

' shall sell, buy, trade, or traffic in any mig-
ratory game bird, killed or taken during the
open seasons hereunder.

Section 8A.—Bag Limits.

No persons shall kill during any day, or

during any season, Migratory Game Birds

in the various provinces in excess of the num-
bers set forth as follows :

—

In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince
Edward Island, Quebec, Ontario, North-
west Territories and Yukon Territory, in

any day (except that in Ontario no person
shall kill in any one season in excess of 200
ducks).

Ducks—Twenty-five in the aggregate of

all kinds.

Geese—Fifteen in the aggregate of all kinds.

Brant—Fifteen in the aggregate of all kinds.

Rails, coots, and gallinules—Twenty-five

in the aggregate of all kinds.

Black-bellied and golden plovers and greater

and lesser yellowlegs—Fifteen in the aggre-

gate of all kinds.

Wilson snipe or iack-snipe—Twenty-five.

Woodcock—Ten.

Doves—Twenty-five

.

In Manitoba in any day:

—

Ducks—Twenty before October 1st, and
40 thereafter in the aggregate of all kinds.

Geese—Ten in the aggregate of all kinds.

Brant—Fifteen.

< Rails, cools and gallinules—Twenty-five

in the aggregate of all kinds.

Black-bellied and golden plovers and greater

and lesser yellowlegs—Fifteen in the aggregate

of all kinds.

Wilson snipe or Jack snipe—Twenty-five.

Woodcock—Ten

.

Doves—Twenty-five

.

And in Manitoba in any open season in

excess of two hundred and fifty ducks.

In Alberta in any day:

—
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Ducks—Thirty in the aggregate of all kinds.

Geese—Fifteen in the aggregate of all kinds.

Brant—Fifteen.
'

Rails, coots and gallinules—Twenty-five

in the aggregate of all kinds.

Black-bellied and golden plovers and greater

and lesser yellowlegs—i^ifteen in the aggregate

of all kinds.

Wilson snipe or jack-snipe—Twenty-five.

Woodcock—Ten. *

Doves—Twenty-five.

And in Alberta in any open season in excess

of two hundred ducks.

In Saskatchewan in any day:

—

Ducks, geese, and brant—Fifty in the

aggregate of all kinds.

Rails, coots and gallinules—Twenty-five

in the aggregate of all kinds.

Black-bellied and golden plovers and greater

and lesser yellowlegs—Fifteen in the aggregate

of all kinds.
/

Wilson snipe or jack-snipe—Twenty-five.

Woodcock—Ten.
Doves—Twenty-five.

And in Saskatchewan in any open season

in excess of two hundred and fifty birds

of the family anaiidae, including ducks, geese,

and brant.

In British Columbia in any day:

—

Ducks—Twenty in the aggregate of all

kinds.

Gee.se—Ten in the aggregate of all kinds.

Brant—Fifteen.

Rails, coots and gallinules—Twenty-five

in the aggregate of all kinds.

Black-bellied and golden plovers and greater

and lesser yellowlegs—Fifteen in the aggregate

of all kinds.

Wilson snipe or jack-snipe—Twenty-five.

Woodcock—Ten.

Doves—Twenly-five.

And in British Columbia in any open season

in excess of Iwo hundred and fifty ducks.

And in British Coiumbici in any open season

in excess of fifty geese.

Section SB.—Shooting restrictions.

(a) No person shall kill or attempt to

kill any migratory game birds during the

open seasons provided hereunder except with

a gun not larger than number 10 gauge.

(b) No person shall kill or attempt to

kill any migratory game birds by the use of

any automatic, swivel, or machine gun or

baj-lery or by the use of any aeroplane,

power-boat, sailboat, or sunken boat.

(c) No person shall kill or attempt to kill

ny migratory game bird between the hours

'f sunset and sunri.se.

(rf) No person shall kill or attempt to

kill from any motor vehicle or horse drawn
vehicle any migratory game bird.

Section 8C.

—

Scientific permits.

]\Iigratory game, migratory insectivorous

or migratory non-game birds or parts thereof

or their eggs or nests may be taken, bought,

sold, shipped, transported or possessed for

scientific purposes but only on the issue of a

permit by the Minister or by any person

duly authorized by him.

. Such permits may, upon application, be

granted to recognized museums, or scientific

societies, and to any person furnishing

written testimonials from two well-known

ornithologists.

A return of specimens taken under such a

permit shall be made to the Minister upwn
the expiration of the permit.

Section SD.—Propagation of migratory birds

(a) Migratory game, migratory insectivor-

ous or migratory non-game birds, or their

eggs, protected under regulations made
pursuant to the migratory Birds Convention

Act, may be taken at any time and in any
manner for propagating purposes only on the

issue of a pprmit by the Minister or by any
person duly authorized by him. Migratory
game, migratory insectivorous or migratory

non-game birds, or their eggs so taken may
be possessed by the permittee and may be

sold and transported by him to any person

holding a permit for propagating purposes

issued by the Minister or by any person duly

authorized by him.

(b) A person authorized by a permit

issued for propagating purpbses under this

regulation may possess, buy, sell, or transport

migratory game, migratory insectivorous,

or migratory non-game birds, or their increase

of eggs, for propagating purposes. Such
migratory game, migratory insectivorous,

or migratory non-game birds, except the

birds taken under paragraph (a) of this

regulation, may be killed by him in any
manner except by shooting. The unplucked
carcasses or the plucked carcasses with

heads attached thereto of such birds niay be
sold and transported by the permittee to

any person for consumption, or to the keeper

of a hotel, restaurant, or board ijig house, or

to a dealer in meat or game, or to a club

for sale or service to their patrons, all of

whom may possess such carcasses for actual

consumption without a permit.

(c) A person granted a permit under this

regulation shall keep books and records which
shall corrcctlv set forth at all times the total
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Canadian National Exhibition

TORONTO
AUGUST 28th to SEPT. 11th

The greatest annual
event on earth. The
Empire Triumphant,
Evening Spectacle,

1500 performers,
glorious pageant of

tight, color and action.

Incomparable music. Two score bands. Fine
Arts. Graphic and Applied Arts. International
photographic salon. North West Mounted
police. Automobile races. Mile a Minute Motor
Boats and Water Sports. National motor show.
Daily Aeroplane Flights by Col. Bishop and
Col. Barker and other famous pilots.

A Score of Other SpecialAttractions

WALL TENTS

10 X 12 X 3ft. wall. 8 oz. Duck
$32.50 each.

Poles and Pegs, $2,50 set

Fly-top, $17.50

Bags, $1.50 each

128 Kmo St. n^

KIT BAGS
Slightly used, but in good condition.

Made of Heavy Khaki Duck, Cord

and Grommett Fastener.

Size, 10 ins. diam., 23 ins. deep.

SPECIAL PRICE - 50c EACH
POSTAGE IN CANADA, 15c EXTRA

I

Every Sportsman Can Use These

TW^D.PKEQS
123 XiKG St. B..

TORONTO.
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number of each species of migratory game,

migratory insectivorous, or migratory non-

game birds or their eggs, taken or in his

possession. A ^v^itten report" shall be fur-

nished the Minister during the month of

January ne^t fpllowing the issuance of the

permit. This report shall state the total

number of each species reared and killed,

the number of each species, or their eggs, sold

and transported, the manner in which such

species or eggs were transported, the name

and address of each person from or to whom
such species or eggs were purchased or sold

together with number and species and whether

sold alive or dead; and the date of each

transaction.

(tf) Applications for permits to take such

birds for propagating purposes shall be

accompanied by a statement showing:

(1) The full name and Post Office address

of the applicant.

(2) The species of birds or e^gs tlhat it

is 'desired to take.

(3) The number.

(4) The place at which the birds or eggs

are to be taken.

Applications for permits to possess, buy,

sell, or transport such birds for propagating

purposes shall be accompanied by a state-

ment showing:

(1) The full name and Post Office address

of the applicant. 5> j-

(2) The species and number of birds that

it is desired to possess.

(3) The area and location of the land to

be used in the business and whether owned

or leased by the applicant.

(e) The Minister may require an applicant

to furnish a bond in support of his apjplication

for a permit for propagating purpbses.

(/) A permittee shall at all reasonable

hours allow any game officer to enter and

inspect the premises where operations are

being carried on under these regulations and

to inspect the books and records of such

permittee relating thereto.

(g) No person holding a pertnit for prop-

agating purposes shall sell migratory game,

migratory insectivorous, or migratory non-

game birds, raised and killed in captivity,

unless the same shall bear a metal tag. This

tag shall be of a type approved by the Mini-

ster and shall contain the natne or inilinls of

the holder of the permit. It shall not be

removed from the carcass.

Section SE.—Termination of permits.

All permits and licenses shall terminate

at the end of the calendar year in which they

shall have been issued. They shall not )ie

transferable and shall be revocable at the

discretion of the Minister.

Section SF.—-Taxidermists.

No person shall engage in the business of a

taxideri|iist without having first secured from

the Minister a license so to do. The fee

for this license shall be one dollar.

No taxidfertnist shall receive, prepare for

exhibition purposes, or possess, any mig-

ratory game, migratory insectivorous, or

migratory non-game bird, or any portion

thereof, unless such bird has been legally

killed, either in the open season for such bird,

or by the holder of a permit for taking birds,

for scientific purposes.

Every licensed taxidermist shall annually

make such returns as the Minister may
require.

Every licensed taxidermist shall keep

books and records which correctly set forth

the name of each migratory game, migratory

insectivorous, or migratory non-game bird

received, the date and locality of capture,

the date received, and the name and address

of the owner of such bird. These books

and records are to be open to inspection by
any game officer at any reasonable time.

Section 8G.—Labelling packages for shipment.

Any package in which migratory game,

migratory insectivorous, or migratory non-

game birds or parts thereof, or their eggs

or nests are shipped or transported for scien-

tific or propagating purposes shall be clearly

marked on the outside with the number
of the permit, the name and 'address of

the shipper and an accurate statement of

the contents.

No transportation coiupmiy shall accept

for transportation any package containing

eggs, nests, or parts of migratory insectivor-

ous or migratory non-gainc birds unless such

packages shall be marked as hcre-in-bcfore

required, and shipment of the same through

the mails is pr^liibilrd. unless marked as

;ifor('s;ii(l.
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We Can Outfit You
whether it is for a canoe, camping, fishing or hunting
trip, or for a trapping expedition.

Write, or better still, call and let us l<now just

what you want and we can supply you whether it be a

SILK TENT COLLAPSIBLE CAMP STOVE
CANVAS TENT HEAD LIGHT
PACK SACK CAMP LAMP
HUNTING KNIFE COMPASS
HUNTING AXE CANOES
ANIMAL BAIT ' TRAPS

DUNNAGE BAG SHOTGUN »

SLEEPING BAG RIFLE
FISHING TACKLE CARTRIDGES
LAWN BOWLS SHOTGUN SHELLS
FOOTBALLS RUBBER COAT
NETS & NETTING RUBBER BOOTS

and a thousand and one articles of interest to the

householder, trapper and sportsman.

WRITE FOR YOUR FALL 1920 EDITION OF

HALLAM'S CATALOGUE
Larger and more complete than ever belcre.

Ready for mailing about August 15th. 96 pages

andi cover, chuck full of interesting articles.

Address in full-

_ -limited
966 Ilallam BuilcliTig,TORONTO.

THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA

ki



Open Seasons for Game

Compiled by George A. Lawyer, Chief U. S. Game Warden, and Frank L.

Earnshaw, Assistant, Interstate Commerce m Game,
U. S. Department of Agriculture.

THE OPEN SEASONS HERE SHOWN
ARE INCLUSIVE OF BOTH. DATES.
When the season is closed for a fixed period

the date terminatitig fhe closed season is

given.

The term rabbit includes "hare;" qu^il,

the bird known as "partridge" in the South;

grtouse includes Canada grouse, sharp-tailed

grouse, ruffed grouse (known as "partridge"

in the North and "pheasant" in the South),

and all other members of the family except

prairie chickens, ptarmigan, and sage hens;

introduced pheasant is restricted to the Old

World pheasants.

PERSONS ARE ADVISED to secure

from Provincial game commissioners full

text of game laws in Provinces where hunting

is contemplated, as provisions of minor im-

portance are omitted from this poster.

Deer.

Alberta—Nov. 1-Dec. 14.t.

British Columbia *a (a).

Manitoba—Dec. 1-Dec. lOx.
^

New Brunswick—Sept. 15-Nov. 30a.

Northwest Territories a—Sept. 1-Apr. l.ro.

Nova Scotia—Oct. 16-Oct 31 .r«.

Ontario—Nov. 5-Nov. 20a.

Prince Edward Island

—

Quebec—Sept. 20-Dec. 31a.

Saskatchewan—Nov. 15-Dec. 14xa.

Yukon—Aug. 1-Mar. \x.

Newfoundland—
Moose.

Alberta—Nov. 1-Dcc. 1 4.r.

British Columbia *a— (a).

Manitoba—Dec. l-Dec. 10.T.

New Brunswick—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.r.

Northwest Territories a—Sept. 1-Apr. Ix^a.

Nova Scotia—Oct. 1-Nov. 15.ra.

Ontario

—

Prince Edward Island

—

Quebec—Sept. 20-Dcc. Mxa.
Saskatchewan—Nov. 15-Dcc. 14.Ta.

Yukon^—Aug. 1-Mar. l.r.

Ncvvfdimdhind No" Open Season.

Rabbit.

Alberta -
British Coluinbi:! *«. —
Manitoba

—

New Brunswick

—

Northwest 'I'erritorics a—

Nova Scotia—Dec. l-Jan. 31a.

Ontario—Oct. 15-Nov. 15a.

Prince Edward Island—Nov. 1-Feb. 1

Quebec—Oct. 15-Jan. 31.

Saskatchewan

—

Yukon

—

Newfoundland—Sept. 20-Jan. 1.

Squirrel.

Alberta

—

British Columbia *a.

Manitoba.

—

New Brunswick

—

Northwest Territories

—

Nova Sicotia

—

Ontario—Nov. 1-Nov. 15.

Prince Edward Island

—

Quebec

—

Saskatchewan

—

Yukon

—

Newfoundland

—

QUail.

Alberta

—

British Columbia *a—(a).

Manitoba—Sept. 15, 1927.

New Brunswick

—

Northwest Territories a—
Nova Scotia

—

Ontario—Nov. 1-Nov. 15.

Prince Edward Island

—

Quebec.

—

Saskatchewan

—

Yukon

—

Newfoundland

—

Grouse.

Alberta—Oct. 15-Oct. 31.

British Columbia *«— (a).

Manitoba—Oct. 15-Oct. 22.

New Brunswick—1921.

Northwest Territories a—Sept. 1-Jan. 1.

Nova Scotia—Oct. 21, 1922.

Ontario—Oct. li5-Nov. 15.

Prince Edward Lsland—No open season.

Quebec—Sept. l-Dec. 11.

Saskatchewan—No open season.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Mar. 1.5.

Newfoundland -Sept. 2()-.Ian. I.

Prairie Chicken.

Alberta—Oct. 15-Oct. 31.

British Columbia *«

—

Manitoba—Oct. 15-Oct. 22.

New Brunswick—
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Get 'em
Like This

Professionals, amateurs, wo-
men and even children are
rnaking record catches of all

kinds of game fish, trolling or
casting with my^

RusH
1iango^innoW6

BEOUTERED TBADE MABX

The liveliest bait that floats. They Nvig-

gle, dive and swim like a minnow in action.
The Tangos get the big ones—Bass, Pick-
erel, Pike, Muscallunge, Lake Trout and
Brook Trout.

X . The Troutango^ (Trade Mark)

is a fly rod
bait — a killer

for trout and small mouth bass. No big-

ger than a good fat cricket but livelier

than any cricket you ever saw. $1.00
each; cabinet of 6 assorted colors $6.00.

Victory Finish
{Trade Mark)

Rush Tango
A dazzling

^ combination of

gold and silver, iridescent blended colors

—artistically designed. Lures game fish

when other bait fails. In regular, junior,

midget and S. O. S. models $1.25 each,

eight assorted in compartment case $10.00.

Rush Tango Minnows in regular colors

$1.00 each or set of 4 assorted colors and
models $4.00.

AT YOUR DEALERS or

POST PAID INSURED

Money order or stamps, mailed direct.

Illustrated catalog in colors with in-

structions sent FREE.

R Street.

J. K. RUSH
S>Tacuse, N.Y.

Tackling the Bass

This bonny fighter of lake and stream
again climbs through the ropes.

Black Bass Waters are open every-
where.

Out of some rocky shore, up from under
the lily pad he comes to test the skill of
the angler and his tackle.

It is our constant aim to encourage
the use of fine fishing tackle. Not only
does it afford greater satisfaction but it

will, in the end, prove less expensive.
Aside from this every angler has a subtle
and genteel pride in the possession of an
outfit which he knows to be above re-
proach.

BAIT CASTING RODS, in bamboo and steel,
standard lengths, $10 to §50.
REELS, level winding and free spool, for bait

casting, .S5 to $50.

LINES, from the soft braided to paraffin casting
line, 50~yard lengths, §1 to §2.50.

PLUGS—we keep plugging along keeping up
with the times in this line. Every conceivable
conceit invented can be found in our" stock. Buck
Tail Spinners to Devil Bugs, Poik Rind devices
and Casting Spoons.
BASS FLIES, every standard variety, and the

cork bodied bass bugs made famous by the Missis-
sippi fishermen.

FLEXIBLE and PHOSPHO-BRONZ casting
traces. Lock Snap swivels.

FOLDING LANDING NETS, short handles
for wading, 30" for canoes, 48" two-piece handle
for general use, equipped with soft cotton or
waterproof nets.

-MOSQUITO • REPELLENT, "FUMO", for
camp use, effective and pleasant censer lamp and
material, 7oc. Refills, 3 boxes for 35c.

FISHING CLOTHING, boots and shoes, camp-
ing goods of every description.

Write for free general catalogue, books on
Motor Rambling, Men's and Women's Cloth-
ing, and for Travellers by Road, Rail and Sea.

dbercrombie
& Fitch Co-

Ezra H. Fitch, President

Madison Ave. and 45th St., New York

"The Croatest Sporting: Goods Store in the World"
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Northwest Territories a—Sept. 1-Jan. 1/

Nova Scotia-
Ontario—Oct. 15-Nov. 15.

Prince Edward Island

—

Quebec

—

Saskatchewan—Oct. 15-Oct. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-AIar. 15.

Newfoundland-
Introduced Pheasant.

Alberta—Oct. 1, 1925.

British Colunnbia *a— (a).

Manitoba—Sept. 15, 1927.

New Brunswick

—

Northwest Territories a— '

Nova Scotia—No open season.

Ontario—Nov. 1-Nov. 15.

Prince Edward Island

—

Quebec-
Saskatchewan

—

Yukon

—

Newfoundland.
Wild Turkey.

Alberta

—

British Columbia 'a—
Manitoba

—

New Brunswick

—

Northwest Territories a—
Nova Scotia-=—

Ontario—Nov. 1 Nov. 15.

Prince Edward Island

—

Quebec

—

Saskatchewan

—

Yukon

—

Newfoundland

—

«

MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS**
(The season here shown are the times when

migratory game birds may be hunted without

violating either Dominion regulations or

Provincial laws).

Dticks, Geese, Brant, Coot, Gallinules.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

British Columbia a—Sept. 4-Dec. 19.

Manitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New Brunswick—Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

NorH.hwest Territories—Sept. 1-Dec. 1 1.

Nova Scotia—Sept. IS-Dec. 31.

Ontario—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Prince Edward Island—Sept. 1-Dcc. 11.'

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14. ,

Saskatchewan—Sept. 15-^Dec. 31.

Yukon-Sept. 1—Dec. 14.

Newfoundland—Sept. 20-Jan \a.

Black-Bellied and Golden Plovers, and

Yellowlejjs.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Dcc. 14.

British Columbia a—Sept. 4 Dec 1^).

Mpnitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New T^ninwi''!- - ^M" 1" Xm\ ,n

Northwesfe Territories—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Nova Scotia—Aug. 15-Noy. 30.

Orttario—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Prince Edward Island—Aug. 15-Nov. 30.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Saskatchewan—Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Newfoundland—Sept. 20-Jan. 1.

Wilson Snipe or Jacksnipe.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

British Columbia o—Sept. 4-Dec. 19.

Manitoba—Sept. 15-Niov. 3l0-

New Brunswick—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Northwest Territories—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Nova Scotia—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Ontario—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Prince Edward Island—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Saskatchewan—Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Dec. 14. •

Newfoundland—Sept. 20-Jan. 1.

Woodcock.
Alberta

—

British Columbia a—
Manitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New Brunswick—Sept. 15-Nov, 30.

Northwest Teirritories

—

Nova Scotia—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Ontario—Oct. 15-Nov. 14.

Prince Edward Island—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Saskatchewan

—

Yukon

—

Newfoundland

—

Rails.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

British Columbia «—Sept. 4-Dec. 19.

Manitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New Brunswick—Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

Northwest Territories—Sep't. 1-Dec. 14.

Nova Scotia—Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

Ontario—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Prince Edward Island—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Saskatchewan—Sept. 15-Dcc. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Newfoundland— "

Dove.

.Mbcrla

—

British Columbia a

Martitol)a--Scpl. 15, lil27.

Ncw B ru nswick—
Northwest Territories

—

Nova Scotia

—

(Ontario—No open season

—

Prince Edward Island -

Quebec—
v,,^l.-..i,.lu-\v;m

—
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OUTFITTERS AND GUIDES, ONTARIO

Tourist Parties and Supplies

F. E. MATHE, Long Lac

GRANT W. HOWE, ¥^^^i

Supplies and Outfits

Outfits and Supplies

WATSON & LLOYD, ^R^Scis

This space open for

advertising

w r tMYE

Odorless, colorless, clean to, use,
unaffected by climatic changes,
Nyoil positively keeps rust
away from firearms and fish-
ing tackle and makes itself so
generally useful as to become
indispensable to the outdoor man.
The steady growth of its popularity
among sportsmen is due to the
satisfaction obtained from Its
use. Ask your dealer. Large handy
ran, 35c. postpaid. Trial bottle 15c

' Wm. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass.

KHIT YOUR OWN FISH
NETS at small cost. My
illustrated instructions
will teach you how in
one hour. Also give

you more inlormation about the use of nets, baits, etc.,
than has ever been published. Send for particulars

W. E. CLAYTON & CO.,
49 N. Main St., Altoona, Kansas.

Moose Heads
of exceptional size, as well as deer and
caribou are secured every year in the Pro-

vince of Quebec where the best hunting

and fishing in America is to be had.

Non-residents, equally with residents of

the Province, may lease hunting and fish-

ing rights on unleased lands belonging to

the Province at from $5. to $10. per mile

per annum. Applicants should definitely

describe the location of the rights so

desired.

Non-resident fishing and hunting, lic-

enses, tags for the shipment of game killed

in the Province, copies of the fish and
game laws, and all information regarding

fishing and hunting in the Province may
be obtained by addressing

Hon. Honore Mercier,

Minister of Colonization, Mines and
Fisheries,

Quebec

PRINCE GEORGE
TORONTO - - CANADA
Magnificently Furnished Liberally Conducted

Cuisine Unexcelled Courteous and Prompt Service

European Plan American Plan
SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor

^^^^mTkeW^
FOUR FACTORIES
Prompt Shipments
Write for Prices

Cots & Camp Furniture
Mops. Tents. Awnings, Coverg,
Leggings, Carpenters' Aprons

TUCKER DUCK & RUBBER CO., Fort Smith, Ark.
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Yukon—
Newfoundland

—

OTHER GAME.
;

(Season closed in Provinces not mentioned)

BIG GAME.
Antelope.

Manitoba—Dec. 1-Dec. lO.r.

Bear.

(Unprotected in other Provinces)

Quebec—Aug. 20-June 30.

Caribou.'

Alaska—Aug. 21-Dec. 31a.

Alberta—Nov. 1-Dec. 14.

British Columbia*—(a).

Manitoba—Dec. 1-Dec. lO.r.

Northwest Territories—Dec. 1-April la.

Nova Scotia—Sept. 16-Oct. 15.ra.

Ontario—Oct. 1-Nov. 30xa.

Quebec—Sept. 20-Dec. 31.

Saskatchewan—Nov. 15-De(*^ 14a.

Yukon—Aug. 1-Mar. l.r.

Newfoundland—Oct. 21-Jan. 31a.

Elk.

Manitoba^—Dec. 1-Dec. lO.r.

Goat.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Oct. 31.

British Columbia*— (a).

Northwest Territories—Sept. 1-April 1.

Yukon—Aug. 1-Mar. Ix.

Sheep.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Oct. 31x.

British Columbia*— (a).

Northwest Territories—Dec. 1-April lo.

Yukon—Aug. 1-Mar. l.r.

GAME BIRDS
Ptarmigan.

Alberta—Oct. 15-Oct. 31.

Manitoba—Oct. 1-Oct. 20.

Northwest Territories—Sept. l-lan. 1.

Quebec—Nov. l-.Jan. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Mar. 15.

Newfoundland—Sept. 20-,Ian. 1.

DAYS EXCEPTED.
All hunting prohibited on:

Sundays.—In all Provinces cast of the 105th

meridian, except Quebec.
*Laws of 1920 not received.

tLocal exceptions.

jCertain species.

a:Malcs only.

**Undcr the regulations for the protection

of migratory birds the season is closed- on
IVand-tailed pigeons, swans, wood ducks.

eider ducks, auks, auklets, bitterns, cranes,

fulmars, gannet, grebes, guillemots, gulls,

herons, jaegers, loons, murres, petrels, puffins,

shearwaters, terns and all shorebirds (except

woodcock, Wilson snipe or jacksnipe, black-

bellied and golden plovers, and yellowlegs)

in the United States and Canada.

aADDITIONAL PROVISIONS AND EX
CEPTIONS.

British Columbia.—Open seasons on big

game and upland game fixed annually by
Order'-in-Council, which may be obtained

from Secretary, Game Conservation Board,

Vancouver, B. C. Waterfowl, rails, Wilson

snipe, black-breasted and golden plovers, yellow-

legs, in Northern and Eastern Districts, Sept.

4-Dec. 19, and in Westiern District, north of

51st parallel, Sept. 1 1-Dec. 26; goose, brant.

Western District, south 51st parallel, Nov.
13-Feb. 28. Other migratory game birds, south

of 51st parallel, Oct. 16-Jan.3l.

Northern District includes Atlin Electoral

District, and north of main lirie of Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway and east summit
Cascades.

Eastern District, east summit Cascades and

south Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.

Western District, west summit Cascades,

and south Atlin Electoral District.

New Brunswick.—Deer, on Grand 1^ lanan

and Campobello Islands, no open season.

Northwest Territories.—Additional season

on caribou and sheep, Aug. 1-Oct. 1. Female
caribou, mountain sheep, or mountain goat

with young at fot, and their yoiing at foot,

no open season. Governor General in Council

may, by regulation, alter seasons.

Nova Scotia.

—

Big game, on Cape Breton

Island, no open season. Caribou (male),

in Inverness and Victoria Couatiefe only.

Babbit, on Capp Brieton Island, Dec. 1-Feb.

28.

Ontario.

—

Deer, south of Canadian Govern-

ment Railway, Nov.' 5-Nov. 20; north of

railway, Oct. 1-Nov. 30. Hares, also Dec.

23-.Ian. 2.

Quebec.

—

Deer, bull moose, in Pontiac and
lemisraming. Sept. 10-Dec. 31.

Saskatchewan.

—

Deer, moose (males only),

caribou, north of Township 31, Nov. 15-Der.

11; south of Township 35, no open season.

Newfoundland. -Car/V'oj;. also Aug. 1-

Scpt. .30. (icisr, tijiprolccled.
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MARBLES imjj
eanini
ements

Needed by Every Gun Owner

Hardest use has proved the real

orth of Marble's Equipment.
very hour in the great outdoors calls

for the use of Marble's Equipment.
Each article merits your confidence.

Here are shown a few items—the line in-

udes various styles of Safety Pocket and
amp Axes, Hunting Knives, Waterproof

Compasses, Broken Shell Extractors, Nitro

d Rear Gun Sights, Gun Rods and Cleaners,

Anti-Rust Ropes and Recoil Pads.

Jointed Rifle Rod
When screwed together it's as solid as a one-piece rod—can't wobble, bend or break. Three

' brass sections, with two steel joints, steel swivel at its end. May be had in brass or steel

—

26, 30 and 34 inches long. State caliber and length wanted, $1.10.

Rifle Cleaner
Thoroly cleans without injuring the finest rifle and removes all lead, rust or powder residue.

Made of sections of softest brass gauze washers on a spirally bent, spring tempered steel wire
—may be attached to any standard rod. State caliber wanted, 55c. Shown at left.

Anti-Rust Ropes
When saturated with oil they prevent barrel rusting or becoming pitted.

_
One oiling will

last for years. For shotguns or rifles, 55c; revolvers, 25c. Give gauge or caliber wanted.

Nitro Solvent Oil
This wonderful oil will keep sportsmen's equipment free from rust—it quickly dissolves the

residue of alJ powders. A perfect lubricant. 2 oz. bottle 25c; 6oz.can55c; by mail 10c extra.

Most good stores handle Marble's Outing Specialties— if your
dealer can't supply you, order by mail. Enclose draft or money order.

Send for Marble's Catalog

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO. 581 Delta Ave. GLADSTONE, MICH.

I
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^ Insist on the GENUINE

HILDEBRANDT
fl^^ SPINNERS
I "'•> See them at your dealers

I

The John J. Hildebrandt Company
LoKUisport Indiana

Heddon
Hand-Made Reels

Jim Heddon 2 -Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

Send for literature f^J

Heddor^'s Sons ci^
Dowagiac, Mich. £^[__J___

^y^-
—RAISE

SILVERFOX
WE BUY ALL YOU CAN RAISE
FARMERS-TRAPPERS-MUNTERS-INVESTORS,
SHOULD GET OUR BOOK -CC/Of TO FOX FAPM£/7S"AW LEARN

HOW WE STADT YOU IN THE BUSINESS. POSTPAID /.r 10. STAMPS

FUR COLLECTOPS & FOX RANCHERS WRITE FOn OUR.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED GRADING DIAGRAM AND SHIP US
.VOUn SKINS. WE HAVE ORDERS WAITING.

/ : *EST SO.-ST. J.p.OUFfUS,SILVER FOX STOREnewyork^

CET THESE TWO WINNERS!
Xotice how the two holes in this spin
hooks (rem fl>ing

back and fouling
in the line. Will
land many a fish

t h a t a common
spinner would
lose. Illustration shows smallest
size suitable for the little fishes.

Made in all sizes; Nos. 00, 0,
1.2, and 3, 25ci Nos. 4, 3S;
Nos. 5 and 6, 50c, postpaid.

Knowles Automatic Striker
The Spoon Bait SUPREME

Fi sh jerks the hook out of slot and sudden stop at end of
spoon strikes hook firmly into jaw. Dans

and dives

^l^feMBi^eaai—MBJS^BBJg^ fish.

^^^^^^^^^S^^^^^^S^B^T"^^ Catches
more than any spoon or ^L^.^>^ ^v^ wooden min-
now. Great for all game fish. Black ^^ Bass, Trout,
Musky, Pike. Salmon. Cod, Tarpon, etc. SIX SIZES.
ASK your dealer. Catalogue Free.
Length: IB/g" ZVs" 2';4" ^Vi'' 4V2" SVa"
Priceeach 35c 35c 55c 75c*90c SI.25
Finishes: SILVER—SILVER AND COPPER—BRASS
_S. E. KNOWLES. 79 Sherwood Bldg., San Francitco. Cal. j



Plan Your Campfire Feasting Before

Starting for the Woods.

Experienced sportsmen do not trust to luck

for their food supplies. They do not rely

upon last minute purchases at some remote

grocery store before striking into the forest.

They plan their eating almost as carefully

as the house-wife plans her meals.

The sensible thing to do is to go to your

grocer and to select a supply of the Heinz 57

Varieties of pure food products; enough to

meet your requirements while you are away.

All are conveniently put up in can's or bottles.

A case of Heinz goods can readily be included

in your equipment.

TJie purity, quality, and appptizing flavor

of all Heinz products are beyond criticism.

They are famous in every civilized land. The
Heinz kitchens combine the highest culinary

skill with rile most scrupulously clean methods

and the most exacting selection of raw fruits,

vegetiables, and spices.

The mealy richness of Heinz Oven-Baked

Beans, is nowhere more greatly appreciated

than in the woods. You may obtain them at

any good grocer's in four different styles;

with tomato sauce and pork, with tomato

sauce alone, with pork alone, and baked red

kidney beans with a savory sauce of their

own.

Heinz Ready-Cooked Spaghetti is also

keenly appreciated in the woods. It is richly

flavored with cheese and tomato sauce. Then

there are Heinz Cream Soups, Pickles, Vine-

gars, Tomato Ketchup, Chili Sauce, Peanut

Butter—57 Varieties all told, including the

matchless Heinz Apple Butter, and preserves

of various kinds.

It is a mistake ever to let the larder at

camp run short of Heinz food products. You
may be located miles from the nearest railroad

station and supply-center. In assembling

your equipment, make sure tluit you take

along cnougli Ilcinz goods to see you tlirough.

Information About I iood Coat.

.\ subscril)er in Boston statiis that a recent

issiu'of /W (ind (liin ill (.^aiiail<tv(mld\i\Q(\ an

article descriptive of the manufacture of a

coat, smock or shirt made from a blanket to

be worn with a hood that can be pulled up
over your head \yhen necessary. Search has

failed to reveal this issue and this is inserted

in the hope that some reader may know when
this article appeared or possibly may have
details of the manufacture of a coat of this

description.

Recipe for Bread Wanted.

A subscriber asks: Have you the recipe for

bread when a 'reflector' is to be used in baking

etc.?

Wants to Build Club-House.

Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada.

We are forming a hunting club of ten

members and intend building a club house.

Would like if you,could give us some ideas

in constructing same, also ideas of compact-

ness in fitting up the interior.

Thanking you in advance, I am,

Very sincerely,

J. R. D.

Pt. Arthur.

Can any subscriber help this reader?

Rod and Gun in Canada is in receipt of an

inquiry from a subscriber, Mr. J. A. M.
Taylor, c/o J. A. M. Taylor Tool Co., 318

Stair Bldg., Cor. .\delaide & Bay Sts.,

Toronto, Ont., who desires to know if any

reader of the magazine can supply him with

copies of March, April, May and .Tune 1907

Rod and Gun. If any subscriber is in a

position to do so will he kindly communicate

direct with Mr. Taylor at the above address.

A Dominion park has /been established

along the new Banff-Windermere highway to

be ^<nown as Kootenay Park. A portion of

the land lias been transferred to the Dominion

In- the ijrovincc of Brilisii Columbia, and a

portion of the I^ailway l^ell will be included.
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COFFEE
J

Ready instantly when you pour on the water,

hot or cold. Trial size 10 cents. Booklet free

G.Washington Sales Co.Jnc. 522 Fifth Avenue.New^rk

-^
V?^^

HESS MONO-MARINE
Most serviceable and economical hea\-y
duty 4-5 H.P. engine. Many of its com-
ponent parts interchangeable with standard
Ford engine parts. Complete engine in-

cludes—Hot-Spot Manifold, Bosch High
Tension Magneto, Stromberg Carburetor,
Weedless Propeller-complete only S145.00.

Send for catalog.

DEALERS: Out agency offers the most
' popular and the best seller on the market.

HESS MOTOR
120-130 Sherman St.

COMPANY
Detroit, Mich.,

|Miiik.Sktiiik,"Cooii,''Rabbits,et&^
with

A Dime brings Illustrated Trappers

Guide. It tells how. Giving
the first time in print the treasured secrets of

the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS'
BOX C - -

SUPPLY CO.
OAK PARK, ILL.

All About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Book of Oenera.1 In'forma.tion
Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners,
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from
selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenes. Interesting alike to the
novice who is a fancier of other breeds
than the Airedale and of particular
interest to the Airedale fancier

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT

SOUTH BEND
QUAUTY TACKLE

SOUTH BEND
Level Winding Anti-
Back-Lash Reel

T^HIS new South Bend Reel
-*- entirely eliminates back-
lashes, snarls and tangles-
does away with having to

thumb .—z spool when cast-

ing—and upon reeling in,

winds the line perfectly even
and level. It's the reel which
absolutely makes every cast a
perfect cast and gives you at

once, without previous prac-

tice, all the joys and pleasures

of bait-casting for game-fish.
Guaranteed without time limitation.

Send for Descriptive Folder

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
8294 High St. South Bead, Ind.

MOUNTED MOOSE HEADS
in excellent condition

Bargain for qtdck sale. Box 41, Rod and
Gun, - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO



Indians Break Records

Wonderful Shooting Features Niagara Tournament

EXCEPTIONAL scores featured the Canadian
Indians' Tournament at Niagara-on-the-Lake
on June 24, 25 and 26; under ideal trapshooting

conditions. The gunman who couldn't break 98x100
was considered a tyro in some of the events. Two
Canadian records were broken in squad shooting and
there is a question if one of the records is not onjy a

Carjadian but a world's record. Frank Huseman of

Rochester, one of the few Americans attending this,

the 1.5th annual pow-wow and shoot of the Indians
succeeded in breaking 150 straight the first day and
duplicated on the second day. The first day W.
Barnes of Hamilton had the long amateur run with
122. Other high runs were:

S. G Vance, Tillsonburg, 119; A. M. Wesner, Flint,

Mich., 74; T. E. Houghton, Flint, Mich., 64; S.

Hopkins, Lewiston, N.Y., 57; R. G. Montgomery,
Beamsville, 54; G. L. Vivian, Toronto, 51, and H.
Cooey. Toronto, 51.

The scores:

1st Day. 150Targ,ets.
T.Houghton, Flint 146

A. M. Wesner, Flint 144
A.J. Adams, Flint 138
C.Foss, Flint 140
W.Bates. Flint 118
D. Konkle, Beamsville 137

J. Montgomery, Beamsville 137
Geo. Beattie, Hamilton 144
D. Glover, Beamsville ' 120
A. W. Bishop, Niagara-on-the-Lake 143

W. Hodges,.Jarvis 137
J. Pavne, Tillsonburg. . . ! 133
H.Pavne, Tillsonburg ( 123
C. G. Choatc, Hamilton 129
J. Vance, Tillsonburg 135
S. Sutton. Pt. Burwell 130
.1. McCausland, London 106
T.H.Baker, London 116
(i. L. Vivian, Toronto 142
R. Da v.London ^ 143
F. H. Huseman* :>...^ 150
B. R. Clarke, Montreal .' 144
W. H. Gooderham, Toronto 136
S.S. Hopkins. Lewiston 147
W. R. Gooderham, Toronto 145
G.M. Dunk, Toronto 140
F. r>. Kclsev. East Aurora. . . 146
.F. El. berts. Buffalo 129
E. H. Wright. Buffalo 144
Mrs. L.G. Vogel, Delroit 144
W. Hollingshcad, Dutton 141
W. P. Thomson, Hamilton L35
CThomsoti. Hamilton .

13."?

P. Friend. Hamilton 131
F.H. Morris*. Montreal 146
W.Barnes, Hamilton 148
W M.Hamilton, High River, AUa 142
H. W. Coopy, Toronto ^. 143
S. Ci. Vance, Tillsonburg 148
A. H. Meadows. Starfordvillo 132
P. Laur. Staffordvillc 98
F.W.Watson, Hamilton 137
R.Stnrt. Hamilton 135
Goo. Vallie. Staffordvillc 61
The scores in the sweepstakes under Olvmnic rules

were—Beattie. 50; Bishop, 49; J. Pnvnc, 47: J. Vance.
48; Morris. 50: Clarke. 49: W. FT. Gooderham. 47;
Hopkins. .50; N. 'R. Gooflerham, 50: Kelsey, 50;
Hollingshcad. 17; C. Thompson. 48; P. I'riend. 41;
Montgomery, 50; W. Barnes, 50: Hamilton. 48;
S Vance, f.O; Sturt, 50; Mnrlatt. 41; Brndfield, 46;W I' Thompson, 46.

SECOND DAY
In the second day's shooting Frank Morris' squad

broke 284 straight birds; his squad consisted of W.
Barnes, Hamilton, W. H. Hamilton, High River,
Alta., H. W'. Cooey of Toronto and Sam Vance of
Tillsonburg. Two five men squads broke squad re-
cords by breaking 1,470 out of 1,500. The squads
doing this neat work were:-—Frank Huseman, Roches-
ter; Bryce Clarke, Montreal; W. H. Gooderham,
Toronto; S. S. Hopkins, Lewiston; N. R. Gooderham
of Toronto of one sq ad and the Morris that squad
bi oke the 284 straight.

2nd Day.
T.Houghton, Flint 142
A. M. Wesner.Flint 144
W.Bates, Flint 126
C. Foss, Flint 139
W.F.Law'soo. Niagara Falls 141
F.E.Healy. Toronto 142
H.W.Hunsberr\-, Jordan Station. . . .-, 135
G.R.Rogers, Toronto 124
E. F. Salisbury, Toronto 140
W. Hodges. Jarvis 144
J. Payne, Tillsonburg 143
H.Pavne, Tillsonburg 127
G. Beattie. Hamilton 149
J. Vance, Tillsonburg 140
S. Sutton, Pt. Burwell 140
J. McCausland. London 130
T. H. Baker. Lo^idon 123
G. L. Vivian, Toronto 140
R. Day, London 144
F. Huseman*, Rochester 150
B. R. Clarke, MJnitreal 149
W. H. Gooderham. Toronto 144
S. S. Hopkins. Lewiston 149
W. R, Gooderham. Toronto 143
G. M. Dunk, Toronto ^ 141
F. D. Kclsev, East.Aurora 148
J. Ebberts, Buffalo 131
F.W.Mathews, Toronto , 124
E. H. Wright, Buffalo 1.35

Mrs. L. G. Vogel. Detroit 14

1

W. Hollingshcad. Dutton 136
W. P.Thomson. Hamilton ; 141
Court Thomson, Hamilton ; 144
P. Friend, Hamilton 127
F. IF. Morris*. Montreal ,_ .'.,:.. 147
W. Barnes, Ha mil ton •. M8
W.Hamilton, High F^iver 14(i

H. W. Cooev. Toronto 14(>

S.G. Vance". Till.sonbnrg MS
A. H. Medous. StafTordville I...: l.!7

W.Bradfield. Staffordvillc I.i.s

C. Marlatt.SlalToniville IL'..

P.Laur.Slaffordville 119
G. Vallie. StafTordville ll.f

E. Sturt. Hamilton 14 1

F.W.Watson, Hamilton 127
Doubles. 50 targets—A. W. M. Wesner. .35; F. F..

Healey, 36; A. Bishop. 38; I'.. F. Salislniry. 41: G.
Beattie, 43; J. Vance. 12: .1. Pavne, 35; G. I. Vivian.
31; F. H. Morris. 43: B. R Clarke. 34; N. H. Gooder-
ham. 38: E. IF. Wright. 37: J. H. Monmomcry, 38;
D. F<ondle, .34; W. IF. Gooderham. 43; S. S. Hopkins.
41 ; W. Barnes. 38: W. Hamilton. 38; II. W. Cooey, 39;
W Hughes. 39; W Hodges. 39; S. G. Vance. 46.
Trophy winners— I. Beattie; 2. Kclsev; •'!. Wright;

4, Sturt; 5. Clarke: 6, Mrs. Vog.-l; 7, Bradlield: 8.

N. R. Gooderham; 9. Thompson or Vivian; 10, Huns-
burv. ,

The final day of the shoot saw no change in the good
work of (he squads and individual gun work.
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BAKER HAMMERLESS SINGLE TRAP GUN
„,«««w»»w«***a«5S^

W., BARNES of Hamilton, Ont., using a Baker Single Trap
Gun, on May 24th, at Manor Farm Gun Club, was High
over all—158 out of 160, and High long gun, 135 unfinished.
On June 1, 2 and 3, at St. Thomas, he made with same gun High over
all—386 out of 400, and High long run, 87.

Write for Booklet on Single and Double Guns

314 Broadway, New York H, & D. FOLSOM ARMS CO. 30 Wellington St. W., Toronto

After the Day's Sport
top off the evening meal with a steaming,
savory, piping hot, cup of

Reindeer
COFFEE

There's milk and sugar in it—just add
boiling water and in-

stantly you have a

cup of coffee as good

as you ever wished

for. There's nothing

more satisfying, stim-

ulating or refreshing.

Try it.

THE BORDEN CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL Coffee, Milk and Sugar
Combined

Genuine

HudsonBay
"Point"

Blankets
60x72 - 3 points - 8-15 oz. pairs

63x81 - 33^ points - 10 lb.

72x90 - 4 points - 12 1b.

Scarlet, Blue, Green, Grey, Khaki,
White.

WRITE FOR PRICES

" D.PIKE C"^
123 KING ST. E.

TORONTO

New York Office: No 1 Cliff St., N. Y. City

AS CRAZY AS A GOOSE
Or as wise as a crow—it doesn't matter to you if you are using Mason's
decoys. The wisest duck is fooled by the natural size and. color and life-

like appearance of Mason's decoys. They are made for all species in
several grades. If you are gettiijg any—get the best. A post card
brings our free catalogue.

MASON'S DECOY FACTORY
590 Milford Street and P. M. R. R. Detroit, Mich.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fiah and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish
•nd game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and Minting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F E. PITTMAN, Genera] Passenger Agt. Reld Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND
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For the Toronto Cup, open to Canadian amateurs,
was for the duly qualified wlliner of the grand aggre-
gate in all regular events. W. Barnes, of Hamilton,.,
and S. Jv'^ance, of Tillsonburg, were tied with 296 out
of a possible 300. In the shoot-off at 100 targets
Barnes nosed Vance out, 99 to 98.
In the only event open to Canadian?, other than the

five-man team contest for the Queen's Royal Cup, the
rules were strained on the initiative of the Hamilton
Gun Club. The event was scheduled for the morning.
Hamilton leading, with Toronto Gun Club second and
Balmy Beach third. The Bob White Club, of Niagara
Falls, entry had been accepted, although they did not
comply with the rule requiring that every competitor
should be a bona fide, resident of the city. On top of
this the Falls team did not arrive until the afternoon.
Hamilton waived all objections. The Cataract City's
bunch with outsiders on the line-up wer(^ allowed to
compete and walk away with the honor, which the
Ambitious City club had apparently won when it was
called.
H. W. Cooey won out in the shoot off beating \V.

Watson and Beattie and winning the Indian Cham-
pionship.
H. W. Cooey was high on the 175breaking 172.
W. P. Thomson, of Hamilton made the long run of

103.
W. Hamilton's "Algonquins" captured the five-man

tribe competition with 119 out of 125 targets. S.
Vance's Sioux leading next with 117.

F. Morris, of Montreal, and .1. Vance, of Tillsonburg,
won the Canadian Indian two-man team trophy on a
possible score of 50. There were eight other possibles
made in this event by individuals, but Morris and
Vance were the only two possible scorers who were
paired together.
The Butt Trophy will for another year rest in the

custody of William Hamilton, of High River. George
Dunk, of Toronto, had the high score of 50 out of 50
targets to his credit, but on account of his professional
connection he declined to accept the trophy. He is

a member of the Indians and duly qualified to compete,
but preferred to take this course. Hamilton stood next
with 49.
Sam Vance did some wonderful shooting breaking

2 )6x300 and 46x50 in the doubles, a long run of 134
an t a 76, missing 13 out of 550 including the doubles
and missed 9 out of the 500 and 50 of them were shot
at 22 yards. Bryce Clarke of Montreal, Edgar Sturt
and Bill Barnes of Hamilton also did some wonderful
work.
At the annual business meeting the Indians decided

to hold their next tournament at Niagara-on-the-Lake,
fo rthree days, beginning June 30th, 1921.

Officers Elected.
Officers were elected as follows:—High Chief, W. P.

Thomson, Hamilton: Vice-Chief. E. F. W. Salisbury.
Toronto; High Scribe, Court Thomson, Hamilton;
Council of Chiefs, Geo Anstee, Geo. L. Vivian, E. J.
Mash, Geo. H. ' Cashmore, W. Hughes, Toronto;
H. Baker, R. Day, London.
Third day scores, Indian championship, 50 targets,

lo yards:—W. Hollingshead} Dutton, 45; W. P.
Thomson, Hamilton, 49; Court Thmson, Hamilton,
42; E. Salisbury, Torohto, 48; J. Vance, Tillsonburg,
47; G. Gomph, Toronto, 48; T. H. Baker, London, 47;
R.Day, London, 45; G. L. Vivian, Toronto, 49: W.
Edwards, Toronto, 49; W. Edwards, Toronto. 44;
F. G. Healey, Toronto, 48; B. H. Clarke, Montreal, 49;
G. Beattie, Hamilton, 50; Geo. Dunk, Toronto. 49;
J. Payne, Tillsonburg. 49; W. H. Gooderham, Toronto,
49; F. W. Watson, Hamilton, 50; E. Sturt, Hamilton,
47; H. S. Fisher, Niagara Falls, 45.

Indian tribe five-man teams, 25 targets:

—

Caughnawagas—Barnes 23, J Payne 23, Healey 22,
Jordan 23, Friend. 21. Total 112.
Brants—Morris 21, Sturt 23, Clarke 23, Baker 21,

H.Payne 25. Total 113.
Algonquins—W. Hamilton 23, Cooey 25, Dunk 25,

Anstee 24, Sutton 25. Total 119.
Sioux—S. Vance 24, Houghton 25, Salesbury 25,

J. Vance 23, Gomph 20. Total 117.
Blackfoot—W. H. Gooderham 21, Vivian 22, W.

Thomson24. Watson 22. Hughes 22. Total 111.

Muncevs—Major Singer 23. R. Day .32, C. Thomson
23, Edwards 23, Hollingshead 20. Total 112.

Queen's Hotel Cup, five-man teams, 25 targets:— .

Hamilton—W. Thomson 25, Court Thomson 23,

E. Hurt 22, W. Barnes 25, G. Beattie 24. Total 119.

Toronto Gun Club—H Coocv 24, F. E. Healey 23,
D.Jordan 22, G.L.Vivian 24. D. Anstee21. Total 114.

Balmy Beach—W. Hughes 21, W. H. Gooderham 25,
'E. F. Salisbury 23, W. Edwards 25, E. J. Marsh 16.

Total 110.
Bob White Gun Club—Runchie 25, H. S. Fisher 24,

W. C. Pretty 23, E. Stewart 25, W. H. Singer 25.
Total 122.

Two-Man Event.
Two-man team, 25 targets:—Morris 25, Vance 25,

total 50; Hamilton 25, Healey 24, total 49; S. Vance 25.
C. Thomson 24, total 49 ; Cooey 25, Jordan 24, total 49;
B. Clark 25, N. Long 24, total 49; Houghton 25
HoUingshead 23. total 48; Wcsner 24, Edwards 24.
total 48; Singer 24, Cashmore 23, total 47; Beattie 24,
Anstee 23, total 47; Day 23, Vivian 24, total 47;
W. H. Gooderham 22, Salisbury 24, total 46, Dunk 25,
Hughes 20, total 45; Sturt 25, Baker 20, total 45;
Thom.son 25, Matthews 16, total 41.

Butt Trophy Scores.
Butt Trophy Handicap, fifty targets:—Singer , 21

vards, 47; Vivian, 20 yards, 43; Wesner, 20yards, 42;
Gomph, 19 yards, 48; Sutton, 17 yards, 48; II. Payne, 16
yards, 41; Friend, 16 yards, 44; Houghton, 20 yards
34; J. Payne, 20 yards, 45; W. H. Gooderham, 20 yards.
45; Clarke, 19 yards, 46; Dunk, 19 yards, 50; Barnes,
22 yards, 48; S. Vance, 22 yards, 48; Morris, 22 vards,
16; Hamilton, 21 yards. 49; Cooey, 20 yards, 48;
Hughes, 16 yards, 45; J. Vance, 17 yards, 46; Watson,
18 vards, 49; Anstee, 18 vards, 47; Jordan, 18 yards,
18; Salisbury, 19 yards, 47; Sturt, 19 yards. 47; Ed-
wards, 19 yards, 44; W. Thomson, 19 yards, 48;
HoUingshead, 18 yards, 45.

A, H. IVfeadows, Straffordvllle. Wlnnei iiiien
flonal Handicap at St. Thomas, 1920.

HAMILTON GUN CLUB.
The Hamilton Gun Club held its regular shoot on

Saturday afternoon, June 19, and although (he at-
tendance was rather slim competition was very keen.

Merchandise prices were put up in the main events,
and in A class \V, Barnes Kept up his furious stride
and came out in front with 25 straight. The spoon
was awarded as second prize and ,1. Hunter, G. Beatty.
I. Smith. M. Iv I'letchcr and II. Krotschinan all tied
for it with 24, and on the next time out Hunter, Heattv
and l-'lelchcr settled down and ended tlie battle with
25 straight.
Geo Stroud annexed the merchandise prize in B

class with 21 and the spoon Went to A. Parmcnter as
si'cond prize willi a score of 23.

In C Class J. Moyer hid the edge with 18 out of 25
while F. FCllis took secontl place with 17.

M. .1. Reid of Vancouver, was a visitor at the rluli

imd .set the pace for the nflernoon of 71 out of 75,
W. Barnes was close behind, however, with 49 out of
50. while Geo. Beattie was thi^d with 93 ouloflOO
The scores follow:

Shot nt Broke
W Dvncs ,. 50 39
J Hunter . . 100 92
Geo. Beattie 100 93
C.Svcr M» 16
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Pistol Powder No. 5

The latest development in Pistol Powders

To all sportsmen we annolance the advent
of Du Pont Pistol Powder No. 5. New

—

a 1920 product—the culmination of our long
experience in powder making plus the know-
ledge gained during the World War. Frankly,
it is the best pistol powder we have ever
made—extremely accurate, easy shooting
and clean burning. A fitting powder to bear
the name of Du Pont—the company which
for 118 years has been known as the leading
powder maker* to sportsmen and to the
military.

Il

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.

Saks Dept.: Military Sales Division

Wilmington, Delaware

ni iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MM

"PADDLE YOUR OWN
CANOE"

— and be sure its a Lakefield—

.

There is health and pleasure in canoeing

LAKEFIELD CANOES
Lakefield Canoes are shapely bouyant canoes that
obey the slightest turn of the paddle— staunch
canoes that withstand roughing in rapids and shal-
lows— absolutely safe canoes. There may be just
as good, but there are no better.

The Lakefield Canoe and Boat Co., Limited
'Lakefield, Ontario, Canada

,^l^M^> ,^MIM^M^,lIMIMH"^^^^I^^^"IM^^^I»^H^^^<^^W!'>i^^'^^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^!^^^^^^1^^^ ^^ 1^^^^^ ^I ^1 ^^I«^^ ^H I I I I I I I t 'l >»

:: The Culture of Black

:: and Silver Foxes
By R. B. and L. V.
Croft, B.A., M.D.

CANADA'S leading sportsman's magazine. "Rod
and Gun" is being besieged by requests for in-
formation, the result of the interest created by

the splendid articles that have appeared in recent
Issues.
To meet this demand, the publishers are issuing the
articles in book form, in which enthusiasts are given
valuable and hitherto unknown information about
foxes, under the following heads: Introduction,
Heredity, Origin, Breeding, Mating and Gestation,
Pens and Dens, Food and Feeding, Food and Care,
Value.,
The volume is profusely illustrated with pictures
taken from life, and will doubtless be eagerly re-
ceived by everyone interested in the profitable
raising of this valuable animal.
Mailed to any address upon receipt of price—frOc
postpaid.

j:

•• W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Publishers
y. WOODSTOCK - - - ONTARIO
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W.Barjies !" 50 49
J.Smith 75 63
M.E.Fletcher 100 92
N. Long 70 56
J.Moyer 110 . 93
F.Ellis 50 32
A.Parmenter 70 63
Geo. Stroud 100 89
A. Glover , 50 39
W.W.Livingstone 75 57
H. KretSchman 100 89
B.J.Pearce 50 43
R.J.Reid 75 74
H.Fletcher 50 41

Hamilton Gun club held its regular shoot on SatuJf-
day afternoon and although the wind made the targets
take all sorts of turns, it sufficed to make the grounds
an ideal spot for a hot day.

Useful merchandise prizes were put up in each class.

For the main event in class A. H. Lennox and H.
Kretschman tied for the lead with 24, but on the shoot-
off Kretschman managed to go one better with 22
while Lennox broke 21. E. Sturt, Dr. Green and John
Hunter were all well up with 23.

Geo. Stroud again captured th prize in B class with
23 while the nearest to him were A. Glover, A. Pa-
menter and F. Gardiner who all broke 20.

In C Class J. Moyer came out on top with 21 out of
25, while H. Fletcher, who has just broken into the
game, was next in line with 19 and F.Ellis was third
with 18.

Dr. Greene had the best total for the day with 47
out of 50 and Geo. Stroud was next with 46 out of 50.
H. Kretschman broke 68 out of 75 and took third place.
The score:

Shot at Broke
A. Glover 50 42
H.Fletcher 50 32
F. Ellis 50 25
A.Parmenter 50 39
J.Moyer 50 40
E.Harris 50 41
H. Lennox 75 67
Geo. Stroud 50 46
F.Gardiner 50 37
E. Sturt 50 41
Dr. Greene 50 , 47
N. Long 50 43
J. Hunter c 50 45
Goodale '..• 50 43 •

H. Kretschman 75 68
Ladies' day at the Hamilton Gun club again proved

itself to be the banner day of the year^ when over 100
members and guests were present.

In the ladies' shooting, a new winner turned up in the
person of Miss Harris, who b'oke the five straight in
grand style. Not to be outclassed by her daughter,
Mrs. Harris broke four out of five, and tied for second
place with Mrs. Lennox and Mrs. Livingstone, but on
the shoot-off Mrs. Lennox got second place by breaking
the next three straight, while Mrs. Harri,"« was third
with two out of three, and Mrs. Livingston fourth with
one out of three. Some of the other scores were Miss
Hunt-r and Mrs. Harrison with three out of five, and
Mrs. Lutz and Miss Gardner with two out of five, while
Miss Brunt, Mrs. H. Smith. Mrs. Moyer and Mrs.
Newlands, sen., and jun.. all broke one out of five.

Forjthe men shooting, each lady drew a name of one
of the men taking part, and fo tho e ladies holding the
names of the two high scores, two prizes wi^re given.
Naturally soTne real shooting was put on, but nolhiag
but a perffici .score was any good, as M. E. Fletcher,
H. Newlands and I"". W. Watstin all turned in a straight
25. and in the next time out, Fletcher and Newlarfds
!i«ain tied with 21, while Watson got 22. Owing to the
lateness of the day, the men tosed a coin instead of
shooting further, and Fletcher was the lucky one. Miss
Dorothy Groves held the winning ticket, that of M.
I', Fletcher', while Miss Stanford held that of Mr.
Newlands.

In thi- straight dr:iwing for those l.-idi-s who had not
won a prize. Mrs. Hopper came out llie Itirkv one. IL
Newlands, of Gall, .shol exreedinglv w II during the
afternoon, breaking 71 out of 75. while Iv Harris and
Dr. Greene are deservin" of mention, the former Retting
7.'S out 7."). an<l th" lader 48 out of 50

louring the afternoon a dainty luncheon was sirved
by Crawford, the i-oiifectioner. whic added grealK
fo th • pleasure (>{ the aflernoon. Th prizes ronsisled
of lieaufiful cut Klass and silverware, and were very
ablv presented to the winning ladies bv Court Thomson
and H. Lennox.
The scores follow

Shot at Broke
H WHiinsbery , .'•.O 41M Honst)erA:'i riO 39

N.S. Braden 75
P. Friend 50
W. W. Livingstone 50
N-Long 75
J. Hunter 75
J.Moyer . 75
F.Ellis

: :;;:; 50
E.Harris 75
M.E. Goodale 125'
BertSmyth 50
L.Long 50
G. Brown 50
J Gomph 75
Geo. Stroud lOO
M. E. Fletcher 75
J. Lisson 50
H.Lennox oO
E H. Sturt ; 75
H.Fletcher 50
G.Harison fi 50
A. Glover 50
H. Newlands 75
Dr. Greene. 50
F W.Watson 75
H. Kretschman 100
H.Smith 50
H.Lutz 50
T.Gardiner 50
A. VonGunten 25
H. Spence 25
C.Linkert . . 25
J. Vane 50
C.Graham 50
C.Thomson 75
A.Smyth '. 25

61
'

38
46
67
67
52
40
73
110
46
32
41
62
88
70

42 \

68
36
42
40
74
48
66
92
24
27
45
16
14
14
47
44
64
16

SHERBROOKE TOURNAMENT
The first registered tournament held by the revived

Sherbrooke Gun club attracted a large number of
American shooters. The shoot which was held on
Dominion Day found about thirty gunners present.
S. R. Newton of Sherbrooke is the President of this
enthusiastic club.
The scores;

—

A.Stuart Boa *. Montreal, Que 140
S. R. Newton. She rbrooke Que 139
C. L.Osborne, Montreal, Que 138
H. M. Louden, Burlington. Vt 137
S. G. Newton. Sherbrooke, Que 136
A. S.C.Hill. Burlington. Vt 132
Bruce Murdock. Montreal, Que 127
F. W. Yeaton.Montpellier.Vt 126
William H. Southwood. Richmond, Que 126
G. E. Louden, Burlington. Vt 122
.James E. McCrea. Sherbrooke, Que 121
H. M. Pppe. Montpelier, Vt 119
H. L. Pache. Burlington. Vt 116
V. 1-^. Gei'main. Bromptonville.Quc 115
Fred W. Wakin, Sherbrooke, Que 113
H. Laundry, Mnntpelier:Vt 108
N.E.Wallev.*Sherbrooke. Que 106
E. F. Dillon. Montpelier. Vt 104
Fred W. Mitchell. Sherbrooke, Que 102
B. \V. Goodrellow. Bawe, Vt 93
P. MttCullough. Sherbrooke. Que 98
W.B. Armstrong. Montpelier, Vt 92^
S. R. Turner, Sherbrooke. Que 91
P. A. A. W. Dwight*. Toronto, Ont 105* 70
Fred Southwood, Sherbrookft. Que 75* 57

Canadian Trapshooters Finish Last
Antwerp. .July 23.-—The United States Icam won the

final of the Olympic ll-ani trapshooting competition
here to-day, when they broke 517 out of a possible 600
clay targets. The other scores were: Belgium 503;.
.Sweden. 5(H): Great Britain, 188, and Canada, 474.
The individual scores made bv the Canadians were:
Beatlie. 87; Hamilton. 81 .Vance, 82: Oliver. 76;
Montgomery, 78. aiifi MacLfiren, 70.

'I"he winning by flic Belgian team of second place in

f he match came somewhat as a surprise, one member of
the team being blind in one eye.

In the iiKlividual championship shoot this aflernoon
f he Canadians did nof <lo as well as had been expected.
Only Montgomery, who broke 32 targets, and Vance.
30, finished in the first half. Other scores were; Beatlie,
29: Hutchinson. Black, 2«, and Hainillon. 26,

All five of the United States team entered in the
event survived the eliiiiiiial ion round an<l will compete
in the finals Troeh and .Arieeach broke ,'M targets and
led the field, which consisted of forty- three competitors.

iMghl ofthe nine ci)u?itries which had represenlntiyes
survived the first rnund. these being Gri'al Britain.
Canada. I lie I'nited States. Sweden. Norway. BelHiiini,

Holland and I'ranee l-'inhunl's three repri'sentntives
were eliminated in the first round.
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THE BRILLIANT
SEARCH LIGHT

For Hunting, Trapping, Fishing, Etc.

The only lamp designed for this purpose. Shines 300 to

600 feet. Burns carbide at a cost of about K of 1 cent an

hour. Single or double lens. On the market 18 years

Illustrated catalog mailed free on request, and we will give you the
name of our nearest Dealer. Sold by the leading Canadian Fur
Houses, and Hardware & Sporting Goods Dealers.

BRILLIANT SEARCH LIGHT MFG. CO., 529 So. Dearborn, Dept. 5, Chicago, liL

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.
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First forty dollars secures for you a Special Stevens
Target rifle, 32-40 calibre, target sights, double set of
trigger, special butt plate. New. Apply Box 9, Rod
and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont. SIT

A bargain. New 12 gauge hammer gun, low circular
hammers, pistol grip and forestock checked, rubber butt
plate, stub twist barrels, canvasgun case. Johnstone, Bir
mingham. maker. $65 takes it. W. D. McEdwards, Box
395, London, Opt. 8 IT—

i

WANTED,-Tpr^O.30 Remington, or 250-3000 Savage.
State priciN-Sqindntion and what equipment goes with them.
L. O..Pur^j,-$R|Kigfield, Ont. 8 2T

FOR SBBEfc-tSix B. S. A. .22 Match Rifles as used bv
the R. AjTG.Ofeam in C. R. L. matches 1920, fitted with
B. S. '5v^At>fl"a^ure Sights. Team average last match
97.5 pit^ cfenif) Price $25.00- each. Apply Secretary,
Royal 'iUKary. College Rifle Club, Kingston, Ontario.

^ ^ 8 IT

xchange all standard makes high class
[S. Want cash or English made guns
Clyde Atwood, Dundee, Minn. U.S.A.

6-3T

REPAIRING
W. A. BROCK

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Woric,
Re-stocking, Barrel Boring, Stock-Bending,
Barrel Browning, etc.^

All \Vork Guaranteed

For $60—A 10 gauge hammer gun, made by
Charles Lancaster, one of the best English makers.
Gun is in Al condition, complete with leather case,
metal lined, Dixon measures, ebony cleaning rod,
extra plungers and main springs, full pistol stock,
genuine Damascus barrels. Case alone could not
be bought to-day for less than $35.

BROCK'S
The Sporting Gooda Store of London, Ont.

SPECIALS

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
•nd one tail. Never been used. Box L, ROD AND GUN
Woodstock, Ontario. TF

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. The Successful Club'"
Box 556,Oakland, Calif. 3-6T.

FOR SALE—One Goldberg display fixture. Metal
frame with 12 display wings 18 ft.x 36 ft. Worth $70.00.
For quick sale $30.00. Apply Box 400, Rod and Gun,
Woodstock, Ont. 10-TF.

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, fat/r^rh.^ll^n^drS.S
matism, piles, cancer, sore eyes, cured or no charge. Write
for p'articluars. Eczema Remedy Co., Hot Springs, Ark.,
U.S.A. 9-12T

We Buy all kinds of Fire Arms, Fishing Tackle, Hand
Cameras, Prismatic and Field Glasses, and everything in

Sporting Goods. Write Levine Brothers, Reg'd. 435-439
St. James Street, Montreal. 5-tf

FOR SALE—35c each—ROD AND GUN covers,
mounted on 9 x 11" mat, ready for framing and suitable
for den or office. ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, Wood-
stock, Ont. tf

WANTED.—Rod and Gun in Canada for December
1918and January 1919 and complete years 1916 and 1917

—

unbound preferred. Francis, 105 Sunnyside Avenue,
Ottawa. 8-1

T

FOR SALE.— 1 Western Trap complete. Verv cheap.
Box 10. Rod and Gun, Woodstock. 8 IT

MARRY FOR WEALTH, HAPPINESS. Hundreds
rich, attractive, congenial, willing to wed, photos free.

Mrs. Warn, 2216H Temple St., Los Angeles, Cal. 8 IT

FOR SALE.—One pair of 8 power binoculars made by
Gundlach Manhattan Optical Co., New. York, also sole
leather case and carrying straps, in new condition inside
and out. $45. R. E. Thornton, Box 111. Woodstock. N.
B., 8 IT

FOR SALE.—One Waltham watch, 17 jewels, gold
filled case, in perfect condition. $18. R. E. Thornton,
Box 111., Woodstock, N.B. 8 IT

PARTNER WANTED—with some capital to take half
interest in a Fox farm and trapping. A golden opportunity.
J. R. Booth, Heyden, Via Soo, Ontario. 8 IT

STAMMERING.

ST-STU-T-T-TERING and Stammering cured at home.
Instructive booklet free. Walter McDonnell. 151 Poto-
mac Bank Building, Washington, D.C. 6-6T

TAXIDERMY AND TANNING

WANTED.—Situation as Taxidermist. Good at
osteology and casting. John C. Paterson, 15 Widmer St.,

Toronto, Ont. . 8 IT

Lifelike Taxidermy. Latest Museum and Moth-proof
Methods used. Game heads and rugs a specialty. Satis-
faction guaranteed. D. C. Tait, 1116 Broadway West,
Vancouver, B.C. 3-6T

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L., ROD AND GUN. Woodstock.
Ont. TF

OUTDOOR BOOKS
By Warren H. Miller Editor Field ana Stream

The Outdoorsman's Handbook
Everything for the hunter, wing shot, fisherman,
camper, canoeist and dog owner, condensed into

compact, handy reference form. In canvas binding,
$1.50; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun,
$2.25.

Camp Craft
The latest and best of camping books. 282 pp.,
pioCjisely illustrated. All the modern camping
equipments that you do not find in earlier works
are described ip this work. Cloth, $1.50; with a
year's subscription to Rod and Gun, $2.25.

Rifles and Shotguns
Military rifle shooting, big game rules, and how to
learn shooting at big game; sights, targets, rifle

mechanics, trap-shooting, wing shooting, patterns,
snap shooting, etc. A complete and authoritative
work for the big game and feathered game hunter.
Special chapters on the U. S. Springfield. Cloth,
$2.00; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun,
$3.00.

The Boys' Book of Hunting and Fishing \
With ten chapters on camping for boys. How to
catch trout, bass and muscallonge, and the tackle
to get that a boy can buy. How to learn wing shoot-
ing and rifle shooting. How to make your own
camping outfit. Cloth, $1.25; with a year's sub-
scription to Rod and Gun, $2.00.

The Bo.ys' Book of Canoeing and Sailing
Has also chapters on the motorboat, besides many
on canoeing, canoe cruising, how to build a decked
canvas sailing canoe; boat-building and rigging for
sail batteaux, dories, skiffs, duckboats, catboats
and knockabouts. 350 pp., 127 iUustrations. Cloth,
$1.25; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun,
$2.00

Airedale, Setter and Hound
With a chapter on the pointer and Irish setter.
All about raising and training the principal breeds
of hunting dogs. A thoroughly practical work.
160 pp., 50 illustrations. Paper, $1.00; cloth, $1.75;
with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun, $1.75.

The Medicine Man In the Woods
A pamphlet in waterproof packsack binding, cover-
ing emergency, first aid and woods' medicine. 50
cents; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun,
$1.60.

SEND CHECKS DIRECT TO
W. J. TAYLOR, LTD.,

Pub. Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.
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Mealtime is a happy event three times a day,
when you are on a camping or fishing trip. Food
prepared and cooked out-of-doors has a different

flavor that urges appetites and satisfies the inner
man. But you canrlot fully enjoy your meals unless

you have the right materials to cook with and especially a

sufficient supply of milk.

KLIM takes care of that important item. It is pure powder-
ed separated milk. You carry it in the dry powder form packed
in handy lift-cover tins and make into liquid separated milk
whenever you need it. Eight level tablespoonsfull of KLIM
whipped into a pint of water makes a pint of natural flavored

separated milk, delicious to drink, flavors tea and coffee to your
taste, makes biscuits, pancakes, etc., lighter and tastier.

KLIM is sold in grocery stores in half-pound, one-pound
and ten pound tins. A handy size for any length of trip. . The
one pound size will make four quarts. Figure out liow many
meals you will have and take enough KLIM to provide plenty

for every meal.

KLIM is used regularly every day in thousands of homes.
If you haven't tried it in your home—gel a tin and learn how
convenient ;uk1 ('cononiic;)! it is.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS,LIMITED
TORONTO

St. .lohn Montreal Winnipeg

llriiish Coliivihia Dislribiilors—KlTklixml & Rose, IM Wafer St.. Vancouver, H.C.



"High Gun'' for Four Days
at Ottawa

A Wonderful Record!

At the meeting of The Eastern Canada Trapshooting Association
held in Ottawa, June 14, 15, 16, 17, Mr. Wm. Barnes of Hamilton
again demonstrated the superiority in materials and loading of

Remington UMC Nitro Club ''speed shells."

Using Remington UMC Nitro Club shells throughout, Mr.
Barnes made the following remarkable scores:

—

Practice Day—High Gun, score 99 out of a possible 100.

On two other days—also High Gun, score for the three days
being 392 out of a possible 400, winning the Indian's Cut Glass
Bowl.

On the four days of the meeting Mr. Barnes was High Gun,
with 475 out of a possible 500, winning the Ottawa Bowl.

Mr. Barnes also added the following triumphs to the above
remarkable performance:

—

Highest long run of 105 straight, winning the $25Q
Ford Trophy.

Long run of 85 unfinished.

Event Cut Glass Bowl, score 146 out of a possible
150.

Mr.|Barnes and Mr. Geo, Beattie of Hamilton won the Eastern
Canada Two Man Team Championship breaking 50 straight,

both using Nitro Club shells.

The quality, speed, penetration and target pattern of these
famous shells make them the choice of the expert. They give
sure results. Try them yourself. You will be well satisfied.

Remington UMC of Canada Limited

Windsor, Ont.

REMINGTON
UMC

New "Wetproof" process makes
"Nitro Club" and "Arrow" Shells

absolutely impervious to water.




